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“People like us, who believe in physics, know that the
distinction between past, present and future is only a
stubbornly persistent illusion.”
Albert Einstein

She was sitting boots-up on a high wall, the breeze flicking at her hair, shivering at
her leggings, rippling at her t-shirt, it was picking up, she noticed, when the man
emerged from the ruined building. She studied him as he stared around; he was
heedless of danger, he looked confused. He wasn’t the one she was waiting for. He
was fat, she thought, he had a belly bigger than any man should have, a belly like a
sow. He wasn’t a prowler, but he was from no tribe she recognized either, his shoes
were weak and flimsy, his clothes shiny and new, nothing worn or repaired, nothing
had melded to him the way it should, nothing about him looked comfortable or secure;
nothing you could run in. She almost snorted in laughter at this; he looked like he’d
never walked more than a mile, never gone hungry, never done a day’s labor.
‘Hey,’ she said.
His head jerked up toward her, lifting his hand to shield his eyes from the late
afternoon sun.
‘Where am I?’ he said.
She pushed back her black hair from her face. ‘Jago.’
‘Jago?’
‘Repeating what I said and adding a question mark,’ she told him, ‘that ain’t making
conversation.’
‘Everything is changed,’ he said, staring around, wide-eyed. ‘It’s the same. But it’s
different.’
He’s a slave, she thought, a pleasure slave, he can’t be anything else. But who’d pick
that sow for pleasure? ‘You alright, mister?’ she asked.
‘Yes,’ he said. ‘No.’ Then, ‘I’m not sure.’
‘You’ve got it covered then. You’re prepared for all eventualities,’ and her eyes gave
him the slightest of sardonic smiles.
‘I need to get back,’ he said.
‘Sun’s going down,’ she said.
‘Right.’
She paused for a moment, then said, ‘You don’t understand.’ She spoke patient, like to
a child. ‘Sun goes down, they’ll come out, and if they catch you they’ll kill you.
Maybe rape you, just to see what it’s like to rape a fat man.’
‘Who’d kill me?’ his voice wavering, scared.
‘Where are you from?’ she asked.
‘Here,’ he said. ‘But not here.’
She looked around, the sun low in the sky, the shadows thrown long, the darkness
beginning to creep from the crumbling buildings. Figured she had a few minutes.
‘You do like to cover your options,’ she said. ‘How’d you manage to survive long
enough to get old, fat man?’ He must have been forty years old, she thought. Hair all
wispy and thin, shirt too tight across his belly. He wore spectacles. They looked new
too.
Her ma wore spectacles. A scout had found a box with a dozen pairs of spectacles in a
drawer in an empty shop, a little rusted, dusty, but useable, and had shared them
amongst the people who needed them. She remembered the old folk trying different

pairs on, looking funny to her. And there were a couple of pairs for kids. One pair so
thick no-one could wear them without a headache. They’d be cared for and passed
down.
His spectacles looked new. ‘Come out of the doorway,’ she said. ‘See if we can sort you
out.’
‘This is amazing,’ he said quietly, stepping forward. ‘Amazing and, frankly, very
scary,’ his voice awed, ‘But I think it worked. It did. It really worked.’
‘What worked?’
‘My, uh,’ he frowned. ‘What should I call it? When it was a theory I’d never thought
to give it a name.’
She watched him, amused.
‘But when I was building it, I’d call it ‘it’ or ‘she’ as in “she’s acting up today, or
she’s running smooth.” We went forward. Five minutes. That was amazing. But
this,’ he was talking to himself, ‘She works,’ and he looked around, seeing, as if for the
first time, exactly where he standing, amidst the evidence of, something, her, working
maybe, and inside himself he felt an urge to go all HG Wells; theatrical. ‘My
machine,’ he whispered to himself.
He dared not give it it’s full title. That would make it real. And a real thing like that
would change the world. He looked up at the girl, sitting on the wall like a cat
warming itself in the dying sun. He gathered himself up, ‘I’m professor John Ames,’
he said, ‘I work at the university here,’ he nodded at the almost-collapsed building
from which he’d just emerged. His voice lowered, almost talking to himself, ‘And I
think I’ve just had the greatest scientific breakthrough in history.’ He gazed around,
stared at the dust and the emptiness and the broken-downness of his surroundings,
and then at the girl sitting boots-up on the wall. ‘The greatest single anything
breakthrough in history.’
‘What do you profess?’ she asked him, having ignored most of his barely intelligible
words.
‘What?’ He looked up, seeing her properly now, noticing for the first time that she
carried a staff, and the staff had a wicked-looking blade fastened securely to the end of
it. ‘What?’ he repeated, a little louder, his voice a little shaky, he felt the beginnings of
a hypo.
‘What do you profess, professor, when you’re in there, professing’ and she raised her
chin a little toward the building behind him. ‘Cos there’s nothing in there ‘cept dust
and emptiness.’
She watched him as he stood thinking, confused-looking, beginning to be
apprehensive, and she thought, he’s realizing something. He looked up at her again,
forced a smile, then he looked a little sly, asked, ‘Do you know what year this is?’
In reply, she twisted and dropped down from the wall, eight feet down, landed with
hardly a sound, knees bent a little, the butt of the staff hitting the ground at the same
time as her feet. She brushed dust off a pant leg, looked at him and said, ‘What year do
you think it is, fat man?’ her spear held lightly, absently, like she could hurl it fast
and far without a second thought.
He told her.
She raised an eyebrow, ‘You’re about sixty-five years too late, professor,’ the evening
breeze making dust-devils dance around her worn leather boots. In the distance a dog
howled and she turned to look over her shoulder. She said, ‘I was waiting for someone,
but he aint coming today, so we’d better get shelter. Prowlers are hunting tonight.’
‘Prowlers?’

‘Bad men. I told you.’
‘Can I trust you?’ he glanced at the spear.
She followed his glance, flicked a finger across the serrated edge of the blade. ‘Well I
ain’t stuck you yet.’
‘Right,’ he said. ‘Shelter.’
She nodded, ‘Come with me,’ and she walked off.
He followed, asking, ‘Where are we going?’
‘We’re going to hide.’
‘Where.’
‘Somewhere.’
He had to jog to keep up. The sun was very low in the sky now, the shadows
beginning to join hands. He felt wobbly, he shouted after her, ‘What’s your name?’
She paused, mid-step. ‘My name is Esta,’ she told him, patient, like to a child. ‘Don’t
raise your voice.’ She began walking again.
‘Esta,’ he said, panting with the effort of keeping up with her, ‘Slow down.’
She paused, ‘Why?’
‘Because I know the perfect place to hide.’
She stopped and turned, looked back at him, quizzically.
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Dakota Scout was in a tight spot.
She’d been in tight spots before, and survived them too, but right now, she
knew, that was no guarantee of survival: good fortune doesn’t get paid
forward. Quiet and slow she dropped into a low crouch, arms spread, weight
balanced like a dancer, ready to flee at a hair’s trigger. In the deep shadows of
the midday sun she was out of sight of the prowlers who were walking across
her line of view, maybe ten yards ahead, walking right to left, good eye to
bad, vision to blur. She let her peripheral absorb the information, crouching so
low to the ground that the gentle breeze blew the grit up into her face.
She waited silent, and completely still, because nothing attracts the human
eye like movement, not moving a sliver until they’d disappeared around the
corner and out of sight, and then she put down her short, slender hunting
spear, wiped her face with the back of a grubby cotton sleeve, and tied back
her locks with a leather thong; they were always coming loose. She checked
the straps that kept her boots fastened tight to her feet and then she slid the
single barrel shortgun from her backpack, hoping the hundred-year-old shells
still worked.
Mostly they did.
The prowlers were taking their time, unhurried and careless of the noise they
were making, the day was long and hot and they were in no rush. They were
making a racket too; they could be silent when they were hunting so, she
reasoned, they were being loud for effect: they’d try and spook her into
running, scare her into showing herself. Beating, they called it. She turned her
head slowly, tracking them as they appeared again from behind a stack of
rusting vehicles over by the empty lot next to the low building with the red
roof. She was barely breathing; prowlers can smell your breath, they said, and
though she doubted that, their own breath being so foul it’d block up the
nostrils and tongue of any human being, including their own, she decided she
didn’t want to test the truth of that particular aphorism. Afff orrr izzzz mmm,
she repeated that word slowly, quietly, a mind-trick, a shake and bake mantra
taught her by Jester, focusing on something abstract and meaningless,
repeating it slowly to distract her, help slow her heart rate, push away the
rising panic, stave off the possibility of doing something reckless through fear,
something thoughtless which would get her killed. Because prowlers were
killers: they were torturers, rapists, cannibals, they were everything bad you
could think of and didn’t want to, they embraced the dark, it was their thing.
They were killers first and last. Their breath was the least foul part of them.
Afff orrr izzz mmmm.
‘She’s around here,’ a voice said. ‘Old Helpless saw her and came running to
tell us.’
‘If she aint, I’m gone cut Old Helpless’ throat,’ another voice said.
‘She’s here,’ the first voice repeated. ‘Helpless has his uses. Besides,’ the smile
audible in his voice, ‘I can smell her.’
Afff orrr… there were four of them, all armed with short pikes: one wore a
handgun strapped on a belt, two wore pangas, fearsome cutting blades made
from spring-steel, reforged and beaten into eighteen inch curved blades,
sharpened ‘til the sight of them could cut you to the bone, slice away your

bravery ‘til all you were left with was abject crawling fear that made you
want to lie down and just die. The only thing a prowler kept clean were his
weapons…
izzz mmm… they’d throw the spears, hope to wound her, then either finish her
off with the pangas where she lay or, worse, carry her, wounded, back to their
camp and have their use of her in ways that were all too imaginable. She’d
seen the results of prowler handiwork. And their camp would be nearby,
canvas strung over poles, always outdoors because, despite the abundance of
empty buildings everywhere around - Jago was full of abandoned buildings no-one stayed inside if they could help it, the city was haunted they said, and
most everyone believed it, though she knew better. They’d have a fire made
from whatever they could find and burn, the food a stuck pig, a skewered
wild dog, a skillet of rats. Or worse.
She recognized one of them, had spied him through her binocs the day before:
tan, heavy-set, slack looking, the manner of an old hand, like he was in no
hurry. The other two, a nervy kid with black skin, not much older than her,
and another a few years older with white skin and a hat he wore without any
style though it looked like he was aiming for something. The fourth she’d
seen for barely a moment, he had red hair. Red, Hat, Black and Slack she
thought of them. As they wandered behind the building and passed out of
sight, in no rush it seemed, she looked around, scoping the surroundings.
She was trapped.
She’d got herself into a snare and no doubt. She was in a small square
between buildings, with exits at five and eleven o clock from where she stood;
the prowlers had just walked across exit eleven and would probably skirt
round in a rough circle, trying to break her tracks, the circle getting wider and
wider until they spotted something, some mark she’d left, a scuff or a
fingerlength of fresh trodden dirt. They hadn’t realized she was right in the
middle of where they first looked, it was too easy, and no scout would ever be
caught that easy. Except her. She cursed herself silently. Jester was always
telling her she was reckless, ‘cept he was crazy reckless when he wanted to be
so he had no right to talk. She wished he were here right now. He had the
killing skills to survive, quick like a snake, ferocious and overwhelming like a
hungry wolfpack, even on his own, and more merciless than any beast she
knew of. All she had was quiet and fast, and that left no room for reckless. Too
late to worry now: maybe something to ponder later, if she survived. She
scanned the walls around her, heart sinking at the concrete and plate glass
that reared up around her, everything scoured by the encroaching desert dust.
Higher up, windows were broken, but those closest the ground had survived,
which was surprising for a building that leaned sharply to the left, the left
half of two floors mid-way up having simply disappeared sometime in the
past, leaving a silent gap and a rusted stair-rail reaching up toward nothing.
The building buckled over like it had a belly ache. Some of the panes at
ground level were bulging, but they held, decades of pressure forcing them
outward in a state of perfect tension, bowed but unbroken. They’d pop like a
bladder, she thought. Might bring down the entire building. She glanced
down, opened the shortgun barrel to check it was loaded, and then she
waited.
She didn’t have to wait long.

From somewhere behind her, she heard the crunch of heavy boots on rubble,
the panting breath of a man as he clambered over the roots of a wall eighty
years gone, she could smell the stink of his breath, feel his sudden movement,
maybe heard the grunt of breath or the shush of a coat as an arm whipped,
and without thinking she twisted to one side just as a heavy spear struck the
ground where she’d stood a moment before, the sound of it a short cough,
gouging the dirt, bouncing once and skittering to a halt. She heard someone
whistle, the gathering sound, heard him shout ‘She’s here!’ and she didn’t
look back but ran straight toward the bowed glass, extending the shortgun
one-handed and pulling the trigger; prayed it would work.
And it did.
The window blew out with a bang and a shower of crumbling safety glass
that showered her as she jumped, and then she was through, dropping into
darkness, rolling as she hit the ground, slamming into something that
knocked her sideways but already she was rising in the dark and running.
And as she ran through the empty doorways, along dusty corridors, down
flights of stairs, deeper into the dark, entering a final room at the foot of the
deepest stairwell, a room of scattered furniture, a shaft of light penetrating
through the cracks and gaps in the floors above, fading to some sort of
blackness at the far end, at the back of her mind she heard a faint echo of
Jester’s laugh. And fainter still, like the jingling of bells, the sound of glass
falling.
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Heart pounding, she pushed the door closed,
It was quiet and smooth, easy to push for something so heavy, and it gave a
sigh and locked with a reassuringly solid click behind her. She leaned against
it for a moment catching her breath, then she exhaled slow, letting the tension
ease just a little, shrugged off her rucksack as granules of safety glass from the
burst window fell from her hair and clothing to the ground around her feet,
and prayed silently to her god that the door couldn’t be opened from the
outside, hoping it wouldn’t even be found, so deep below the ground, two,
three floors down, hurtling down so many dark stairwells she’d lost count.
She shook her hair and more glass fell onto the floor, combed her fingers
through the heavy cords, delicately picking out the final grains of glass one by
one with her fingernails. Only when she was done cleaning out the glass, did
she straighten up and look around.
The room was three paces wide and two deep, the door at one end and a
small table and chair in the corner opposite. The walls of the room were white
and crystalline and smooth to the touch, the air was cold and a little stale; a
dull light came from a single pane of opaque glass in the ceiling. On the table
top was a notepad and pencil and a small grey box, maybe twelve inches by
eight and about a half inch thick. The room wasn’t dusty or dirty like the
room outside - it was clean. She had the feeling that any dirt in the room was
what she’d brought in. She went back to the door and tugged on it again,
testing it, somehow understanding, knowing, that it had locked securely
behind her, but not sure how she knew, and needing to check anyway, just to
make sure. After a while she heard faint tapping sounds outside and she
knew also, without knowing how, that those were the sounds of the prowlers,
testing the door to see if they could unlock it, to see if she were inside. She
knew they could not unlock it though she didn’t know how she knew, the
door just reassured her somehow, and she accepted the truth of that, and after
a while the sounds stopped. If they were going to try and wait her out they’d
have to be patient. Dakota would run when she could, but she could out-wait
the seasons when she had to. She pulled out the chair, sat down and closed
her eyes, focused on her breathing just like Jester had taught her way back
when all she knew was how to be scared.
‘Pick a number,’ he’d say and she’d reply ‘four thousand and eleven,’ or some
such random figure and he’d say ‘breathe in slowly, and see that number in
your mind’s eye, as you breathe out, focus on seeing it, then when you
breathe in again, nice and slow, see the number four thousand and ten,
counting down one number with each breath...’
‘That will take forever.’
‘It’s not a race, ‘Kotes. You aint going nowhere but here.’
And he was right; there was nowhere else. Only here.
Here and now.
This was where she was.
After a while of breathing slow and counting down, she brought happy
thoughts to her mind and smiled, eyes still closed, relaxed now, in a good
place. Sometime later, she felt rather than saw a light flickering on the edge of
the flat box, and she opened her eyes. The box, she knew, was a computer,

though she’d never seen one that worked, she’d learned about them in her
classes, and her grandmother had shown one to her a few years ago,
explained how it all worked, sort of anyway, using the words her own mother
had used before her, way back when the world had not been long changed
and memories were still sharp. Jester had brought it back after one particular
trip and they’d stripped it down trying to figure out how to make it work.
Her grandmother explained that it would not; the power source was long
worn down to nothing.
But she could see a faint glow from inside.
This one worked.
Slowly she reached out and, carefully, slowly, lifted the lid. There was a blank
screen and she stared at it until, suddenly, it flickered to life:
IF YOU’RE READING THIS, CONGRATULATIONS.

She sat back, studying it, thinking.
The screen flickered again and then said, PRESS ME.
She pressed a button. The biggest one, on the right of the keypad.
WHAT IS YOUR NAME? The screen asked her.
She typed in her name.
WHEN WOULD YOU LIKE TO GO? The screen asked her.
A dial appeared on the screen that showed her a number 2101. She stroked the
dial on the screen and the numbers spun backwards to 2044. She stroked it
again in the other direction and it rolled forward to 2217 and stopped. She
stroked it again and it spun back to 2022.
She touched an icon in the corner that said Now.
Nothing happened.
There might have been the faintest of humming sounds, so low it was
virtually inaudible, but nothing else, and she felt her stomach give a tiny
lurch, but then it was still. The computer screen flickered briefly but nothing
else changed. Then the screen changed again and a single word appeared:
DONE.
She stared at the screen, sat quietly, thinking to herself, weighing her choices.
She closed the lid, satisfied, nodding to herself, trusting her instinct for truth,
a smile sliding across her lips. ‘This is good,’ she said quietly to herself, which
were the first words she’d spoken out loud in two days. Something had
changed for the better, but she didn’t know what or how, or even how she
knew. She just knew. It was the room; she trusted it though she couldn’t have
explained why. She picked up her rucksack and strapped it on, and on a
whim, she scribbled her name on the writing pad by the computer, then she
went to the door, which clicked and pushed open easily, allowing her to step
back out into the darkness of the basement. She stood for a moment listening,
then reached into a pocket and took out a small, powerful flashlight and
clicked it on. The room was cavernous in the focused beam, filled with chairs
and boxes and pieces of junk, the same room she’d escaped from an hour
earlier. But it was different somehow. Less dust. In fact, she realised, there was
virtually no dust. And the junk was piled neater than it had been when she
stumbled through the sub-basement toward the door from which she now
peered. There was a small pinpoint of red light coming from something
fastened to the wall at the far end of the room. A faint orange light seeped
from a gap between the bottom of the door and the top of the steps. ‘This is

very good,’ she said, almost laughing, twisting the torch in her hand so that
the beam widened out, so she could see the room better, and then she began
to thread her way between the junk toward the light gap in the door, where
the light slid in, smiling now, because, as Jester always said, she was always
open to good things.
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‘Where is she?’
‘Shut it!’
‘Shut it yourself, Davis,’ Blanko said, ‘she’s not here.’ He kicked over a pile of
chairs, dust rising in clouds, visible in the light streaming through some
fissure that sliced down from ground level three floors above
Davis shrugged. ‘There’s no need to be quiet then.’ He straightened his hat.
‘She came in here, I saw her,’ Blanko said. ‘She ducked my spear and came
straight through the window. She hadta run down, and there’s only one
stairwell. She must be in here.’
Davis scanned the room but he could sense no life hiding here, save the rats
that had scattered after Blanko’d kicked the chairs. ‘We’re going to get that
scout bitch and we’re going to skin her,’ he said, but something in his tone
suggested a lack of conviction. He looked around, angry at Blanko for
missing, at himself for not finding her, at Rat for no reason in particular
except that he was angry. And people would be pissed.
Powerful people.
Then Rat gestured, sudden, quiet, his hand raised, the palm flat, speaking soft
now, pointing with a misshapen finger, ‘There’s a door over there.’
All three men went silent. Rat could see into shadows better than anyone.
Blanko hefted his short spear; Davis twirled his pistol, more for show than
use, it only having three shells left, and they most likely didn’t work. With a
quiet click he slotted the gun back into the kydex holster and switched his
spear from left to right hand. Rat, who’d sheathed his panga while the chase
was on drew it now, slowly, the leather creaking a little, his crooked fingers
taking a good grip of the worn hickory.
‘Where’s Turnstone at?’ Davis asked, quietly.
‘Still upstairs.’
‘We won’t wait for him. It’s only one scout.’
‘She’s supposed to be a wildcat.’
‘She ran like a squirrel.’
Rat grinned. ‘She did that.’
‘Pity you let her run straight past you.’
Rat’s smile faded to a hard stare. Davis reminded himself to watch his mouth
or, better still, watch his back. Rat was known to be changeable. They spread
out wide, Davis in the middle, taking the lead, threading his way between old
tables and storage boxes, Blanko on the right, skirting the edge of the room.
Rat moved silently on the left until they reached the door, then he stepped
forward, touching the dull steel frame. He looked back at them and they
readied themselves as he went to push it. It didn’t move. He tried to get a
grip on the edges, pushed, then tried to slide his fingernails into the gap
between the door and the frame, but the gap was too small, finer than a hair.
He kicked the door. Davis stepped forward and shoulder-barged it. Nothing.
‘She’s in there,’ Davis hissed.
‘I know,’ Rat said. He could sense her presence behind the heavy door. Blanko,
stood back and scoped their six, ever aware of danger, more cautious than the
others, while they pressed and booted and banged on the door. It made
hardly any sound, didn’t vibrate or give an inch.

‘It’s locked,’ Rat said.
‘You think?’ Davis said, sarcasm dripping from his voice, then he stopped
himself from saying more, stepped back, took a deep breath. ‘So unlock it.’
Rat nodded, began running his long, misshapen fingers along the edges of the
door, ‘No hinges on the outside.’ Rat thought for a moment. ‘There should be
a lock on the outside. If it’s a panic room you’d want to be able lock it when
you left, in case you got any nasty surprises next time you went in.’
Blanko sniggered. ‘Something like us you mean, hiding inside, waiting for
mischief.’
‘Yeah,’ Davis grinned, ‘Something like us.’ Then he said, ‘If there’s a lock...’
‘...there’s a key,’ Rat said.
‘But if it’s just a door, she’s gone.’ Blanko said.
Rat spoke quietly, ‘I don’t think this is a door to anywhere. It’s a room.’
‘I don’t feel her any more,’ Blanko said, ‘I don’t think she’s in there.’
Davis closed his eyes slowly, felt the atmosphere for himself, listened to what
the room was telling him. He’d felt her presence inside when they first got
here, but it was fading. Maybe it was a door after all. Maybe she was running
full pelt, a mile away or more by now, the way she had the first time he’d seen
her, a week ago, when they began tracking her, she ran like the wind, she was
a shadow that left barely a trace, even wearing boots and carrying a pack she
ran light and fast, and they’d lost her then, lost her again two days ago, found
her today, finally. Maybe he was wrong and she was still inside, trapped and
cowering. He couldn’t be sure, but he felt his anger subsiding, a calculating
calm taking its place. ‘How many floors down are we?’ he asked.
‘Three,’ Blanko said.
‘If it’s a door, mebbes there’s a stairwell behind it.’
‘There ain’t.’
‘So what is it?’ He studied the dark grey steel door.
‘Like one of those things they have in the malls?’ Rat suggested. ‘An
elevator?’ He rubbed the grime from the door, looking for a seam. ‘We tried to
get one working once, but there was no power.’
‘Think this is an elevator?’
Rat said nothing.
Davis glanced at Blanko, whose silence told him no, she wasn’t in there, if she
ever had been. Davis said, ‘It’s a door, so it’s meant to be opened from
outside,’ and he watched Rat, who was running his fingers round the frame
now, all of it made of made of the same dull black steel as the door. His
fingers paused, moved on and then moved back. ‘What?’ Davis hissed again.
Rat said nothing but his fingers stiffened a little, felt a different texture in the
blank steel of the frame and pushed it with his fingertips. He exerted some
pressure. Imperceptibly, the door seemed to shift, the faintest of glow edging
the inner frame, spreading faint shadows beyond Rat’s fingers. The light was
faint, and greenish, just enough to light up the men behind him as Rat
glanced back at them and he thought to himself, my lord, aren’t you the
uglyest bastads I ever saw, stinking too, and then he caught Davis’ eye and
Davis grinned, nodded at the light and said, ‘Green for go.’ With the extra
light Rat could now see what he was doing now, and he felt the door give, just
another millimeter, and he was able to push in a fingernail, prise it open a
little more, ‘til his fingertips could get purchase, then pulled at the half inch of

door rim and the entire door opened with a soft pop. He breathed slowly,
looked back at Davis and Blanko and then without a sound he heaved the
door open. Like wolves, weapons held like bared teeth, they stepped inside.
It was a disappointment.
Davis scanned the room, which was empty save for a desk, a notepad, a chair
and the blank screen of a computer, the thing that people said had once ruled
the world, the thing that had knowing of everyone and everything, every
room and every building and every street, every hill and every valley and
every word ever spoken, they said. The thing that ran the life of everyone;
knew what everyone did; the thing that maybe destroyed the world, people
said. He hated computers. But then he hated a lot of things.
‘I can smell her,’ Blanko said. ‘She was here.’
His feet crunched on broken glass and he looked down at the granules on the
floor then he looked at Davis, grinning, eyebrows raised as though to say see?
‘Well she aint here now,’ Rat said. ‘But she was,’ he said, seeing the name
scribbled on the notepad. His fingers were long and delicate, misshapen; he
ran their tips over the desk, fingernail flicking at the screen. Which lit up.
‘Whoa!’ Blanko said, stepping back for a moment, then stepping forward to
peer at it as the other two crowded in.
‘It’s working?’
Rat nodded, the screen said, IF YOU’RE READING THIS, CONGRATUALTIONS.
‘I heard there was a guy up in Sattle got one powered up,’ he said. ‘Never
seen it though.’
Blanko glanced back. Without them realizing, silently, the door had shut
behind them, so smooth it seemed almost friendly. He went over to it and
pushed. ‘It’s closed’ he said, not sure what that meant, but as he spoke both
Rat and Davis were otherwise engaged: words had appeared on the screen.
WHAT IS YOUR NAME?
He typed RAT.
WHEN WOULD YOU LIKE TO GO? The screen asked.

Blanko peered over their shoulders.
‘What’s it say, asked Davis, who couldn’t read.
‘It’s asking us where we want to go.’
‘Where she went. That’s where we want to go.’
Rat looked at the keyboard. He could read and write, he was patient and
smart, but he’d never seen or used anything like this. He stretched his fingers
and carefully pressed the letters on the keyboard, spelling out the words.
WER daKota wen.

He waited.
Nothing.
He pressed a few random keys, ones without letters. He pressed the big key
on the right and the room seemed to hum for a few moments, so low it wasn’t
something you heard, but rather felt. Rat felt a little queasy, glanced at Davis,
who appeared to feel the same, but after a moment it passed and Davis
grinned, his teeth brown and motley.
The screen flickered:
HERE
NOW

And just below it appeared another word, and a number, in much smaller
font:

Iteration 13 Rat

read out the words on the screen and Davis spat, ‘We’re here
already, and she aint.’
Blanko couldn’t read, but his perception was a level or two deeper than the
others. He leaned in toward them, ‘She’s out there.’ pointing back to the door.
‘You sure?’ Davis asked, turning.
‘Not close. But she’s out there.’
‘How’d she get past us?’ Davis went back to the door, pushing it open, Blanko
followed, turned to Rat who was still bent over the machine. ‘Ain’t never seen
one worked,’ he whispered.
Quickly he typed in ThankU.
Then he pressed the big key.
‘What you doing?’ Blanko asked.
‘Covering my bases,’ Rat said, ‘These things used to run the world.’
‘Well they brock it, and we ain’t any further forward,’ Davis said.
‘You got a feeling, maybe?’ Rat asked Blanko as he left the room.
‘I have a feeling,’ he said, letting the door close behind him, ‘But I aint sure
what it is.’
They stopped and looked around.
The shaft of light that squeezed through cracks and fissures in the floors
above had gone but at the other end of the darkened room, a red light
glowed.
Davis pointed toward it, ‘Fire?’
‘Can’t smell it,’ Blanko said. ‘The place feels different,’ he said. ‘Something’s
changed,’ and he shivered, staring around in the dark, trying to make sense of
whatever exactly had changed, then he tripped over a chair in the darkness.
‘Ssshh!’ the other two hissed at him.
‘Wasn’t there before,’ he said, picking himself up, feeling a little embarrassed.
‘Can you hear that?’ Rat whispered. The building was humming. Vibrating.
Even Blanko’s old ears could hear the noises coming from above.
‘People, up there,’ Davis whispered.
‘Lots of ‘em,’ Blanko said.

4
Jane sat down at the desk and scanned the notes in the file. They were
minimal: female, approx. age 14. Vagrancy, theft. violence…
‘She’s been sedated, so she may be a little bit slow on the uptake,’ the sheriff
told her, ‘we’re keeping her cuffed in case she comes round quicker than we
anticipate.’
She took her eyes from the pitifully thin notes, rubbed her temples with her
fingertips, and sighed. The place stank of stale sweat and testosterone, and
frankly, she was sick of men and their shit. Sedated her? A child? This was too
much. She rose to her full height of five feet, three and a quarter inches, and
glared at the sheriff who, at well over six feet, still managed to recoil a little.
‘You’ve sedated a fourteen-year-old?’ she asked. There was a quiet steel in her
voice. ‘And cuffed her?’
The sheriff composed himself, hands out, palms up, the peace gesture, ‘Had
to, doc, she put two of my men in the hospital, if I hadn’t tasered her…’
‘You tasered her?’
Doctor Jane Smith, a woman not known for emotional volatility, was
becoming seriously pissed. It was bad enough she’d been dragged from a
dinner party to see to an injured child held in police care, but it now appeared
that the police had been the one doing the actual injuring. She just thanked
providence that it had been her turn to drive. Her date, on the other hand,
would have to get a taxi home.
‘Hey doc, you have to understand,’ the sheriff was saying, ‘it was either that
or shoot her. She was insane. Fought like a trapped coyote, a tiny little thing
like that, she was like a whirlwind. Came at me with that big knife of hers...’
‘Show me where she is,’ Jane said, cutting off the speech he’d been rehearsing.
‘Ok.’ The sheriff rubbed at a deeply scratched forearm as he took a fob of keys
from a wall hook and walked off down a corridor to the cells, unlocked the
outer door, Jane following, the noise of the office quieting as she shut the door
behind her. ‘She’s in the medical room,’ he said.
The medical room was located, conveniently, next to the cells. It was, Jane
realized, just a cell, like all the others, the only difference being it was a halfsize bigger and it had a solid door instead of steel bars. The sheriff flicked
open the spyhole, then he nodded to himself and opened the door, Jane
following him inside. The room smelled of dust and disinfectant and stale
humanity. A slight figure was lying on the bed, wrists cuffed to the bars that
ran along either side: she was slender, with coffee-colored skin, high
cheekbones, hair in ragged braids, dressed in faded combat trousers and a
sleeveless cotton top. She opened her eyes and stared at them, when they
entered the room, pupils black, face composed. Not pleased.
Jane turned to the sheriff, ‘I’ll need to do a thorough check-up.’
The sheriff looked as though this was the last thing he wanted to happen but
Jane shot him a glance that mentally included the words taser and child, and
he shrugged, looked back at figure manacled to the bed then walked to the
side of the bed and leaned over her a little, ‘Listen here little girl,’ he said
quietly but firmly, ‘the doctor here is good people, and she wants to check you
out. She wants to make sure that you’re ok. But if you mess with her I will
taser you again,’ and he unhitched his taser to make the point.

The girl looked at the doctor, then back at the sheriff. Then the taser. ‘I won’t
fight,’ she said. Her voice was hoarse, like she’d been screaming a lot, and
recently. She looked, Jane decided, exhausted. The girl coughed, quietly, to
herself, then looked at Jane again, ‘You’re a healer?’
‘A doctor, yes. I specialize in children’s medicine.’
‘I’m not a child.’
‘How old are you?’
‘Fifteen.’
Jane said, ‘I want to check your blood pressure, your reflexes, your vital signs,
to make sure you’re ok after, well,’ and she glanced at the sheriff. ‘And I need
to ask you some questions.’
‘Why?’ she girl said.
‘You’ve been tazered and…’
‘That thing?’ she pointed at the weapon in the sheriff’s hand.
Jane nodded. ‘Yes,’ and you’ve been administered drugs to calm you down.
And you may have suffered injuries during the arrest.’
‘The what?’
‘When the police brought you here.’
‘Him?’
‘Yes,’ Jane said.
The girl stared at the taser again. Despite her mistreatment she’d held onto
her composure; there was a sphinx-like quality to her gaze. She said, ‘You
want to see if I’m healthy?’
‘Yes.’
A moment’s pause.
‘Ok.’
‘Right then.’ Jane looked back at the sheriff, ‘Can you unlock her from the
bed?’
The sheriff grunted and said, ‘Listen kid, I’m going to unlock the cuffs on
your left hand so you can sit on the edge of the bed and the doc can check you
out. But if you get silly, if I think you look like you’re even thinking of doing
something I don’t like the look of, I will put you on your back, same as last
time,’ he pointedly ignored Jane’s angry glance when he said this, ending
with, ‘and we can do this with you strapped down.’
She stared back, more curious than afraid. ’Ok,’ she said.
‘Right,’ he said, and the deal was made.
She watched him unlock the cuff, her eyes blank, then brought her free left
hand to her right, and rubbed both wrists for a few moments in turn. Then in
one fluid movement she swung round to a sitting position on the bed.
Jane opened the medical box and took out a blood pressure armband, then a
portable monitor, an unopened box of syringes, a box of unopened surgical
wipes, a small mirror on a steel rod… ‘might as well check your teeth while
I’m here,’ she said, ‘make sure nothing is broken.’ She looked at the girl’s face,
which was scraped along one cheekbone, and she had the beginnings of a
bruise below her right eye. She said, ‘Do you feel any pain?’
‘From what?’
‘From the fight you had with the police?’
The girls eyes became opaque. ‘No.’

It struck Jane that this girl was not going to admit to any pain or injury. She
began strapping the blood-pressure monitor round the girl’s yielding arm.

5
‘Well, doc?’
Jane was back in the sheriff’s office, back in the noise and the smell of tough
men and frightened criminals and hand-held weapons. She was using his
desk to write up her notes, which she completed before looking up at him.
‘Well, she’s small for her age, but despite the tender mercies you and your
colleagues showed her she’s very healthy. And she’s stubborn. Or tough as an
old boot...’
‘You can say that again.’
‘…because she said she wasn’t in pain but there were bruises all over her
body.’ Her eyes leveled with his. ‘What did you do to her?’ He ignored the
question, so she continued, ‘Her teeth are in very good condition, no sign of
any recent damage, and no dental work, which is unusual, you normally see
some evidence of decay or treatment.’ She added something to the notes,
which now took up almost three pages. ‘She has a number of scars on her
body, most of which are fairly old; one is quite recent, but not “last night”
recent, so you’re not in the frame for that.’ The sheriff nodded, watched as she
wrote, noting she had legible handwriting. Unusual for a medic.
‘Nothing broken either,’ she murmured. ‘Her heart rate is slow and strong,’
Jane continued, ‘and her BP a little on the low side, but that could be as a
result of what she’s been through, her eyes are focused and she shows no sign
of being under the influence of any narcotics or stimulants.’ She paused,
‘Apart from what you guys pumped into her.’
‘It was a tiny dose, I mean the absolute minimum, doc, administered by
Wellings.’
‘That ambulance-chaser?’ she snorted. ‘I read his notes.’ She closed her folder,
‘I’ll have to send the blood tests for analysis, but she doesn’t appear to be
injured or suffering any congenital or chronic illnesses.’
‘She’s healthy then?’ he sounded relieved.
‘Very. In fact, I’d say she’s exceptionally fit.’ She frowned, checked her notes,
‘Her left eye is lazy. Someone needs to book her in to see an opthalmist.’
‘Not on my dime,’ the sheriff said. ‘Her folks can do that.’
‘Does she have ‘folks’?’
‘I don’t know,’ he said. ‘She wouldn’t talk to any of us. But I know she can see
well enough to cause havoc; she don’t need an opthalmist for that, took down
two of my men last night; one’s got a broken nose, the other, she fractured his
arm.’
Jane suppressed a laugh, wondering if karma could somehow preload. ‘You
were there?’
‘I saw it.’ He raised his eyebrows and slowly shook his head, ‘Christ she was
fast. Like something from a movie,’ he paused, ‘But when we finally took her
down, cuffed her, she began screaming, wouldn’t stop, even when we got her
to the station, like it was life or death.’
‘Maybe it was.’
‘She Mexican maybe? Migrant?’ He looked hopeful. If she was illegal it would
stop being his problem.
‘You’re out of luck; she’s not Hispanic. Mixed race...maybe quarter black,
about the same white, something else…’

‘Indian maybe?’ he was only half joking, ‘She fought like an Apache. Accent’s
a little unusual, not that she said more than a couple words…’
‘You print her?’ she’d seen the ink on the girl’s fingertips.
He nodded, went to a drawer and pulled a file, scanned it. ‘Nothing.’
‘She give a name?’
‘No.’ The sheriff put down the file and said, ‘Took us ten minutes to print her,
and that was after Wellings gave her a jab.’ He paused, waiting for a sharp
retort, but when none came he said, ‘So what’re we going to do with her?’
‘She’s fifteen. We need to place her in care somewhere.’
‘She committed a felony assault on two police officers, Jane.’
‘I’m guessing she was scared.’
‘Jesus Christ Jane, I was scared; if you’d saw her go through my boys, you’d
be scared. And then there’s the issue of the arsenal of weapons she was
carrying.’
‘Secure lock-up then?’ Jane said.
‘Juvey? Yeah, ‘til we get her to court. They can decide after that.’
Jane nodded slowly, thinking, ‘She’s not worldly, Joe,’ using his first name
now, a rare privilege, ‘She’s not a street kid; she’s not urban. She might be
wild and tough, but she’s also wide-eyed and very naïve. And if she’s as
volatile as you say, how long is she going to last in the big house before she
gets in trouble?’
The sheriff took a deep breath, exhaled. ‘Honestly? A day, maybe two. She’ll
either kill someone, or some bad girl higher up the pecking order will take
along some friends and they’ll introduce her to the concept of a shiv.’ He
stood and walked over to a large safe, took out a key and unlocked it, ‘Come
here. Look at what she was carrying,’ he said, taking out a well-worn
rucksack. He put it on the table next to the safe, and as Jane watched he began
to unpack it; each item already bagged and tagged. ‘Two one-liter bottles of
water,’ he said, setting them on the table, adding, ‘Very old bottles. Plastic all
discolored. We drug tested them. Negative.’ Then, ‘A large chunk of cheese.
Origin unknown. Some unidentified dried meat.’ He reached back into the
bag, ‘Two shotgun shells. Twenty gauge.’ He reached in again, ‘A single barrel
shotgun. Sawn-off stock and barrel, used recently.’ The shotgun, wrapped in a
large plastic evidence bag, clumped down onto the table.
Each item already bagged and tagged.
Due process beginning already.
The evidence chain.
He continued, ‘A lock knife. And a bowie knife,’ holding them up. ‘Very
sharp, both of them. I checked,’ and he pulled back his sleeve to reveal a hairy
forearm, on which there were now two bare patches where he’d checked the
sharpness of both blades. He continued, ‘What looks like a sling shot. Some
very strange wire contraption that I think might be an animal trap.’ He turned
to look at Jane, ‘She’s a freakin one-girl army.’ He continued, ‘a pencil and
notebook, with drawings and writing.’
‘Have you read it?’ Jane asked, interested, ‘It could be a journal or something.’
He nodded, ‘I think it is a journal, but I don’t understand it.’
‘Not written in English?’
‘Oh, it’s in English, it just doesn’t reference anything I can understand.’ He
flicked through it, ‘Little maps, diagrams, some notes on…’ he paused, read

out at random, “Clean running water…empty streets… Angel”’ he shrugged,
‘this means nothing to me. Then here’s what looks like a list of books,’ he
paused, then closed and put down the notebook and continued his inventory,
reaching into the side pockets, Jane picked it up.
‘Leather laces, nylon rope, a small telescope…a very grubby copy of Catcher
in the Rye,’ he laughed a little at this, then he reached below the desk, picked
out a large clear plastic sack.
Jane had picked up the novel and thumbed through it, seeing the pencil
annotations, some of which were very fresh. ‘Was there a pencil?’ He nodded,
took the pencil out of the bag, in its own ziploc bag. Jane went back to the
notebook, flicked through the pages; apart from the pages and pages of
scribblings, it also contained a random list of books, updated regularly, Jane
could tell, by the different pens and pencils used. Jane smiled to herself; she’d
done the same when she was fourteen; listed the books she’d read. She might
be feral, she might be a wildcat, but she was also a teenage girl who liked
reading.
‘Look what she was wearing,’ the sheriff said. ‘Like something out of Mad
Max.’ He lifted the boots, also sealed in a large ziploc, placed them on the
desk, ‘These look like regular army boots but they’re so old and worn, the
leather is paper thin... they’ve been re-soled with old car tire, stitched with
what looks like silk thread.’ He paused, digesting his own words, ‘Got her
own fastenings too, at the top, where the lace hooks have been pulled out, or
just worn out. Hard to tell.’ He continued, ‘Spare pants, cut down, t-shirt, vest
top, poncho with hood… ‘ he paused, Jane looked up from the notebook, ‘we
let Amy undress her, in case you were wondering.’
She had been wondering.
He continued, ‘a small pack of sanitary wear, plus what looks like a
washcloth; flannel. Cotton panties. No socks. No brassiere. No ID. She doesn’t
fit the bill of any runaways, local or national, and believe me,’ he glanced
back at the file he’d opened, ‘I’ve looked.’ Finished, he said. ‘So what do you
think Jane? Is she a runaway or has she come down from Hollywood where
she was appearing in a post-apocalyptic movie?’
‘They film the post-apocs out in north Africa, it’s cheaper,’ Jane said. ‘So, no.
Which leaves runaway.’
The sheriff said, ‘She’s tooled up for survival. There’s nothing in this pack that
she doesn’t need, and everything is old and worn, so I’m thinking feral.
Completely feral. Lived by herself, or maybe part of some whacked-out
commune out there in the hills somewhere.’
Jane said, ‘She’s unsocialized, but she’s smart; and she’s tough. I couldn’t get
her to admit she was feeling any pain, and I know she was hurting,’ she
paused, ‘She’s a juvenile. Despite what she may have done to your men, she’s
a child. We need to put her somewhere safe till we can arrange foster care.
After that, find her family, maybe get her into a school…’
‘She’s got to go to court, Jane.’
‘We’ll need to find her folks,’ Jane said, ignoring his point.
‘She might not have any.’
‘In which case she’ll need somewhere to live. We can’t exactly drive her out to
the desert and wave adios.’

The sheriff’s expression told her this is exactly what he’d like to do but he
remained professional. ‘This time of night, we could drive her up to juvey, put
her in a secure cell til we can get a hearing.’
‘Juvey is for criminals,’ she said, adding, ‘A frightened child resisting arrest
doesn’t equate to a criminal record.’
‘So we ignore the weapons she was carrying?’
‘Did she attempt to use the weapons on you or your men?’
‘No,’ he said. ‘She coulda stuck me with that big old Bowie, but she didn’t.
Nearly wet my pants when I saw it.’
‘If she is a feral, the knives she was carrying…’
‘… are survival tools,’ he completed her sentence.
Jane looked at the sheriff: he’s not a bad guy, she thought. He’s big and meanlooking, and that probably works for him most of the time, there’s not much
subtlety on tap, but he’s doing his best. She said, ‘If we can’t find her family,
she’ll need regular care.’
‘We can arrange an emergency hearing tomorrow.’ He thought for a moment.
‘Keep her in a cell overnight?’ We’ll feed her…’
‘We can’t leave her in a cell ‘til tomorrow,’ Jane said. ‘It’s Saturday night,
pretty soon there’ll be a whole freakshow locked up, drunks, nighthawks…’
‘I can’t let her walk, you know that,’ he said. ‘She might end up killing
someone, or herself.’
Jane sighed, she was feeling tired now, it was well after two in the morning,
her energy had run out around midnight. ‘I know,’ she said, admitting she
was at a loss. As they stood considering the options, two patrol officers
brought a drunk dressed in a clown outfit who was struggling to walk
straight, whether due to the huge shoes he was wearing or the alcohol he’d
drank, there was no telling. ‘Stag party?’ the sheriff asked one of the officers.
‘Another Superhero,’ the female officer told him.
‘Clown Man!’ the drunk shouted, ‘I fight crime and bring laughter back to the
streets,’ then he tripped, and was only stopped from falling by the officers,
each holding him by an elbow. They guided him firmly toward the cellblock.
The sheriff smiled grimly, then turned back to Jane. ‘You’re right, we can’t put
her in a cell filled up with drunks and whores,’ he paused, ‘and friends of
Ronald Macdonald. It wouldn’t be right, plus she might end up killing all the
superheroes, and that’d leave us defenseless against Catwoman and the
Riddler.’ She smiled. He continued, ‘But I can’t leave her in the medical room,
we’ll need it at some point… Wellings already had to treat a broken nose in
the bathroom.’
‘Where is Wellings?’
He said, ‘He’s over at Paradise Valley. Took a stabbing victim over there, why
we called you out to take over with the girl. He did a good job, to be fair. Got
the vic stabilized and we put him in the back of our fastest car, young
Vasquez drove,’ the sheriff’s eyes took on a wistful look, ‘that kid’s been
watching to many Fast and Furious movies.’ He frowned, putting back on his
professional face, ‘Gonna need a new back seat for that car though, victim was
bleeding a lot.’
Jane packed away the last of her equipment. ‘Busy night.’
‘Weekend in Diego. Every one a winner.’
‘Could be worse.’

‘Could be,’ the sheriff conceded.
Jane recalled her years as a junior doctor. ‘I worked ER in MLK,’ she told him,
‘Up in LA.’
‘South Central?’
‘Close enough. It was before I specialized in child medicine, I was just
qualified, finding my feet. It was brutal work: long hours, tough decisions,
often life or death; every shift a journey through hell and, occasionally,’ she
smiled at some memory, ‘heaven. It killed your social life, took a toll on your
soul, but there was nothing like it. Exhilarating and addictive too.’
The sheriff smiled along with her memories. ‘Exhilarating and addictive,’ he
echoed, adding, ‘With long periods of sheer boredom in between.’
‘Echo that,’ she said, then asked, ‘How long you been doing this job Joe?’
‘Since you were in middle school Doctor Smith.’
She raised a skeptic eyebrow.
He grinned, sheepish, ‘Ok, kindergarten.’
She smiled then, and said, ‘You got any other secure rooms?’
He thought for a moment. ‘We’ve got a spare office, upstairs. It’s lockable, and
we’ve got a couple of folding beds in a cupboard somewhere, but we can’t
just leave her in an office all night.’ He looked at her evenly, ‘She’s going to
need a responsible adult to stay with her…’ and then he just looked at Jane.
She frowned back at him and it took a couple of moments before she realized
what he was hinting at, ‘You can’t be…’ then she paused, the date was a bust,
it was close to three in the morning, and she could catch up on her sleep all
Sunday afternoon and evening if need be... she sighed, relenting. ‘Ok,’ she
said, ‘I guess this is what I signed up for. If you can’t spare a female police
officer, I can hang around ‘til morning.’
‘Thanks doc,’ the sheriff breathed out a long sigh of relief, grateful to hand
over responsibility to another professional, ‘We really can’t spare anyone.
Give me a few minutes and I’ll get one of the guys to clear the room of any
sharp objects, then we’ll dig out the foldaways and some blankets. Bring her
up.’
‘Let me go and talk to her.’
‘I’ll come with you.’
‘Alone.’
The sheriff shook his head. No. ‘Asking for trouble, Jane.’
‘You’re going to lock me in a room with her for the next five hours. Might as
well get started now.’
He thought about this for a second, wondering why, despite the evidence all
over CNN and Youtube, most women still had no conception of how quickly
and permanently life could turn horribly and irrevocably violent, but then he
shrugged. ‘Ok.’ He respected the judgment of this small, feisty doctor. He
replaced the contents of the bag, then put the bag inside the safe. ‘Come on
then,’ he said.
They walked back to the medical room where the sheriff opened the door and
stepped aside, watched as Jane approached the figure on the bed who was
now asleep, the after-effects of the day and the drugs catching up with her,
making her looking even younger now, exhaustion furrowed across her
sleeping brow. Jane looked down at her, ‘You’re just a child,’ she whispered

again, touched a lock of her hair, then turned back to the sheriff and nodded,
‘We’ll be ok,’ she whispered, ‘Let me know when the room is ready.’
‘Give me fifteen minutes.’
‘Ok.’
He held out his hand, holding something, and she went over to him. ‘Personal
alarm. Press this if you need us.’
She shook her head, ‘I’ll be fine.’
He put the alarm on the table beside her anyway, and then left. She heard the
door close with a click, turned and studied the girl on the bed. She leaned
over her and whispered, ‘We’ll be alright, you and me,’ brushing the thick
cords of hair that hung across the girl’s face. ‘We’ll make it work.’
The girl stirred, ‘Mmm,’ turned over to face her, hazel eyes opening a fraction
for just a moment, then closing, her hand reaching for Jane’s, who took it in
hers, the tiniest smile softening the girl’s face. Jane reached over and with her
spare hand she pulled a blanket over her thin frame.
‘What’s your name?’ the girl asked, her voice quiet still raw.
‘Jane Smith,’ Jane said, squeezing her hand gently. ‘What’s yours?’
‘Dakota,’ the girl whispered, ‘Dakota Scout.’
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They stood bunched together in the corridor, staring out through a large
window; it was nighttime. Light spilled from windows and streetlamps on the
street. They were on edge. ‘Isn’t natural,’ Davis muttered, staring at the light
coming from the ceiling while Rat glanced in turn into each empty room that
led from the corridor, keeping a firm hold of his panga, ready to rain down
butchery on anyone who might surprise him.
‘It’s like the oldtime,’ Blanko said quietly, ‘It’s like someone found the power
again and everything came back to life. My old nana told me about it.
Everything was light. Everything was colored lights.’ He stopped to peer
over Rat’s shoulder into an empty office where computers screens scrolled
through screensaver images: different computers, different images. ‘So many
pictures,’ he said to himself.
‘If that scout came through here,’ Davis said, ‘She’s gone. She won’t hide here.
Too much light. Too dangerous. She’d leg it.’
‘Can’t see from light into dark,’ Rat said, echoing the old wisdom.
‘This aint about the scout,’ Blanko said to himself. ‘Not right now.’
‘Let’s get somewhere dark,’ Davis said.
‘Thought we were the dark,’ Rat whispered with a grin. ‘We bring dark with
us.’
‘Darkness is our special skill,’ Blanko replied, getting into the conversation,
almost smiling.
‘Well let’s find somewhere more appropriate for our special skills,’ Davis said.
Rat looked up, saw a sign, the stick figure of a man walking. ‘This way,’ he
said, pointing.
A few moments later they found a door and kicked it open, stepping and
tripping into the comforting darkness of an alley. In the main street at the end
of the alley the lights were even brighter and the sounds were huge, breaking
up the placid calm of night into waves of color and noise, but here in the alley
it felt relatively dark and safe. ‘Kit check,’ Davis said, and they automatically
checked and cinched their gear.
I’m getting hungry,’ Blanko said. He looked up, sniffed the air, was about to
start walking but Davis grabbed his arm. Blanko flinched, and for a moment
Davis saw something deep and unsettling in Blanko’s expression. He let go.
‘What’s up?’ he asked. ‘We got to be cautious.’
‘I can smell food,’ Blanko said. ‘Cooked food.’
‘Spices,’ Rat added.
‘Cooked food with spices.’ Blanko said, his mouth filling with saliva,
stumbling over the words.
‘Let’s not act hasty,’ Davis said. If there were lights and sound, it would
attract others. Silently, carefully, weapons held ready, they edged to the end of
the narrow lane, stepping back in horror as a huge truck passed them on the
main street, a flashing, exploding movement of steel and color and light
accompanied by an indecent blaring noise. Davis cursed, then spat and
retreated back into the alley as the others grinned and shuffled at their
momentary weakness. ‘Never seen one move,’ he said, staring at it as it
receded. ‘What’s happening?’

‘Where are we?’ Rat whispered, moving up alongside him, his voice
containing a tone of awe. The others ignored him and stared out into the
street again where they saw people walking, chatting, unheeding of the
ordinary dangers of the night, they saw shop fronts and office blocks spewing
light and sound, ‘What’s happened?’ Rat asked. The question all three were
thinking.
‘Everything’s changed,’ Blanko said. He was less prone to excitement, always
seeing what was, not what should be, ‘It looks like the same place, but it’s not.
It’s a different place.’
‘That little room, it did something,’ Davis whispered, almost to himself. ‘I
don’t like it.’
Out on the street, the world seemed to be moving at ten times its usual pace.
Rat and Blanko were quiet as the gravity of the situation sank in, both of them
staring from the shadows, waiting, until Davis said, ‘You two, stay put. I’ll go
and scope about, see what’s going on.’
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Jane woke to the sound of the door creaking and opened a tired eyelid to see a
diminutive black detective bringing in a tray of coffee and bagels. She rubbed
both her eyes with her knuckles to accustom herself to the unexpected
daylight and then she unentwined herself from Dakota’s sleeping arms;
glanced at the clock on the wall: almost seven. She’d had around three hours
sleep. ‘Morning doc’ the detective said, ‘thought I’d bring you and the tiny
terror a bit of breakfast.’
‘Thanks, Wiley, you’re a lifesaver.’
He placed the tray on the table beside the folding bed, ‘You comfortable
there?’ he asked.
‘Surprising what being tired will do,’ she told him, stretching some of the
stiffness out of her muscles. The previous night a female officer had provided
sweatpants and a t-shirt for her and a smaller set for Dakota. She picked up
the coffee and took a sip, studying the party frock she’d worn for the first time
yesterday, now hanging over the back of a chair. ‘I need a shower,’ she said.
Detective Wiley glanced at the dress. ‘You break your plans last night?’
She nodded, sipping her coffee. She raised the cup, ‘Nice. Thanks.’
He said, ‘I heard all about the kid last night but I was already off duty, on my
way home; it sounded like a riot.’ He turned to look at Dakota’s still-sleeping
form, ‘But she’s just a little kid.’
Jane slipped on the flipflops she’d been provided with, holding the coffee
mug with both hands. Wiley said, ‘Don’t know if anyone told you, but your
charge there has got a hearing with the judge at ten.’
Jane spluttered into her coffee, ‘What? You’re shitting me, right?’
‘Language, doc,’ Wiley said nodding toward the sleeping girl.
‘It’s Sunday. Where’d they get a judge ten am on a Sunday morning? I need to
get changed. How…?’
‘Calm down, doc,’ he said. ‘Wake the kid, tell her what’s going on. I can sit
with her for an hour while you go and get changed, she’s still asleep.’
‘I’m awake,’ Dakota’s voice came from behind the braids that had fallen
across her face. ‘Been awake a long while, shorty.’
‘Says Sleeping Beauty,’ Wiley countered.
A snort. ‘I heard you come up the stairs, little man’ Dakota said quietly, ‘You
dropped something before you got to the top and you were a little angry at
yourself.’
Wiley looked at Jane with an expression that simply said How the hell..? and
watched Dakota turn over, sit up beside Jane, and say, ‘I got good hearing.’
Jane passed her a mug of coffee and a plate with a bagel.
Wiley pulled up a chair, watched Dakota devour the bagel, the coffee, and
then another. He said, ‘Hey, Tiny Terror, you ok to sit with me for an hour
while the doctor goes home and changes?’
Dakota picked up a donut and began eating it. Between bites she said, ‘Can I
come downstairs?’
‘You got cream on your face,’ Wiley said, picked up a tissue and very gently
wiped the corner of her mouth. Jane watched them. They seemed to get along
easy straight off, but Wiley had that effect on people, he was relaxed and

calm, friendly. His authority, if needed, was personal, and had nothing to do
with the badge he wore or the pistol on his belt.
‘Can I come downstairs?’ Dakota repeated.
Jane looked at Wiley whose eyes twinkled for moment, said, ‘Sure. Just don’t
beat up the uniforms, huh?’ Dakota shrugged, the universal teenage sign:
whatever. Jane picked up her bag, ‘I’ll need to get Dakota some clothes too.
The Mad Max vibe won’t go down well with the judge. Nor will the oversized
gym outfit. Makes her look like she’s used to living in a cell.’ Dakota said
nothing, she was too busy eating her second bagel.
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At five to ten they were sitting together on a bench outside the courtroom.
Dakota was wearing a pair of jeans and a t-shirt, borrowed from spare clothes
Jane’s niece, her older sister’s daughter, had left behind a couple of summers
ago, clothes that she’d hurried home to collect, before having a quick shower
and changing into something more formal herself. Dakota was wearing a
huge hoodie too but instead of her boots she was wearing deck shoes and
striped socks.
‘This stuff feels strange,’ she’d told Jane as they changed at the police station.
‘Soft.’
‘You should shower too,’ Jane said.
‘I’m clean.’
She smelled of earth, Jane thought, and it wasn’t unpleasant, just… she wasn’t
sure what it was.
Dakota stared at her, eyes scanning her, and said, What’s on your face?’
‘Make up?’
‘You look like you’ve had a shock.’
Jane made an effort to not come back with a sharp retort. Instead she said,
‘Come on, the judge doesn’t like being kept waiting.’
‘What’s the judge?’
‘The person who decides your future.’
Dakota smiled, ‘Right,’ like she wasn’t impressed. Then she said, ‘I like Wiley.’
‘Most people do,’ Jane said, opening the door onto the corridor. Trying to
remember which route would take her direct from the police offices to the
court antechamber in which the hearing was to be held.
Dakota said, ‘He likes you too.’
‘Likes me as a friend,’ Jane said. ‘A colleague.’
Dakota clicked her tongue, impatient. ‘He likes you.’
Jane said, ‘He’s married.’
Dakota clicked her tongue again, shrugged, as they turned a corner. It
occurred to Jane that being a teenager was universal, whether you lived in La
Jolla or, as the sheriff had put it, some whacked-out commune in the hills.
‘How are the shoes?’ They arrived at the courtroom door and Jane was
fussing over Dakota’s hair, ‘I’ve got a ribbon in my bag to tie this back.’
‘The shoes are fine,’ Dakota said, ‘And my hair is fine. Just tell me what we
are here for?’
‘We are going to speak to a judge and we are going to ask the judge if you can
stay somewhere safe, while we find out where you belong.’
‘I’ll stay with you,’ Dakota said simply.
‘You can’t,’ Jane said, sitting down on a polished bench, avoiding Dakota’s
gaze.
Dakota sat down next to her, closed her eyes, hummed to herself, allowing
Jane to fuss her hair.
‘You can’t stay with me,’ Jane repeated.
Dakota continued to hum quietly; eyes closed.
Jane tried her best to do something reasonable with Dakota’s matted locks,
she reached into her bag and took out a burgundy velvet ribbon. ‘Last night
was a one-time-only offer. I have a job that needs my presence, physically and

mentally, and I need to go home and get ready. I can't be fostering…’ she
paused, trying to describe to herself what Dakota was exactly, but just added
a lame, ‘…you.’
‘You have a boyfriend?’ Dakota asked.
‘I did last night. Today however,’ she took a sharp breath, ‘Today, we’ll see.’
‘Chuck him,’ Dakota said. ‘Do it now. You want to. Go out with Wiley
instead.’
‘Wiley is married,’ she repeated.
‘Nothing lasts forever,’ Dakota said.
‘You sure about that?’
Dakota shook her head. ‘You have to take things where you find them.’
‘You can’t stay with me,’ Jane said.
Dakota gave the universal shrug, sat back, closed her eyes, began humming
again. ‘You definitely can’t stay with me,’ Jane repeated, twisting Dakota’s
hair sharply as she tied the ribbon around it. Then the courtroom door opened
and an usher beckoned them in.
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‘Well, that was unexpected,’ Jane said. She turned the key in the lock, pushed
open the door.
Dakota stood beside her saying nothing, carrying nothing but the hoodie
she’d been given by Jane and had taken off in the car, the borrowed t-shirt
hanging loose from her narrow shoulders. Jane went straight into the kitchen
to the alarm box, pressing numbers on the keypad to switch it off. Dakota
stood in the doorway, eyes scanning the entire room before she entered. ‘Shut
the door,’ Jane said. Dakota stepped inside, gave a flick of her hip, shoving the
door closed ‘This is your home?’ Dakota asked.
‘Yes.’
Dakota kept on staring.
Two hours earlier, when Dakota had entered the courtroom, she was told by a
man in a blue shirt to sit down next to Dr. Smith. Jane had smiled
reassuringly at her and her and whispered, ‘It’ll be alright. The judge is a
good lady.’
Another woman sat at the other side of Jane, and then the sheriff came
through the door and sat on the row behind them. They waited quietly, the
other woman checking notes taken from a worn leather briefcase. Dakota
leaned over to the woman, pointed at one of the buckles on the bag, ‘You
should stitch that,’ she said, ‘Stitchin’s almost worn, and the buckle will fall
off. You’ll lose it.’
The woman looked at the bag, picked at the loose stitching, then looked back
at Dakota. ‘Thank you,’ she said.
After a few minutes had passed another door opened and the man in the blue
shirt said, ‘All Rise,’ as a tall black woman with a handsome face and closecropped grey hair walked into the room, followed by another, smaller woman
who was wearing glasses. As the taller woman went to the head of the table,
and everyone stood up including, after a moment’s delay, Dakota. The tall
woman sat down and looked at the gathering.
She paused, then said, ‘Please be seated.’
A shuffle of the feet and notes followed as everyone settled themselves, then
the judge said, ‘Good morning. I’m Judge Cluny. This is my clerk and
stenographer Lauren. You know Tony, the orderly.’
‘Morning Judge,’ the sheriff said, ‘Tony, Lauren.’
Jane and the woman with the frayed briefcase stayed silent. The judge
nodded at the sheriff then turned to the court. ‘We’ll keep this informal.’ She
looked down at her notes again, taking a minute or two to read through them,
then turned to look directly at Dakota and said, ‘We’re here to decide what to
do with you, young lady. Where you should be, who your family are, where
they are, where you will be living in future, your education status and,
hopefully after that we’ll get you where you need to be.’ She looked at the
others, who nodded agreement. Lauren’s fingers tapped away on a small
keyboard. The judge went on. ‘I’m going to ask the sheriff for a summary of
what happened last night. Then I’m going to ask Dr. Smith about your
physical condition. Then I’m going to ask Ms. Roberts there,’ and she
indicated the woman sitting next to Jane, ‘about what provisions are available
for you.’

Dakota nodded.
‘But first, I’m going to ask you some questions. And I’ll need you to be honest
with me. Can you do that?’
Dakota nodded.
The clerk said, ‘Say, “yes, your honor.”’
Dakota stayed quiet.
The judge waited for a moment, then said, ‘Do you know what a judge is,
Dakota? That is your name, isn’t it? Dakota Scout?’
Dakota nodded.
‘Do you know what a judge is?’ the judge asked again.
Dakota said, ‘No.’
The judge sat back a little, appraising her. Then she said, ‘The people of the
United States of America are subject to laws. Rules. We have lots of freedoms,
but we have laws too, to protect our freedoms. The police there,’ and she
nodded toward the sheriff, ‘They detain people who have broken the law.
And normally, if people are accused of a crime, we have a trial, where we
search the evidence to see if a person is guilty or innocent of the crime that
they’ve been accused of.’ She paused, to see if Dakota was absorbing this.
‘Normally, in a trial we would have lawyers, people who represent the laws
of the country on one side, and people who represent those who have been
accused on the other. They argue about the facts, and my job is to keep these
facts relevant and to keep the trial moving along toward a conclusion.’ She
stopped talking for a few moments and looked through her notes. ‘In this
case, however, there is no trial. I am here to act as representative of the state,
in order to decide what is the best thing to do on your behalf.’
‘I don’t need anyone to decide,’ Dakota said.
The judge said, ‘How old are you?’
‘Fifteen.’
The judge said ‘Well our laws are clear on that. At fifteen you do not have the
right to decide for yourself. You’re not yet classed as an adult.’ Again, she
studied Dakota for a long moment, then said, ‘Let me ask you some
questions, and we’ll see what we can establish, then you can maybe ask me
some questions.’
And so she began.
Dakota kept her answers simple and unadorned. She told them where she
lived, mostly, in the hills to the west, she said, and she explained that she
came into town to scavenge for food or useful items. No, she had no living
family, so far as she knew. She had friends, other young people who lived
similarly to her, three or four of them. No, she was not abused by anyone.
The scars she had were from accidents and animals. Yes, she could read and
write. No, she’d never been to school, her grandmother had taught her.
Everything else she’d learned in a library. And so it went on for about thirty
minutes until the judge felt she had established Dakota’s situation. Then the
judge thanked her and turned to the sheriff, began asking him questions.
Dakota could follow the pattern of the questions, even if some of the details
were alien to her. The judge’s tone with the sheriff was less gentle than the
one she had used with Dakota. At one point she stopped the sheriff with a
raised hand, her expression indignant, and said sharply, ‘Sheriff, am I to
understand that you’re telling me your six foot, two hundred pound, healthy

young male deputies couldn’t deal with this tiny female?’ and when he went
to reply she cut across him, ‘I do understand that you need to use restraint
techniques,’ and her voice lowered ominously, ‘but if I get to hear of you
tasering a child again, short of that child being armed with a flamethrower or
a locked and loaded assault rifle, I will throw you, you sheriff, not your
deputies, I will personally throw you into the cells myself. Do I make myself
clear?’
‘Yes, judge,’ the sheriff said, downcast.
Dakota allowed herself a little smile. The taser had not been pleasant. It made
her body go stiff and then she fell over, banging her face and jaw, which now
felt really stiff and sore.
The judge then moved on and asked Jane Smith a series of questions. Then
she began questioning Ms. Roberts the social worker. Finally, she looked at
the three adults facing her, then at Dakota, and her face softened. ‘So, Dakota
Scout,’ she paused, ‘A fifteen year-old who steals food from university staff
canteens and, it appears, books from the library, was arrested yesterday,
resisted arrested most forcefully,’ and at this the judge checked her notes,
peering over the top of her half-moon glasses, ‘do give my regards to Deputy
Wade, Sheriff, and suggest the next time he tangles with an eighty-eight
pound teenage girl he brings a bodyguard,’ and she flicked a raised eyebrow
at Dakota and continued, ‘Dakota was arrested as a vagrant runaway, we
have established that she has no close or living relatives, and she is here so we
can decide on the best course of action.’ She glanced around. ‘Dakota has no
known relatives, no permanent place of residence, has never been to a school
but, can read and write and, according to the medical report, is very healthy, if
a little underweight.’ The judge paused, making everyone wait for her
verdict. ‘In my opinion,’ she said finally, ‘subject to monitoring, she is not a
recidivist criminal and the weapons she was carrying were, in her opinion,
tools of survival, not weapons of mass destruction. And I concur with that,
though Dakota,’ and at this she looked directly at her, ‘We will not be
allowing you to carry potentially dangerous tools in the city of San Diego, or
in the state of California.’ The judge turned a page in her notes and moved on,
‘Until Dakota’s parental situation is confirmed, and subject to her good
behavior,’ and at this the judge paused, studying her notes, ‘Dakota will be in
need of foster care and enrolled in school as a first objective.’ She looked at
each of them in turn. ‘Are we agreed on the basic facts, people?’ Everyone
nodded, including Dakota, who decided she liked the judge. She raised her
hand, and the judge looked at her.
‘Yes?’
‘I have a thing to ask.’
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‘Come on, I’ll show you your room,’ Jane said, bringing Dakota back to the
present.
Dakota followed her. ‘The judge was nice.’
When the judge had paused and looked steadily at Dakota she noticed that
the judge’s skin was very much like hers. Not black exactly. More a darkhoney color. The short grey hair just made it look darker. And the judge’s eyes
were light brown. Dakota thought that the judge was really very pretty, and
she made herself look fierce for her job. As she studied her, she saw the
judge’s face soften just a little.
‘Go ahead, girl,’ the judge had said.
And then the judge, after listening to Dakota’s request, had looked at Jane and
asked if there was an alternative? Somewhere else she could stay until they
decided what to do with her in the long term. Jane had stayed silent until the
judge had dipped her head and looked over her spectacles and stared and
Jane said, ‘Well I guess she can stay with me for a short while…’
And the judge had tapped her gavel and said So Be It. Then she turned to the
woman with the frayed stitching on her bag and asked her to make the
arrangements and keep her updated. And now Jane was showing Dakota to
her room. ‘This is yours,’ she said, turning, but Dakota was already walking
toward another door, ‘Can I look around?’
‘Sure,’ she paused, searching Dakota’s face.
Dakota paused at the door to the garage and turned, ‘I won’t run away,’ she
said. ‘But I need to know how safe this house is.’
‘It’s safe,’ Jane said.
Dakota shook her head, ‘No, it isn’t. Too many windows. The doors are
flimsy...’ She opened the door into the garage where Jane had parked her car,
‘...why didn’t we walk through this door?’
‘I’ve lost the key. Can only open it from the inside.’
Dakota tutted. ‘I’ve slept in safer tents.’
‘This is a low crime area,’ Jane said, ‘The rate of burglaries and home
invasions is in the point oh-oh-oh figures, percentage-wise.’
‘But if you're the one it happens to, it’s a hundred per-cent happening,’
Dakota said.
Why am I apologizing to this kid for my home? Jane thought. It’s a good
home and I work hard to pay for it. A few minutes later Dakota, as though
reading Jane’s mind, returned from the garage and walked up to Jane and
stood in front of her. ‘Thankyou for helping me,’ she said.
‘Ok,’ Jane said.
Dakota said, ‘I’m not good at hugging people,’ she said, ‘I don’t like it. But I
do this,’ made a little hugging sign with her a hands.
‘What’s that?’
Dakota said. ‘It means I will think fondly of you even when we’re apart.’
Jane studied her, her serious expression, the ill-fitting clothes on her tiny
frame, the strange way she had of saying thankyou. Finally, she said, ‘I do do
hugs, so come here,’ and she held open her arms, into which Dakota stepped.
Jane felt Dakota’s hard, thin body, tensed like a coiled spring, like she was

enduring this display of physical affection, but Jane held her tight until,
finally, she felt Dakota shudder in her arms and relax a little.
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An hour later they were eating a meal that Jane had ordered over the phone.
This impressed Dakota, who said, ‘When those men grabbed me…’
‘You mean the police?’
Dakota nodded, ‘They grabbed me because I was eating. In that building.’
‘The science center.’
A nod. ‘It’s easy to get in there and once you’re in there’s free food in the big
room.’
She meant the cafeteria, Jane thought, but she was done correcting her. ‘Why
did you take the food from the cafeteria?’
Dakota chewed her beansprouts thoroughly before answering. ‘Because it’s
food,’ she said, finally. ‘Good food, though,’ and she paused and took another
mouthful, chewing thoroughly once again, ‘the first time, I ate too much.’
‘You’ve been there before?’
‘I’ve bin going there for food,’ she said, like it was an obvious thing to do.
‘Where do you sleep?’
Dakota said nothing. ‘I was hungry.’
‘You often go without food?’
Dakota looked up from takeaway plate, ‘Don’t you?’
Jane shook her head, wiped her fingers with a tissue, thought about it. ‘No,’
she admitted. ‘There are times when I’m hungry, but I never really lack food.’
Dakota nodded, filing this away in her mind under the title More Strange
Things I Don’t Understand. She asked, ‘Where does all the food come from?’
‘The takeaway,’ Jane said. ‘Before that, it’s made in bulk in factories, I guess. It
comes from farms originally…’ her voice trailed away, she really wasn’t sure
where food came from. If she’d asked herself, she would have said something
stupid like China or somewhere, whereas it was probably made here in town.
‘It makes me feel a bit sick sometimes,’ Dakota said. ‘The food.’
‘But you eat it.’
‘It’s food.’
Jane changed the subject. ‘What do you think of your room?’
Dakota thought about this question for a moment or two, a slight frown on
her face. ‘The bed is very soft,’ she said. ‘and it smells strange.’
‘This is all new to you? Soft beds, and fragrances?’
Dakota closed the lid of the box she’d been eating from. ‘I read books, and I
know about all this,’ she said, nodding her head to indicate the room and,
Jane assumed, the rest of the outside world. She briefly remembered Dakota’s
notebook.
‘But it’s new to you?’
‘Sort of.’
‘You live out there somewhere.’
Dakota looked guarded for a moment. ‘Yes.’
‘Who do you live with?’
This was a question the judge had asked, but Jane wanted to ask her again.
‘I lived with my grandmother. But she died, so I move around.’ She’d been
looking into the distance as she spoke, but turned to Jane. ‘Why don’t you live
with anyone?’

Jane said, ‘I used to live with my folks but that was a long time ago. I lived
with a man after that, but he left.’
‘Were you sad?’
‘About the man?’ Jane thought this through and then she said, ‘Relieved
mainly, but sad too.’
‘What was he called?’
‘Thomas.’
‘What was he like?’
‘Tall and strong. He had red hair, sort of copper-colored, and a lovely smile.
He was a journalist.’
‘A what?’
‘He took photographs and wrote stories.’ Jane turned and pointed to a small
framed picture, ‘That’s a picture he took of me.’
Dakota stood up and went over to the picture frame, lifted it up, studied it.
That’s you?’
Jane laughed, ‘You sound surprised. Have I aged that much?’
Dakota put the photograph down. ‘You look nice.’ She said, ‘I think he must
have liked you a lot, for making that picture of you.’
‘You know how photographs are made?’
Dakota studied her, and it dawned on Jane that when Dakota didn’t know
something, or didn’t want to say something, she stayed quiet and just
watched. It seemed there was a lot she didn’t know or didn’t want to say,
because she quite often didn’t reply.
‘Did you love him?’ Dakota asked.
Jane said, ‘I think he loved me.’
‘You didn’t love him.’ It was a statement, not a question.
Jane shook her head, ‘I loved my career.’
‘And now?’
‘And now I live here. Alone. Just me and my career,’ her voice was a little
wistful. She changed the subject, ‘Have you got a boyfriend, Dakota?’
‘No.’
‘Not even any boys you like?’
‘There is a boy,’ she said and when she saw Jane’s look of concern she said,
‘We don’t do sex or anything, but we’re like…’ she did the hug sign with her
hands again, but pushed her fingers together so they intertwined. ‘Like that.’
‘You’re close.’ Jane said. ‘What’s he called?’
‘Jester.’
‘Jester?’ Jane smiled at this. ‘What’s his real name?’
‘He was called Jesse when he was little, but now he’s Jester.’
‘What is he like?’
‘He’s for me.’ Dakota said as though that was description enough. ‘And I’m
for him.’
‘What does he look like?’
‘Sort of average. He blends in. Except when he wears his colors, and then he
does extraordinary stuff,’ as she spoke her eyes widened at some memory.
‘Like what?’ Jane asked, genuinely interested now.
Dakota’s gaze seemed to blank out a little. ‘Stuff,’ was all she said.
‘Alright.’ Jane was still getting used to Dakota’s lack of conversational detail
‘And you all live out there in the country?’

‘Yes. But we come into town whenever we want to look about.’
‘Have the police never bothered you before?’
‘I never saw the police before, until they grabbed me.’
‘Right. They will grab people who are trespassing and stealing food,’ Jane
said. She stood and began tidying away.
Dakota watched her clearing away and observed, ‘People just bring you
food.’
‘Takeaways,’ Jane said, over her shoulder as she dropped the boxes into the
trash. ‘They deliver, or you can collect.’
‘I need my things,’ Dakota said.
‘The police gave me your clothes back, but not the weapons.’ Jane looked at
what Dakota was wearing. It wasn’t a great look but it was better than the
rags she’d been found in.
‘I like my own clothes,’ Dakota said, reading her mind. ‘My boots and coat
and stuff.’
‘It’s Monday tomorrow. The shops are open. Why don’t we go shopping and
buy you some new clothes.’
Dakota was going to argue, but curiosity about what clothes might be
available got the better of her. In the car, driving from court to Jane’s home
she’d seen people wearing a dazzling array of clothes. She quite liked the idea
of trying on some things like that.
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Jester cut Dakota’s trail three days after she went missing.
He spotted the worn car-tire imprints of her bootsoles, the birds-foot pattern
she’d burned into them with a hot poker, her mark, for those who knew, he’d
spotted them, just barely visible, and then tracked her progress across the
dusty courtyard, with its two exits at eleven o’ clock and five. Foolish girl, he
whispered to himself. Never enter a place with only two exits, not this far into
Jago, otherwise you’re inviting trouble. Or you’re me. But she was always
doing that, no matter how much he told her not to. He saw where she had
paused, saw the scuffed marks as she turned to run, first to the right, then the
left. Saw the gouge in the dirt made by a heavy spear. Missed. He walked
over to the entrance, his skipping half-steps leaving their own trail, the click
of his walking staff echoing in this courtyard, and he saw the tracks of the
prowlers, found fresher tracks, maybe a day old, he ignored these for now,
followed the older footprints as they came round from the five o’clock
entrance, trapping her. Jester smiled grimly. Danger didn’t scare him; he
enjoyed the thrill of it; the fear; the rush; the violence. The only thing he
feared for was Dakota’s safety, and he feared he’d arrived too late. The
thought sickened him for a moment but he crushed it with his mind; he had
faith in her ability to survive. He focused on the task at hand, walked back to
where she’d crouched, his fingertips absently tapping a pattern against the
gargoyle face carved into the knot at the head of his staff as he studied the
marks. No-one but the Jester could track like this, in the dust of a windpeppered street and the tracks already three days old. Dakota had a lazy eye,
he used to joke, and he’d got an extra good one in return. But she could run
like the wind, where he could only walk, and some days even walking wasn’t
easy. He tracked her steps as she ran, right, left, right, left again, a trapped
animal. He wondered if the Prowlers had used a net. She hadn’t fired her
shortgun at them, there was no blood, and she wouldn’t have missed, even in
her terror she’d have taken one of them down. He turned to study the
windows, mostly intact, though high up a couple were broken, and one
smashed at ground level too. Dust-devils whipped around him, lifting his
long coat, obscuring the tracks. If he’d arrived a half day later he’d have
missed all this. He walked over to the broken window, saw that the glass
fragments were clean, glittering at the edges, glanced into the building where
most of the glass had gone inwards. She’d shot out the glass and, knowing
her, simply leaped into the dark to escape her pursuers. He shook his head.
Reckless girl. He’d have stood and fought. But then, he couldn’t run. It
reduced your options; forced you to face your fears. He bent down, darkened
bloodstains pattered the frame, his fingernail scraped a little off and he
studied it. Dakota? he asked silently, getting no answer. He glanced in the
reflection of one of the unbroken panes, automatically, checking his rear.
Outwardly, Jester always appeared calm, his expression studied and blank,
but his eyes moved ceaselessly and his movements would veer a little at
random intervals, like he was dancing to music only he could hear, every few
seconds he’d move a little. Just enough to avoid the fall of a panga, sidestep
the air-cleaving path of a heavy javelin, avoid the gaze of Springfield telling

him he should stop his wandering and get down to doing some chores
around the farmstead. He did it instinctively, a trick that fighter pilots had
been trained to do a century before but that now, eighty years since the last
airplane had dropped pilotless from the sky, Jester just did instinctively, like
these movements were part of his life, which they were. Jester didn’t know
about disappearing airplanes, or the passengers, those that hadn’t
disappeared with the planes themselves, suddenly suspended, still in their
seats, mid-air, who fell screaming to the ground or into the oceans. He knew
little of the previous world, and though Dakota told him stuff her
grandmother told her, he could care less, only listened because it was Dakota
talking. His eyes moved, again, searching; the prints in the dust building a
narrative in his mind. Dakota was all movement, but she had a core of calm;
he was the opposite, outwardly calm but inside, everything was seething,
moving, all the time. He moved the way he did because he was alive, he was
alive because he moved all the time, body and mind always reaching out for
the edge of everything; he lived for now and everything that now brought
him. And right now, he was looking for Dakota Scout. He put his hands
together, twined his fingers, brought his hands to his mouth, their sign. Their
contract.
He’d look for her forever.
He’d search for Dakota until he found her, however long it took. And if she
was dead, he’d kill the prowlers who’d done it. He’d devote the rest of his
life to killing prowlers. All of them.
Kill ‘em slow.
Dakota Scout once told Jester that he’d have made a good prowler, there were
times that he could be crazy enough. On days like this, maybe she was right.
He paused, a grim smile on his face, decision made, he was going to kill some
anyway. It was a done deed. All he had to do was carry it out, find them and
make them what he knew they already were, and find out where she was in
the process. He shrugged off his long coat, pulled the sleeves inside out and
reversed it so that the dull grey was replaced by shimmering harlequins of
red and gold, black and silver. He shucked it back on again and now he was
wearing his colors he felt secure and calm. Mostly he went about scouting
quiet and careful, like they all did. But when there was killing to be done he
didn’t hide. He reached up and from his right shoulder he unhitched a small
bell that hung muted inside a leather wrap, letting it jingle now. From a hip
bag he took out a soft, colored thing and slid it over the head of his staff. The
soft thing was a face stitched from multiple pieces of cloth, a face with a
hooked nose and red cheeks, bells hanging from the felt hat it wore.
Resplendent now, his staff jingling, the bell on his shoulder giving a soft,
unmusical clong, he walked off around the front of the building to find the
entrance, humming silently to himself, his jinking movement, the skip in his
step, the staff that kept him upright on days when the old injury made his leg
too sore to stand. The harlequin patterns of the coat that hung long and loose
and heavy from his stooped figure.
The bells were ringing today.
Hell to pay.
And when mother Hell had been paid her due, he’d continue his search for
Dakota until he found her.

Living or dead, he’d find her.
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Dakota tossed and turned.
The bed was wonderfully soft, the quilt that covered her huge and
welcoming, but unlike the night before when she’d lain next to Jane in the
police room and slept as deep as she could ever remember, tonight she could
not find her rest. The room was too quiet, and there was no breeze on her face.
And there were so many questions. That she was in the same city was
obvious; the buildings, the streets, they were all the same. But Jago was an
empty place, haunted, desolate, barren of people, the streets sand-dusted and
arid, the houses empty for almost a century, every room devoid of life and
purpose.
But these buildings were occupied, filled with people and light and food. And
the streets, though noisy and bright, were clean. The cars weren’t immoveable
hulks, rusting homes for insects and small creatures, they actually moved.
How had she come to be here? When she’d escaped the prowlers and stepped
into that tiny room, her world that had been quiet and dusty and dangerous.
But when she left the room the world was noisy and clean and filled with so
much stuff that it made her heart beat fast just to think about it. She needed to
get back, she needed to go home, even if home was thirst and fear during
daylight and a rolled-up blanket and a bed beneath the stars at night. This
world was a storm of the senses, it was overload. She watched as the
headlights of a car passed the window, light sliding through the gaps in the
curtains and sweeping across the room. And Jane, she thought. The doctor.
What could she tell her?
The judge had asked her lots of questions and she’d answered as truthfully as
possible. She grew up in the valley near the reservoir and she spent her life
wandering, scouting, scavenging. She didn’t tell the judge about the little
room and how when she entered everything had changed. She told the judge
that her grandma had taught her to read, that no she didn’t go to school, no
she wasn’t being made to have sex with anyone, no she didn’t have a
boyfriend – and why the obsession with sex and boys? It was just a thing, and
she’d barely even dipped her toes into that fast-flowing river for fear it’d take
her under - and yes her mother was dead, no she didn’t know her father…the
questions went on.
Then the judge asked Jane to speak, asked her questions too, and at the end
she’d said, ‘Is there anything else you’d like to tell me?’ like Jane was keeping
something back. She wasn’t, not that she knew, but the judge was smart,
Dakota thought, she could sense what no one else could. The judge’s skin
was a shade darker than hers, she decided, and maybe she knew about blood
ties. But if she did know, or guess, she never said. Maybe she’d just suspected
the thing that Dakota knew. Then she’d spoken to the other people in the
room. She’d spoken to Jane again and said to her, seeing as how she’d spent
the last half-day with her, would she be ok with spending another few days,
or weeks, with her. Like Dakota couldn’t survive without all these people
looking out for her. And at the back of Dakota’s mind, all of the time, was
Jester. Her heart smiled. The boy had changed in the last couple of years,
especially since the small war they’d had two summers before last. Jester had
become harder, colder, they said. But not with her. Never with her. Maybe his

eyes glittered where they used to sparkle. But not with her. With her they
always smiled. And one time he’d grown angry about some such thing or
other he was telling her about, and she’d leaned across and whispered to him,
‘Hey Jester, look. It’s just me,’ and she’d done the thing with her hands, and
watched as his eyes softened and warmed to her again.
She rubbed her eyes in the darkness.
Scouts don’t cry.
She could sense the coming dawn. She turned over to face the wall. Then she
rolled back. She missed the open air. The room was too small. She felt
vulnerable, no weapons, no way to run, no way to sleep without anyone
knowing she was there. The way the lights came on at the touch of a button.
Too strange. She missed her boots. Her pack. The life it contained. She missed
the moonlight and the wind breathing on her skin. Sighing, she surrendered
to wakefulness, rose silently and left the room, padded barefoot downstairs
dragging the quilt with her. At the back of the living room she slid open the
glass doors, stepped out onto the porch, lay the quilt down on the hardwood
porch, went back inside and grabbed a cushion, went back outside and lay
down on the quilt, wrapped it round her, lay her head on the cushion and
stared at the stars fading in the sky, counting the ones she knew: “Pegasus…
Andromeda… Cassiopeia… Perseus…” she whispered to herself, her eyes
drooping. “Ursa Minor. Vega…”
The day was good.
The day was always good.
Life was always the better alternative.
Her eyes closed.
She was asleep.
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The opthalmist was called John.
Dakota stared around his office, which was very clean, she was impressed
with his level of tidiness, but she looked at the machines that were set around
his room and she suspected he was a little bit mad. No one should be this
orderly. She sat beside Jane as he talked.
He was a quiet, calm, old man in his sixties and to Jane he looked and
sounded like an hippy who’d gone straight, maybe done a lot of hash,
certainly had done a lot of meditation since, but who, once Jane had explained
Dakota’s situation, was more than happy to explain how everything worked
to Dakota before taking her through the various tests. Jane offered to sit in
with them for the tests but he said No, it’d be ok, so she went to the waiting
room and flicked through magazines.
About a half hour later the door opened and Dakota and John came out. ‘Well,
that was painless,’ John said, and Dakota nodded, her face happy.
‘What’s the verdict?’
‘I’ve got a lazy eye, Dakota said with a smile.
‘She has,’ John agreed, ‘She’s going to need a powerful lens to compensate the
weakness in her right eye, and she’s prone to astigmatism,’
‘My eye wanders,’ Dakota said.
‘Just a bit, but that’s due to the weakness, it doesn’t know what to focus on.
But we can help fix both,’ John said. ‘In the long term I’d recommend
corrective surgery,’ he glanced at Dakota, ‘It’s straightforward, takes an hour,
we can get you in early morning and home before dark.’ She didn’t look
convinced, so he continued, ‘Until then, Dakota can use lenses. We make them
fairly thin now, not like the bottletops they used to use.’ He grinned, but
Dakota frowned, and Jane thought of the single eyeglass that she had with her
when she was arrested, very much of the bottle-top style. John must have
caught a glimpse of her expression so he continued quickly, ‘There are lots of
frames to choose from. We got some here, but I can give you the prescription,
there’s a franchise in the mall that sells thousands of pairs…’
‘I want those,’ Dakota said.
Jane turned, as did John, to where Dakota was pointing to a pair of tinted
Wayfarers. John smiled, ‘You got style kid. Jack Nicholson wears them.
Audrey Hepburn too.’
Dakota frowned.
She went over and picked them from the shelf, tried them on. She nodded.
John said, ‘It’ll take a day to get the lenses from the wholesaler. We’ll need
frames your size…’
‘Can I keep these on?’ Dakota asked.
John paused, took a breath, nodded, the state was paying, ‘Sure. When the
lenses come in it’ll only take five minutes for me to swap them over. Bausch
and Lomb,’ he said to Jane who felt as clueless as Dakota usually did, so
stayed silent too. He said, ‘They’re men’s glasses though, we’ve got some
girl’s frames…’
‘These,’ Dakota said.

The frames were wider than her face. John looked at Jane, who shrugged.
‘Well then, let’s sit you down again and measure you up for those, maybe
adjust the arms a little, keep them snug.’
They left the opthalmist and walked across to a Dresslink outlet store. Jane
picked up a basket and they threaded their way through the aisles until they
found the packs of underwear. Dakota stared at the semi-clad figures. ‘What
are they?’
‘Mannequins,’ Jane said. ‘What size are you?’
‘What are they wearing?’
‘Bras and panties,’ Jane said, glancing up.
Dakota smiled, slow and wide, and Jane thought that when she did,
sometimes it was like the sun coming out from behind stormy clouds.
‘You like them?’
‘They look scratchy.’
‘They are. They’re for women when they want to look pretty for,’ she paused,
unsure of what to say next.
‘For a man,’ Dakota completed the sentence, her smile still wide.
‘Let’s buy something more functional.’
‘Ok,’ Dakota replied, but she had to be pulled away by the arm as she studied
the mannequins. Eventually they agreed on four packs of dark panties, four
bras, white. Dakota had never worn a bra and said she didn’t need one, to
which Jane said, ‘You will, believe me,’ and Dakota demurred, asking only
that she could also have a pretty one in lilac too.
They bought toiletries too. Then they went clothes shopping.
‘You like dresses?’
‘I don’t have any like that,’ she pointed at a girl wearing a flowery, floaty
thing.
‘But you know what they are?’
Dakota looked at her like she was stupid.
‘Two dresses, three pairs of jeans, t-shirts, couple of sweatshirts,’ Jane was
thinking out loud. Maybe a coat.’ Dakota spotted a biker chick who, seeing
Dakota in her ancient, resoled-many-times para boots, leggings, and faded
vest top nodded, as though to a kindred spirit.
‘And new shoes,’ Jane said, following Dakota’s eyes.
‘Those,’ Dakota said, pointing at the biker chick’s studded boots.
‘No. Not those. Definitely not those.’
Dakota paused, a sigh breaking through her cool façade. She said, ‘You want
me to look like those?’ She pointed at a group of girls in jeans and t-shirts,
shouldering bags, wearing makeup.
‘I guess.’
Dakota thought for a moment or two, studying the girls. ‘Alright,’ she said. ‘I
need to blend in.’
Jane doubted Dakota would ever blend in, but she nodded, ‘It feels good to fit
in.’
‘This world is strange,’ Dakota said, ‘All the food you have, all the big
people,’ she nodded at yet another obese person walking past them. ‘You
have everything. You have all the clothes. You have a man to measure your

eyes. She looked around, ‘Here, everything is done for you. People give you
food, and there’s noise everywhere.’
‘Overwhelming, huh?’
Dakota spent a good half minute looking round the mall, following people
with her eyes and Jane thought she’d ignored her last comment but
eventually Dakota said, ‘I could get used to it.’
By five-thirty they’d returned to Jane’s car, laden with bags: underwear,
dresses, jeans, socks, pink Nike’s, a pair of pink Doc Marten lace-ups,
sweatshirts, t-shirts, a Berghaus jacket, soaps and shampoos, sanitary
products, a bottle of perfume – ‘I don’t wear that stuff’ Dakota had said.
‘You will,’ Jane had replied, as they browsed.
Eventually Dakota chose a small bottle of scent. ‘I like it,’ she said, meaning
the shape of the bottle.
‘I hope the judge likes the bill,’ Jane said.
‘We should have got the knife,’ Dakota said, settling back in the car.
‘I’m not buying you a Spyderco, nor is the state of California.’
‘Spring steel. I could have sharpened it good.’
‘Sharpness is not the issue. We don’t carry weapons.
Dakota studied her. ‘We should.’ Jane shook her head so Dakota said, ‘I like
those shoes you bought me.’
‘The Nikes or the Martens?’
She nodded. ‘Both. Like wearing clouds,’ she said. ‘Can I put them on when
we get back?’
‘You want to go for a run?’
Dakota laughed. ‘It’s what I do most.’
‘The Martens are for those times when you need something sturdier.’
‘I like them too.’
‘You can throw away your old boots and the other stuff.’
Dakota said nothing and stared out of the window toward the rolling hills in
the east. Eventually she said, ‘I must thank you for all this.’
‘You’re very formal all of a sudden.’
‘My grandmother. She said you should always thank a person for their
kindness.’
Jane glanced across at the small figure sitting next to her as she drove. ‘She
was right, your grandmother. How old would she be?’
Dakota mentally, calculated. ‘She isn’t born yet. Not for about eight or nine
years.’
Jane shrugged and wondered how far and how often Dakota lived in her
imagination. And what it said about the neglect she’d suffered.
‘Tell me about your grandmother.’
‘She’s dead.’
‘I know. I’m sorry.’
‘I told her it would be alright,’ Dakota said, her voice telling Jane she was
remembering a scene, ‘Granny was scared of dying. She said to me, “I can’t
believe it,” like it had snuck up on her, and surprised her. I told her
everything would be alright.’ Dakota sighed. ‘I don’t think anyone believes
they will die, not even when they’re old. It’s a thing we all know, but we don’t
believe.’
There was a silence.

Jane asked, ‘Is your mother…’
‘She’s not dead. I told the judge, but she’s not. She abandoned me when I was
born,’ Dakota told her. ‘Gran said mum left home when she was fifteen. She
returned a year later and gave birth to me then left me there, a couple of days
later. Grannie said my mother was willful.’
Jane listened.
‘She was someone, she did whatever she wanted. She could be kind, grannie
said, and she was loyal, but she chose who to be kind to and loyal to. I guess
she didn’t choose me.’ Dakota paused, before speaking again. ‘Mom was
brought up to be a healer, same as Granny, it’s in the family, but mom... they
say she could ignore people like they weren’t there if she didn’t want to be
kind, even if they needed someone to be kind to them.’ Dakota paused, ‘She
was willful. That’s what gran said.’
‘Was your mom…’
‘Esta, my mom, she was called Esta. Grannie said she was beautiful, but she
could be cruel, like a wildcat kitten that had grown up with people but had
never been tamed…’ she stopped talking.
Jane waited a while but Dakota said nothing, and Jane knew she was all
spoke out, there’d be nothing forthcoming for now. Dakota glanced at her, so
she took her hand as she drove, squeezed it.
Dakota squeezed back a little.
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Jester’s coat was reversed now so it showed only dun grey, invisible to the
three riders who passed within twenty feet of him. He waited until they were
eighty yards past, they’d get to a canter but not a full gallop, the fastest horse
out front by maybe twenty yards. He stood, slid off his coat and spun it to
reveal his colors, and even as he slipped it back on he whistled to the riders
who spun their horses, recognized him and responded immediately, two of
them nocking arrows to bows, the third lowering his spear, all three riding
hard at him. The first arrow loosed towards him was a foot wide, out to the
left, but his slingshot reply hit the rider square in the forehead knocking him
from his horse. The second arrow passed between his outstretched arm and
his ribs, he turned and threw his spear at the third rider’s horse, hitting it
square in the chest, dropping it and throwing the rider so he tumbled and
rolled unconscious right at Jester’s feet. The bowman whose arrow had barely
missed him, careered past, struggling to control his steed as he nocked a
second arrow; he was the better shot but he rode without a saddle and didn’t
have the fine control to rein in his mount, he was forty yards past before he
turned the steed and loosed his second arrow. It struck the ground between
Jester’s feet and skittered past him. The rider dropped the bow and unslung
his spear, came at him, fierce. Jester stood quietly, eyes almost closed, exhaled
slowly, and at the very last second, he spun, avoiding the spear, swinging his
staff and catching the man in the throat as he passed. He watched the man fall
hard and lie choking, his throat crushed, knowing his end was coming. Jester
took this in with a glance and turned back toward the rider whose horse he
had killed, finding him lying groggy, with a bleeding head and one eye
already swollen shut. Jester knew a skull fracture when he saw one, knew he
had little time. He kicked away the man’s knife, slammed the staff down onto
his chest, winding him, taking away any vestige of defiance and grabbed him
by the throat with his left hand, a knife appearing in his right.
‘Tell me about the girl,’ he whispered. ‘Tell me about the scout.’
The man groaned. ‘I don’t know...’
Jester released his left-hand grip, slapped him and took hold of him again all
in one fluid movement causing the man to whimper in pain. ‘You got three
seconds to know. Two seconds to start talking...’
‘You’ll kill me anyway.’
‘I’ll kill you worse if you don’t.’ He slapped the man again. ‘Start talking.’

The door opened silently and they stepped from the tiny room back into the large open
area. But the open space was different from when they had entered the little room, it
was filled with light now, light which hurt her eyes, but it was empty of clutter too,
save for three desks, each covered with a variety of equipment and cables that snaked
to the floor, and each desk with a comfortable chair beside or beneath it that hadn’t
been there moments earlier. Esta paused at the door for a moment, then stepped into
the room and walked around it, slowly, pacing it out, savoring the feeling of the room
like a cat, tapping the walls with the butt of her spear and, satisfied, she propped it
against a wall, went to the nearest chair and sat down, spinning round and round in
simple pleasure. Then she slowed down and stopped, looking at Professor John Ames.
‘How does this work?’ she asked, her arm taking in the room with a sweep.
‘How’s it work?’
She ignored the fact he was repeating her words back to her and adding a question
mark, saying, ‘How’s everything changed?’
‘It’s that,’ he said, pointing back at the tiny room with the single door.’ I built it.’
‘What’s it do?’
‘It takes me to different times. Us,’ he added. ‘Takes us.’
She snorted. ‘How does it work?’
He gave it some thought, she could see, how to explain it, what to tell her. ‘It’s slippy,’
he explained, finally. ‘Slippy through time. That’s the only way I can describe it.’
She didn’t look impressed.
‘Imagine a riverbed,’ he said. ‘That’s the universe. The world we live in. And the river
itself is time. Mostly we’re with the water, moving along the riverbed, always in one
direction, forward. That little room is like a fish, it can swim in either direction. It’s
free of the,’ he paused to consider the right word, ‘it’s free of the inevitability of the
river and the riverbed.’ He took a deep breath. ‘It’s not quite tethered. To time or
space.’
‘So where are we?’
‘You should ask when are we?’
She looked unimpressed but humored him. ‘When are we?’
‘Sixty-five years ago. From where we were.’
She said, ‘Can we go and look? Outside?’
He said, ‘Leave your spear behind, maybe?’
‘Ok.’
She unlocked the knife from the staff with a click, tucked it into her boot, unfurled her
skirt she wore over her pants so that it was calf length, covering the blade.
He went to the door and she followed, he turned, ‘Those two men who chased us...’
‘Dead.’
He went to ask something more but she just stared at him, repeated the word,
mouthing it silently. Dead. He glanced at the dark stain on her hip, not her blood,
she’d explained. It was someone’s though, and it had not yet gone dark, still
glistening, still damp. A single spot. He took a long deep breath, ‘I can’t expect life to
stay the same for sixty years,’ he told himself, ‘The world changed.’
This last spoken out loud.

She nodded, ‘I heard that it did,’ opening the door, impatiently. They walked up three
flights of stairs, he huffing and puffing, she collected, serene, unhurried. Outside,
instead of nighttime darkness, it was full daylight.
‘Come with me,’ he said. The Professor was pleased with his work but as a fat, rather
plain man, he was also quietly pleased too to be accompanied by a tall, lean, strikingly
attractive young woman. She swayed when she walked. On some primal level, having
her with him as he swiped the machine to open the barrier to the outside world pleased
him more than any scientific breakthrough could. ‘Can I take you for a latte?’ he asked
her.
‘Ok,’ she said, not knowing what latte was.
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‘Wake up.’
Dakota stirred, feeling sluggish and warm, much too comfortable to want to
greet the day. It was Jane giving her a light shake. She struggled to sit up in
bed, opened her eyes trying to focus her vision. She reached for the spectacles
on the dresser.
Clarity returned.
‘Ok,’ she murmured. ‘I’m awake.’
‘First day at school,’ Jane said, ‘Are you excited?’
Dakota shrugged. ‘I need to get washed.’
‘Use the shower. See you downstairs.’
‘K.’
Fifteen minutes later Dakota stepped out of the shower and began drying
herself. Then she cleaned her teeth. Finished, she pulled on the underwear
she’d laid on top of the table in the bathroom, then walked back into her room
and began dressing. Jeans, t-shirt, socks, her new Doc Marten boots, and a
hoodie. She fitted in ok, she thought. It had only taken a week or so to lose
sight of what she’d been. She wasn’t sure what she was now. She tied back
her locks, which were spilling across her shoulders, put on her spectacles and
checked her reflection in the mirror. She looked sleek and well-fed. She lifted
her t-shirt; her belly had stopped pointing in and was, well, sort of fulllooking. Her mind flicked to the many-times-repaired boots jammed into her
battered old rucksack, stowed in the cupboard beneath the stairs, the police
had given it all back, minus the knives and the shortgun and the traps. For a
moment she felt a pang of something. Of what, sadness? Loss? No. She
brought her mind back to now. She was safe, she was well-fed and she was
comfortable.
I doubt I could run all day now, she thought.
But I don’t need to.
She checked the clock. She looked at her bed, folded back the quilt. When did
I stop sleeping on the porch?, she asked herself. Jane had applied for, and
received, foster-care of her until such time as her parents or family could be
found. Which would be about eighty years, she told herself, a raised eyebrow
the nearest thing to a smile she allowed herself. I’m the mouse who got lucky,
she thought, I found a world of cheese, and no cats.
She heard Jane shouting her name. She glanced in the mirror and sighed. Left
her room, closing the door behind her. Downstairs, Jane studied her for a long
moment then asked, ‘How are you feeling?’
It’s like when I became a scout, she thought. I missed being with my gran, I
missed the comfort, but I made a decision to be a scout and it worked out
well. And now, she thought, I’ve decided. I’m staying here.
She looked at Jane. ‘I’m good.’
And she was.
An hour later she was sitting on a bench outside an office in a huge building
full of people, mostly around her own age, while Jane had a meeting inside
the room with the man in charge of the school. The principal. Which meant
main, or most important, Dakota thought. She’d seen him through the door.
He was soft looking. Eager to please. She had him pegged already.

‘Hey,’ a girl sat down next to her.
‘Hi.’
‘You new here? Or you in trouble?’
Dakota shrugged.
‘I’m Emily.’
‘Dakota.’
Emily watched her for a few moments and slowly her face lit up, ‘Hey, you’re
the feral girl, right?’ she said, as recognition dawned. ‘I heard about you, saw
a picture on Facebook. Took out three cops? I heard they were hospitalized for
like a month? I wondered if you’d come to this school. Mom’s an ER nurse,’
she added, as though this explained something.
‘Two cops,’ Dakota said. ‘The third…’ she pointed her finger, then made a
zzzuzzzing sound.
‘You got tasered?’
Dakota raised a brow, as though to say yes.
‘Fucking cool. Did it hurt?’
Dakota nodded.
Emily sat back. ‘Welcome to Valley Crest,’ she said, as though all new
students got tasered first. ‘I’m here for telling a teacher to fuck off, which is
not really on the same level as giving the cops a beatdown.’ She looked
around the almost bare corridor, ‘I’m here most days.’
‘Why?’ Dakota asked.
‘I don’t do what I’m told.’
They sat quietly for a while, until Emily said, ‘You’re pretty small, for beating
up the cops.’
‘Speed,’ Dakota said, ‘Speed and focus is all you need.’
‘What, when you’re fighting and shit?’
Dakota nodded slowly.
‘You like fighting?’
‘No.’
Not at all, she thought.
‘Wish I could fight.’
‘I run away when I can.’
‘Where’d they catch you?’
‘In some building. I went there for food. The cops came and grabbed me.’
Emily said, ‘School will be a bit quiet after all that.’
‘I like quiet,’ Dakota said.
The door opened and a woman with hair that seemed to Dakota to be more
like a hat said, ‘Dakota Scout, can you come in please?’
‘Nice boots,’ she heard Emily say as she entered, and she paused to kick the
toe of one pink Doc Marten boot against the heel of the other, glancing back at
Emily and giving her a smile. Emily took out her phone and began scouring
the world for information. Ten minutes later the door opened again and the
school secretary popped her head out. ‘Principal wants a word, Emily.’
‘Ok.’ She stood, put her foot up on the chair and began to tighten the laces on
her Converse.
‘Now, Emily,’ the secretary said.
‘Coming.’

‘Take a seat,’ the principal said when, eventually, Emily finally entered the
office. She sat down.
‘This is Emily Burnside,’ he said to Jane. ‘She’s a regular to my office, because
she believes she’s something of a rebel, but she is also, despite her own
copious denials, she’s trustworthy and very smart.’
‘My pleasure,’ Emily said.
‘She also never shuts up.’
Emily shut up, just to spoil his fun.
The principal said to Emily, ‘And this is Dakota.’
‘We’ve met.’
‘So you know Dakota is new here. She’s new to formal education too. And she
needs a buddy.’
Emily turned. ‘I’m going to be your buddy?’ she asked Dakota, who half
shrugged, half nodded, a ghost of a smile on her face.
‘All I ask is that you show her round the school and guide her to lessons, she’s
on the same timetable as you for now.’ The principal straightened himself.
‘This is important, Emily, so please refrain from screwing it up.’
‘Language, Prinny.’
The principal glanced at Jane and gave a look as though to say, See? He
turned back to Emily, ‘Dakota is also smart, she’s literate and she’s quick to
learn, but there are a number of gaps in her knowledge due to…’
‘Cos she’s the feral girl, right?’
Jane spoke, ‘Not feral, Emily. She was brought up in different circumstances.’
Emily turned to Jane. ‘And you are?’
‘Jane Smith, Dakota’s foster parent.’
‘Doctor Smith,’ the principal clarified.
Dakota had noticed that people in this world like titles. In her world, it was
your name that carried weight, your name and the things you did. Here it
was titles, they were a form of currency. They got you stuff. Doctor Smith, she
thought, a smile growing on her face. I like that. Feral girl, she thought, with
a frown, not so good.
‘So your job today and tomorrow, Emily, is to give Dakota a thorough
grounding in the school environment, what we do, where the classrooms are,
the rules, which I expect you to follow…’
Emily zoned him out, glanced at Dakota, who held her gaze for a moment
through her tinted, retro spectacles.
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‘This is the gym,’ Emily said, opening double doors into a huge room where
the noise of students running around red-face and panting echoed like a crazy
dream. ‘People lift weights and stuff.’
‘Why?’
‘I really don’t know.’ Emily closed the door. ‘I’ll take you out to the track
now.’ She checked her list, ‘Then science. Then the refectory.’ She checked her
phone, ‘It’s almost break. You’re due in lessons after break. English. You got a
pen and stuff?’
In reply Dakota shrugged her left shoulder from which hung a cotton bag.
After a chocolate milk in the noisy canteen, which Dakota consumed with
something approaching religious fervor and during which she had been the
subject of some intense scrutiny, Emily led Dakota to a classroom and showed
her to a seat. She slid in behind a folding desktop, looked around at what the
others were doing, and took out a brand-new writing pad and a pen from her
bag. Everything felt strange, shiny and new; it felt soft too, only her boots felt
stiff and uncomfortable. Emily took the seat next to her as other kids
wandered in and the room began to fill up with teens, then an adult, who was
the teacher, she guessed, Jane had explained this to her, so she understood
teaching and learning. The teacher ignoring them until the classroom was
almost full. He glanced at Dakota, nodded as though to say hello, but didn’t
mention her to the class. She watched everyone and, as the lesson began and
the teacher started to talk they started to take notes, or whisper to each other,
she picked up her pen, though she wasn’t sure why they were writing stuff
down, and she wrote stuff down too.
An hour later, as they left the class, Emily nudged her. ‘We’ve got sports now.
You ever played badminton?’
‘So what do you do?’
They stood at the side of a large room that echoed with noise, watching as
two other students hit something over a net using two small paddles. Emily
shrugged, ‘Well, you hit the shuttlecock over the net, and if the other person
doesn’t get it back over to your side, it’s a point to you.’
‘Why?’
‘I don’t know. It’s just the rules.’
‘What are the lines for?’
‘When you hit the shuttlecock over the fence, it has to land inside the square.
If it goes out of the square, your opponent wins the point.’
‘Can we watch for a while?’
‘Sure.’
They sat on a bench and watched. Dakota studied the players, watching how
they approached the little feathered ball, where they positioned themselves to
react, to defend, to score points, and she mentally ran through a few of the
moves herself. After watching a match, Emily said, ‘Want a go?’
‘Sure.’
Emily unzipped her kitbag, ‘I’ve got a spare,’ handing her a racquet and
taking her own, plus a tube of fresh shuttlecocks onto the playing area.

‘We’ll just take it easy,’ Emily said and underhanded the shuttlecock toward
Dakota who took a swing at it.
She missed.
‘It slows down,’ she said, almost to herself.
Another swing, another miss, but by then she’d sort of worked out what to
do. Her third swing she caught the shuttlecock on the fat of the racquet and
lofted it high. Emily smashed it down passed her feet and Dakota thought, ok,
that’s how you win a point.
They played back and forward for five minutes until she got the hang of the
movement, the swing, how to hit hard and soft, and then Emily suggested
they play a match. ‘I’m on the team though,’ she said, ‘So I can’t go easy.’
‘Ok,’ Dakota said, enjoying Emily’s confidence, which had the effect of
focusing her own mind. Emily served, and Dakota struggled to even return it
over the net, Emily smiling as she smashed it down in the opposite direction
to which Dakota moved. Calm down, she told herself, don’t overthink it. Still,
she was a little unsure at first, even how to hold the racquet, but by the time
Emily was 5-0 in the lead, Dakota lofted the shuttlecock over Emily’s head,
making her scramble back to take a desperate swing which Dakota smashed
back with ease.
After three more points from Emily, Dakota won another, so it was 8-2, and
although she didn’t know the game, Dakota knew people, and she realized
that Emily was much better than her but a little lazy, preferring to stand in the
center of the court and dictate the pace, not liking it when Dakota lofted the
shuttlecock deep into Emily’s backhand forcing her to run on a rearward
diagonal, and didn’t like it when Dakota made her run back and forth with
strikes to the far sides. This usually resulted in Emily smashing the
shuttlecock onto Dakota’s side, not so much angry but irritated at being made
to work. Dakota liked her even more at these moments, enjoyed seeing the
spark, but thought she was maybe a little soft, and a little over-confident. The
match ended 21-4. Dakota grinned, and so did Emily. ‘You never played
before?’
‘Never even held one of these things.’
‘Racquet. It’s called a racquet. And you hold it wrong,’ Emily said, ‘You’re
using a sabre grip, you should use a hammer grip, like this.’ She
demonstrated how to hold the racquet. ‘You get more power this way.’
Dakota changed her grip.
‘Another game?’
She nodded.
An hour later they were sitting in the school cafeteria enjoying another shake,
Emily pink-faced and with a grin wider than an eight-lane highway. ‘I can’t
believe you nearly beat me,’ she was saying. You’ve never played before?’
‘No.’
‘You’ll make the team for sure. We can play doubles.’
‘Doubles?’
‘Two people on each side of the court.’
Dakota nodded slowly, sipping her milkshake, which was pale yellow, almost
tasted like milk, and was very sweet. ‘That would be good.’ Then she said, ‘I
need to get some glasses that don’t fall off when I play. I have a lazy eye, can’t
really see the feathers when they go to my right.’

‘Shuttlecock.’
Dakota smiled at the word, which was silly, but musical too.
‘Get some sports lenses, Emily said. ‘They’ll have a band that goes round your
head, so they sit nice and snug and don’t slide off.’ Then she said, ‘I think
you’re going to like it here.’
‘I already do.’
Emily said, ‘What else do you do, apart from beat down on the police and run
me ragged on the badminton court?’
‘I run, that’s all.’
‘What’s your distance?’
Dakota frowned, ‘I just run.’
‘How far though?’
She shrugged, it was hard to explain her relationship with running: it wasn’t a
game, like badminton.
Emily slurped her own milkshake, which was the same shade as Dakota’s
skin, then said, ‘You are the very coolest misfit I’ve ever met. Even cooler than
me.’
‘Misfit?’ Dakota suppressed another smile; the muscles in her face were
getting tired with all the smiling she was doing, but this life was just fun.
‘We’ don’t run with the pack,’ Emily said. ‘We shine from the inside.’
‘That’s just being a person,’ Dakota said.
‘You are so right. We are just people. Real people.’
Dakota glanced across at a table where four comfort-girls, as she thought of
them, sat. They did look pretty, and they smelled of scent and flowers. One of
the comfort girls glanced back at her, attempted to stare her out, but Dakota
gazed calmly until the girl blushed and looked away, giggling something to
her friends. The rules here are small, Dakota thought, but there are lots of
them.
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Emily took her to the library where she took out a reading list of books she’d
been given by the teacher at the end of the lesson. Emily excused herself, said
she’d be back in a half hour, books weren’t her thing, and Dakota stood
patiently until a girl came to the counter. She asked where she could find the
books on her reading list. ‘I’ll get them,’ the girl said. ‘You’re new?’
‘Yes.’
She went away with the list and returned a few minutes later with an arm full
of books. She had white arms that were covered in pictures and Dakota stared
at them for a moment, the girl saw her looking and said, ‘You like them?’
Dakota nodded, ‘They’re beautiful.
The girl said, ‘I get a new one every birthday. Started when I was eighteen,
and now I have ten.’
‘You don’t look twenty-eight.’
‘Well thanks, do you want to take these, my arms are getting tired.’
‘K.’
‘I’m Noreen,’ she girl said. ‘The school librarian. If you need anything else,
give me a call.’ Noreen had her nose pierced; a tiny golden ring. She was very
thin and pale with long dark hair. She had a long nose too, but she was very
pretty, Dakota thought and the ring balanced it all out. She wore all black.
Long skirt, sleeveless t-shirt showing her colorful arms. One pictured
extended across the back of her hand and down a long, thin middle finger,
diving beneath the silver and turquoise rings she wore on almost every finger.
Dakota took the books over to a desk and laid them out. She liked libraries.
Where she was from there was a library shaped like a huge spider made out
of stone, and she’d been going in there since she was old enough to scout.
That library was deserted and it had trees growing out of the floor and up
through a hole in the roof. Someone had thrown a lot of books from the
shelves, they were strewn about and had become damp and swollen, but
there were still lots in good condition and she’d spent many hours alone
reading. She hadn’t read most of the books now spread out in front of her.
Seven of them. All looking shiny and new. She slotted them into her bag. She
wanted to start reading them. She liked books. Each book was its own world
and each had its own message to give her. She felt warm inside.
‘Hey you,’ a voice said.
She looked up.
The speaker was a tall, well-built, blonde boy. ‘Yeah you,’ he said, ‘Wetback.’
His voice was flat. He stared at her. Frowning. Trying to look fierce. And
failing, Dakota thought, though he was dangerous in a way he didn’t yet
understand. She set her bag down on the table; she knew the dance, she even
understood why he was doing it, but she was pretty sure crushing his
windpipe would get her into more trouble. Only prowlers killed when they
didn’t have to. ‘Are you a wetback, wetback?’ he asked, his voice louder,
playing to the audience, and she recognized that too. ‘Hey greaseball. Hablo
inglese?’ his voice taunting and derisory.
She told herself not to react; he was harmless, big and pretty and soft,
showing off to a group of girls who stood a few paces behind him ‘Go away,’

she said, deciding the route of non-reaction was best, picking up her bag
again and preparing to leave.
‘Make me,’ he said.
He stepped in front of her.
She stepped to one side to walk past him.
He stepped in front of her again. ‘Hey Meh hic can!’ he taunted. ‘Meh hic
can’t!’
Then he placed his hand quite deliberately on her sternum and shoved her.
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‘We’re supposed to be stone killers,’ Blanko growled. ‘We’re acting like
slaves.’
‘You’ve got a room, haven’t you? And food?’ Davis responded. Blanko
frowned and handed Davis the plate, who used a paper towel to dry it and
slotted it into rack next to the others.’
‘Thought we were going to find that scout, and kill her. Thought we had plans
to take out all the scouts, that’s supposed to be our job…’
‘Slow down. Dry the dishes.’
‘And where’s Rat gone?’
‘He’s with that woman.’
‘Naomi?’
‘That’s her.’
‘A good woman, Naomi. Tempted to get down with her myself.’
Davis pelted a rolled-up paper towel at Blanko, ‘He aint doing that. She’s
teaching him stuff.’
‘What for? We’re going back soon, there’s no way we find the scout with all
these people.’
‘What we going to say, when we get back?’ Davis said, taking the next plate
and carefully wiping it down, ‘We going to say we went to this magical place
where there was more people than anyone ever seen, and free food and a
room where they changed the sheets every three days and where no one ever
got stabbed…’
Blanko interrupted. ‘You stabbed that fella over at the garage.’
‘Well, I’d never eaten a pizza before. And it was just in the leg.’
‘Was ok, that pizza,’ Blanko commented, ‘bit soggy.’ He emptied the sink,
rinsed away the suds, dried his hand on a clean towel. He said, ‘You’re right
though. How can we say we lost the girl cos there was endless people and
there was buildings with lights on and cars that moved and,’ he looked
around, ‘They’d string us over a fire.’ He put down the cloth for a moment,
scratched his chin, unused to being close-shaved. ‘I’d string us over a fire, if I
heard that story.’ He thought for a while, ‘You reckonin’ we should stay?’
‘If we go back, they’ll treat us like we’re the scouts and skin us instead.’
Blanko looked at the clock on the wall, ‘Is that six, or seven?’
‘It’s six, pointing straight down, see?’
‘Right. When we finish these, feel like a game of checkers?’
They finished washing then put away the dishes, hung the towels on the rack
to dry, and left the kitchen together. Out in front, in the canteen itself, Naomi,
the woman who ran the shelter, was still talking to Rat, who glanced over and
gave them a sly wink. Blanko and Davis sat down at a table and opened one
of the checkers boxes, spilling out the pieces.
‘I’m white,’ Davis said.
‘You were white last time.’
‘All the pieces better be here,’ he said, his voice rising to include the other
people in the room, placing the white discs on the board while Blanko placed
the black discs on his side. ‘If anyone has stolen a piece I’ll cut off his balls.’

They set up the pieces, which were all there, and they faced each other. Davis
moved his first piece. Blanko said, ‘They got a bar down the road where
there’s girls take off their clothes and dance,’ and then he moved his piece.
Davis considered his next move. ‘We need different clothes.’
‘We fit right in.’
He pushed a corner piece forward. ‘We fit right in here, but here we’re with
the dregs. We need a better place to stay. Like most people have got. Our own
place.’
‘Got no money.’
‘Who needs money. Just find somewhere and take it. And we need a car.’
‘Can’t drive.’
‘I can learn.’
‘You’ve got vision Davis,’ Blanko said, moving a black disc forward. ‘I’ll say
that for you. You got vision.’
‘That’s why I’m in charge.’
‘Thought it was cos o’ that big old bowie knife you carry.’
‘Knife is just a tool. It’s the man that makes it go where he wants it to go.’
‘There you go again. Smart.’
‘Better to be smart and have a big old bowie knife,’ Davis said, moving
another piece.
‘If I had to choose between the two though, I’d choose the Bowie.’ Blanko
pushed forward another piece.
Davis skipped his white over Blanko’s black, ‘One to me.’
Blanko did the same to Davis’ piece. ‘One each.’ Then he said, ‘What time is
dinner?’
‘Seven, same as always.’
‘Hope they got that peppery soup.’
‘They always have the peppery soup, Blanks.’
‘I like that peppery soup,’ Blanko said.
Rat came over. He slotted in beside Blanko. facing Davis, who looked up from
the board and said, ‘News?’
‘She’s bin teaching me the computers.’
‘News news, Rat.’
‘Oh right. I told her I had a cousin who’d come to town a couple of weeks
ago, and wanted to find her. She told me if she was staying here she’d enroll
in a school.’
‘School?’
‘Where kids go to get learned stuff. ‘Til they’re eighteen.’
‘That aint kids.’
‘It’s different here. They’re kids for a long time.’
Blanko spat.
Rat stood up, went and got the mop from the kitchen, came back and cleaned
up the phlegm. Took the mop back then returned and sat down.
‘A man can’t spit now?’
‘We have to fit in,’ Davis explained, sitting back having set up the pieces. He
turned the table so the whites were on Blanko’s side.
‘So I said where was the school?’ Rat continued, ‘and she said the library
would have a list of school in the area.’ He looked pensive, studying their

game for a moment, ‘But she didn’t think it was good going from school to
school. Seemed a bit suspicious.’
Davis nodded, repeated what he’d said earlier. ‘We need to move on, find a
place, new clothes. And we need to blend in. Camouflage, you get it?’
‘We fit in here,’ Blanko repeated.
‘Most people don’t dress like they do here,’ Rat said. ‘They’re cleaner. Wear
nice clothes.’
Davis nodded. ‘See?’
A half hour later, after the fourth game of checkers, Davis stood and stretched.
He went into the gym, which consisted of a stationary bike and a weight
machine and sat down on a bench, watching as a resident huffed and puffed
on the bike. In front of a bike was a screen with a road, so that the cyclist
could imagine he was outside as he cycled.
‘You going far?’ he asked, eventually.
‘Coast to coast,’ the man said, ‘Three thousand and eighty-nine miles.’
‘How far you done?’
‘This is my fourth day. Two hundred and eleven miles so far. Be at Saltus in a
couple of hours.’
‘Been living here long?’ Davis asked.
The pedaling slowed a little. ‘Three months. I come and go, you know how it
is.’
Davis did know.
‘Just getting fit,’ the man said.
‘Then what?’
‘Outa here. Was a soldier. Left for the desert. When I got home, my wife was
with another man, so I killed him.’
‘Right thing to do.’
‘Served four years, up at Corcoran. My mind was unbalanced, they said,
otherwise it woulda been life.’ He laughed. ‘I knew exactly what I was doing,
I just didn’t tell them.’
‘Seems about right,’ Davis said. ‘Man sleeping in your bed, doing it with your
girl, you got to put him in the ground.’
The pedaling picked up.
‘Why you getting fit?’ Davis asked.
‘I’m getting institutionalized,’ the man said. ‘Story of my life. Ten years in the
army. Four years in the pen. Now here, and I like it. I like it too much. So I’m
going to get fit and go.’
‘It’s easy here,’ Davis said.
The man said, ‘You should get out of here, ‘fore you get institutionalized; fore
you end up cycling coast to coast; not even moving.’
Davis returned to where Rat and Blanko were still watching TV, sat down,
speaking quietly, he said, ‘We’re leaving.’
‘Leaving when?’
‘We find someone with a car and a house. We force them to drive to their
house, tell them we’re going to take their stuff.’
‘But we take their house instead.’ Rat said.
‘Simple as skinning a rabbit.’
Blanko said, ‘So when we going rabbit hunting?’
‘Tonight,’ Davis said.

‘That one on the cycle?’ Rat asked. ‘How far has he gone now.’
‘He aint never coming back,’ Davis said.
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‘You did what?’
Jane turned back to the principal, sitting slightly forward on her seat, as he
repeated what he’d just said. ‘She broke a student’s nose.’
Jane turned to Dakota who shrugged. ‘He started it.’
‘He’s just been taken to ER. She also kicked him a number of times in the
testicles.’
‘I saw it all,’ Emily spoke up. ‘Greg was picking on her, then he grabbed her
chest and punched her.’
Punched me? Dakota thought. You weren’t even there. She was grateful for the
support but she couldn’t understand why Emily was taking sides. She wasn’t
a scout; there was no word she had to keep.
‘I was at the far side of the library when I saw Greg picking on her,’ Emily
continued, ‘calling her racist names and then he grabbed her and punched
her.’
The principal paused a beat. ‘He used racist abuse?’ Then, ‘Where did he
punch you?’
Dakota, who began raising her hand to point at her shoulder when Emily
jumped in and said, ‘He punched her chest,’ just as Dakota’s had had reached
chest height. She froze, and the principal took a deep breath. He said, ‘Here’s
what we do in a civilized world, Dakota. We report crimes to the authorities,
we report bullying and abuse, and the authorities take those allegations very
seriously, and they deal with it. We don’t attack people.’
‘He started it,’ Dakota said quietly. ‘He laid hands on me.’
‘So Emily and Noreen tell me, though the stories differ a little in a number of
details.’ He picked up a pen and jotted down a few notes. Then he looked up
and said, ‘I know Greg Taylor and he can be, well, he can be rambunctious.
And that’s putting it mildly. He’s used to being top dog and his worldview is
a little, ahm, provincial. So I’m going to suspend you both for a week, but I’m
going to write this up as self-defense due to provocation, just in case Greg
Taylor senior decides to sue the city. Though I doubt he’ll want it getting out
that his son was beaten up by a girl. Especially after making racist insults. I’ll
also give Mr. Taylor a formal warning about his future behavior.’ He paused
and looked Dakota in the eye, ‘Be careful young lady. Once we can put down
to chance. Twice becomes a habit I can’t ignore.’
He glanced at Jane, who was rubbing her eyes, having been at work since the
night before, and now having to deal with this when she should have been
asleep. ‘Can we speak, in private,’ he said.
Jane turned and gave Dakota an exhausted glare. Dakota shrugged, stood and
left the room.
Outside in the corridor Emily began a silent jumping-for-joy session, ‘I can’t
believe you beat up Greg Taylor, he’s such a jerk!’
‘He pushed me.’
‘He punched you. I saw it.’
‘No he didn’t. He pushed me. You didn’t even see it.’
‘Yes I did,’ Emily said, still gleeful, then whispering, ‘Well, I came in shortly
afterwards and Noreen told me what had happened.’
‘Thanks, anyway.’

‘No, Dakota, thank you, from the many, many people in this school who’ve
had unpleasant moments just like that with Greg Taylor, I say a formal thank
you!’
Which is how, briefly, Dakota became a hero. Not that it concerned her either
way, to her it was a non-event.
Jane took a different view as they drove home. ‘I’m so angry Dakota. Your
first day at school and you assault a student?’
‘He started it.’
‘So you told me.’
‘He insulted me.’
‘And he hit you?’
‘Barely, the moment he touched me, I put him down.’ Jane turned to stare at
her and Dakota said, ‘I can’t allow someone to just hit me, or push me or do
stuff like that. I allow that, I end up a comfort girl and everyone using me for
a blanket, just something to wipe their…’ she stopped.
Jane’s face fell as she listened, betraying sympathy, but her expression
hardened again as she spoke. ‘I don’t know what it was like, how bad it was
where you came from,’ she said quietly, ‘but it’s not like that here and,’ she
continued, ‘that boy wouldn’t do that.’
Dakota remained quiet for a few moments and Jane thought she’d stopped
speaking, but then she said, ‘Yes. He would. Maybe not here, at school, but he
would.’ Then she said, ‘He will. To someone, some time. As soon as he can.
He’s just practicing now. Sharpening his claws, like a mountain lion cub.’ It
was her turn to harden her expression and her tone became firm, ‘But not on
me.’
Jane’s knuckles were white against the steering wheel, she said, ‘Dakota,
you’re an inch away from being sent to a secure unit. Do you know what that
means?’
‘No.’
‘It’s a cage, full of extremely violent girls who will do a lot worse to you than
what you did to Grant.’
‘Greg.’
‘Greg. They found you with an unlicensed shotgun, Dakota. And knives. This
is California. Even the Governor couldn’t get away with that.’
’Who’s the governor?’
‘Really?’ Jane asked, glancing at her, twisting the steering wheel, lurching the
ancient Cherokee across two lanes, accompanied by the horns of other
drivers, pulling into the curb and stopping the car. She turned to Dakota, ‘You
don’t know?’
‘I don’t even know what the governor is.’
‘He’s the man who runs the state.’
‘Oh, right. He does a good job,’ Dakota said. ‘This place has got so much food.
Everything is easy and warm. Most people are nice.’
‘Until you assault a student.’
Dakota blushed a little at this. ‘I apologize if I embarrassed you, Jane.’
‘You did.’
‘You’ve done a lot for me.’
Jane nodded. ‘I can’t have violence like that.’

Dakota said, ‘Where I come from, if you knew, if you could see what it’s like,
you’d understand.’
Jane looked thoughtful for a moment, then she flicked the indicator, checked
her mirror, and the car slid back onto the freeway. They drove for a while
until Jane took slowed to take an off-ramp. ‘Would you take me there?’ she
asked. ‘Where you come from? It would answer a lot of questions. At least I’d
know what motivates you to do stuff like that.’
‘No,’ Dakota said, ‘I can’t take you.’ She hugged the bag of books in her lap
with a sigh, said, ‘I was so pleased with my books. They’re so new. Then he
came over and started calling me names, and then he pushed me, and…’ tears
brimmed in her eyes but she fought them back, refusing to let that boy upset
her. A few minutes later they arrived at the house and got out of the car. They
went inside and Jane went to switch off the alarm. Dakota put her bag of
books onto the table and began unloading them, spreading them out across
the tabletop. Jane returned, and glanced across the book titles. ‘Hey, I’ve read
most of them,’ her voice gentler.
‘Are they good?’ Dakota asked. ‘I don’t know where to start.’
Jane thought for a moment, picked up the copy of The Great Gatsby and
opened it at a random page, read the first few lines. ‘Reading them made me a
better person, I think.’ She put the book back down and turned to Dakota and
wrapped her arms around her, pulled her close, and spoke quietly, ‘I know
you don’t like hugging, but maybe your body does. Maybe you need a hug.’
‘My gramma hugged me,’ Dakota said allowing her head to rest against Jane’s
shoulder. ‘Back when I lived at home.’ She turned to face her, blinking back
her emotions, allowed Jane to hug her again. Her body felt like a coiled steel
spring, resistant against Jane’s soft embrace but she was thinking, I need to
learn how to be here, I don’t want to go back. At the back of her mind she
heard the faint jingling of tiny bells and even as Jane hugged her tight she
smiled to herself thinking, you’d understand. You’d tell me I was right to stay
here, you’d tell me I was lucky, that I was always lucky, despite the crazy risks
I take, that I’m lucky to be alive, and I should accept this gift and just be here.
Whispering his name.
Jester.
Gently, Jane released her from the hug, stepped back, pushing away Dakota’s
hair from her face, her voice soft, ‘What was that you said?’
‘Nothing.’
‘You said a name. Is it that boy? Your friend?’
Dakota nodded.
‘You miss him?’
Another nod. A sob caught her throat.
‘I forget this must be so strange for you,’ Jane said, hugging her again, ‘Do
you want to see him again? Is that why you’re sad?’
Dakota rubbed her eyes, ‘No. I’m sad because I don’t want to see him again. I
want to stay here. With you.’
Jane hugged her tight. ‘We’ll work on that, ok? Just don’t go beating up the
boys.’
Dakota looked at her, ‘Ok.’
Then she said, ‘Can I get some sports glasses?’

‘So this is your world?’ Esta said.
‘Yes. Do you like it?’ he was somehow eager that she should be impressed and he
studied her reactions as he spoke. She had black hair, cheekbones too large for her face,
a wide mouth that curled at the edges, and her eyes were dark green. The iris of her
left eye was keyhole shaped. She was strikingly beautiful in a harsh, unforgiving kind
of way, even the clothes she wore, the muted colors, the functional, purposeful cut of
them - even her clothes complimented her quiet beauty.
She shook her head dismissively, looking around. ‘Too much going on. Too much
noise. Too many people.’
‘You like the coffee?’
‘It tastes like bitter milk,’ she said. ‘It’s ok.’ She drank some more, then she said, ‘I’ve
seen enough. Take me back.’
The professor sat back in his chair, at ease. ‘And what if I don’t?’ he asked playfully.
Her eyes bored through him. ‘I’ll take out my knife and I’ll blind you. Then I’ll cut off
your balls. Take me back.’
‘Your sense of humor lacks any…humor,’ he said.
‘You’re fat.’
‘I can lose weight.’
‘I laugh when things are funny,’ she said, adding, ‘and you will never lose weight.’
‘What are you, my doctor?’ he asked, trying for a humorous tone that he couldn’t
quite make out in hers.
‘If I was, I’d throw myself from a tall building for being a failure,’ she looked at him,
only the slightest raise of one eyebrow a clue that she was teasing him and, finally, he
got it, chose to get it, grinned. ‘Forgive me, Esta. I’ll take you back to where I found
you.’
‘So this is sixty years ago?’ she asked as they stood to go.
‘Sixty-five, like you said. This is now.’
‘And that little room slides between times?’
They were walking back to the science institute now. ‘Pretty much,’ he said.
‘Why?’ she asked.
‘I’m not sure I could explain how it works,’ he said.
She shook her head, ‘No, I meant why did you build it?’
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Dakota was introduced to the field hockey the day she returned from her
suspension. ‘Too physical for me,’ Emily said, watching alongside Dakota at
the edge of the pitch ‘All those big girls shoving and smacking each other’s’
legs.’
The game ended and Emily led Dakota to a tall girl with fair hair. ‘Hey Lin,’
she said.
‘Hey Emms. Who’s this?’
‘Dakota. She’s new.’
‘Aah, the Greg smasher,’ Lin said, looking at her and saying, ‘Though she be
small, she be fierce,’ which made Dakota smile.
‘She’s a natural athlete,’ Emily said.
‘Do you play hockey?’ Lin asked her.
Dakota shrugged, ‘You could show me how to do it.’
Lin grinned, ‘Come on then.’
Dakota followed her to one end of the pitch where Lin spent a half hour
taking her over the basic moves - how to control the ball, how to move, check,
pass - and then Dakota tried some of ball skills around a set of red cones, but
the ball kept slewing sideways out of her control. As Lin watched Dakota,
Emily said, ‘Watch. She starts out like she’s rubbish, then five minutes later
she’s better than you could ever imagine.’
As Emily predicted, they watched Dakota improve by the minute until her
ball control was of a level Lin couldn’t have imagined even ten minutes
earlier. Lin whistled through her teeth to get Dakota’s attention, ‘Let’s run up
and down the field passing to each other. I’ll show you what to do.’
An hour later, Dakota was invited to join the squad. Within a fortnight she
made the team and was picked for a match, her blistering speed, endless
energy and absence of fear making her a popular if occasionally random
teammate. After her first full match, a hard-fought victory, from which she
limped off the pitch with shins black and blue, she was persuaded to wear the
correct safety gear; some of the girls were brutal, and they were big; a
shoulder had barged into her mouth and she’d bitten her tongue. So she got
shin guards, and a mouth guard too. Jane got her the sports glasses too, They
strapped onto her head so she could see properly to her right. She’d had taken
her to the sports shop and bought her the correct equipment after which
they’d gone for a burger.
‘Did the governor buy me all this?’ she asked.
‘I guess he did.’
‘I must thank him,’ Dakota said, seriously.
‘You need more books?’
‘No, I’ve got what I need,’ Dakota said, and went back to her book: A
Moveable Feast. She thought that Hemingway might have made it in her
world, for a time at least. He had the luck with him, and the intention. But
maybe not the endurance, she wasn’t sure he’d be able to stand the solitude;
he talked too much. She went back to reading, losing herself in the book.
Hemingway was a stranger in these stories. He’d crossed the ocean and he’d

fought in a war, he’d married and he’d lived in Europe. Wrote about it all the
time.
An hour later, she heard a voice.
‘Hey.’
She turned to see Lin, captain of the hockey team, tall and slim and blonde.
‘You mind if I join you?’
‘Sure.’ Dakota shuffled along the bench to make room.
Lin sat down heavily, dumping her bag of books on the table. ‘How’re you
finding it? You settled in?’
‘There’s just a lot of... stuff!’ Dakota said.
‘Really?’
‘Everyone has so many things. You must spend your life organizing all your
stuff.’
Lin looked thoughtful for a moment, then picked out a book and opened it,
said. ‘Got to do this assignment for tomorrow, but I’ve got plans for tonight,
so I’m doing it now. Cutting the last two classes.’
‘Will you get into trouble?’
‘It’ll be worth it. There’s a party tonight.’ Lin took a book from her bag, went
to open it, then looked up at Dakota. ‘Want to come?’
Dakota wasn’t sure what was going on but she thought it would be ok. Lin
was popular and attractive, but unlike the comfort girls she was strong and
honest too, and she had an easy smile. ‘Ok,’ she said.
‘Great.’ Lin took out another couple of books from her bag, then a writing pad
and a pencil case. ‘Supposed to type this up, but I like writing by hand.’
‘It calms me down, writing,’ Dakota said.
‘Hey, me too!’ Lin said, the wide smile spreading easily. She seemed to visibly
relax into her chair, finding something in common. ‘You ok for the match on
Saturday?’
‘Am I on the team? I keep losing the ball.’
‘And you don't pass either,’ another smile, ‘But you’re ferocious, and you’re
learning quick.’
‘Thanks.’
‘We’ll put you out on the wing. When you get the ball just run at them, turn
in, or out, and then pass it to the center when you can, or take a shot if one’s
open.’
‘Ok,’ Dakota said, processing these instructions, ‘I can do that,’ she said.
Lin sighed, picked up her book and started reading. That was the other thing
about Lin, she was swift, impatient. She really liked Emily too, but Emily, for
all her quick mind and quicker mouth, was really quite gentle and thoughtful;
her behavior was a shield. Lin had no shield; she was as she was. Swift and
strong. Lin would make it in her world. She’d be a farmer. A mother. She’d
bring up a family. Dakota closed her book, she’d lost track, she closed it and
pushed it into her bag, stood to go.
Lin looked up, ‘I’ll text you ‘bout the party,’ she said.
Dakota said, ‘I don’t have a phone.’
‘I’ll write down my number, call me later,’ and she scribbled her number on a
scrap of paper, handed it to Dakota. ‘What you doing now?’
‘Badminton.’
‘With Emily? She’s a great player. I’m too slow for that game.’

‘You aint slow.’
‘Not on a hockey field maybe, but on a court?’ she made a face.
Dakota pushed the scrap of paper into a pocket, ‘I’ll call you later.’
‘Oh, and it’s a costume party, ok?’
Dakota nodded, walking away thinking, what is a costume party? She saw,
looking back, Lin was talking to a dark-haired boy. They exchanged a word or
two, a smile, and Lin touched his arm. She turned and walked toward the
exit.
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‘How do you work the phone?’ Dakota asked Jane.
‘Have you forgotten already?’
Dakota shrugged
‘Calling Emily?’
A brief shake of the head. ‘Lin. She’s the captain of the hockey team.’
‘Aah. Have you got her number?’
Dakota dug out the number and handed it to Jane, who picked up the phone,
‘Watch again,’ and began pressing the buttons until Lin’s number came up.
Dakota said, ‘Wait,’ and ran to get her spectacles. Returned with them on,
‘Go,’ she said.
Jane pressed ‘call’ and handed her the phone.
After a brief chat with Lin, Dakota said goodbye and handed back the phone
to Jane who hung it up for her, looking serious: she’d been listening. ‘You
want to go to a party?’
‘Yes. It’s a costume party.’
‘Is it at Lin’s house?’
A nod.
‘I need to speak to her parents.’
‘They’re out of town.’
‘Hence the party.’
Dakota wasn’t getting a handle on why Jane looked angry. ‘It’s a costime
party,’ she repeated.
‘There’ll be alcohol and bad behavior. You’re only fifteen.’
‘What’s a costume party?’ Dakota asked, finally, and this stopped Jane in her
tracks. She sighed, and after some sort of brief internal dialogue she made a
decision; she put her hands on Dakota’s thin shoulders, saying, ‘Right, you
need to learn some stuff about teenage parties. She steered her toward the
kitchen table and they sat down facing each other.
Dakota sat facing her, said, ‘I’m listening.’
‘Well, for one thing, there’ll be alcohol. And boys. That’s two. The boys want
to have sex with anything that moves, that’s three, and three is the one to look
out for; they’ll try and get you drunk.’
‘I won’t.’
‘And the girls can be pure bitches.’
‘Four.’ Dakota said, and thought for a moment. ‘You didn’t like parties when
you were my age?’
‘They were dreadful. I was short and plain and I wore glasses.’ Jane looked
serious again, ‘But I was seventeen when I went to my first party, and you’re
only fifteen…’
‘What was the name of the boy?’
‘What?’
‘The boy at the party. The one who treat you badly. What was his name?’
Jane looked shocked at Dakota’s perception, ‘How did…?’ She shook her
head and sighed, ‘He was called Paul, but that was a long time ago. This is
about you.’
‘Was he handsome?’

‘Dakota!’ Jane said, but quietly, and she smiled as her memory took her back
through time. ‘Yes,’ she said, ‘he was beautiful, and I was not. And he slept
with my friend.’ Jane stared downwards, still shamed at this memory from
two decades earlier. Dakota gently placed her hands on top of Jane’s, the first
time she’d initiated physical contact between them, and she said, ‘I bet Paul
isn’t handsome now, I bet he’s fat and his hair’s all gone, and he can’t walk
upstairs without being out of breath. But you’re beautiful.’ Dakota squeezed
her hand, ‘So. Every day. You win.’
Jane blinked back a tear, surprising herself, ‘Well, you might be right, but let’s
get back to the topic of this discussion. You’re too young to go to a party.’
‘All the girls on the team are going.’
‘They’re older than you.’
‘I’m on the team.’
‘Do you like the girls on the hockey team?’
‘They’re alright.’
‘Seem like a bunch of Mean Girls to me,’ Jane said dismissively.
‘A what?’
Jane smiled, ‘Nothing. I was feeling seventeen again for a moment.’ She
pursed her lips, thinking, then said, ‘Right, here’s the deal: I drop you off, and
I pick you up at midnight. You don’t get drunk, you don’t go in Brad’s
pickup, or Deshawn’s Skyline, and if Lulu gives you a tablet to try, you say
no. Ok?’
Dakota looked serious for a moment. ‘I don’t know what you’re saying, but if
you mean, I shouldn’t get in trouble, don’t worry. I don’t let myself be hurt.’
‘Oh, and don’t hurt anyone else.’
‘I won’t,’ Dakota said. ‘So what’s a costume party?’
Jane looked at her for a moment.
She sighed again.
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Dakota opened the door and climbed out of Jane’s jeep.
‘Pick you up at midnight,’ Jane said.
‘K.’
Dakota straightened herself, wondering if she’d chosen the right outfit. Jane
said the others might not get it, and that if they did they might be insulted,
but Dakota had insisted, she was going as a comfort girl, she was dressing
like the girls who stared at her in the cafeteria and sometimes in the street if
they crossed paths. So, with Jane’s help, she’d washed and combed out her
locks, a painful job that by itself took almost two hours and made her eyes cry,
but now, her hair, after Jane had washed it for her, was all loose shiny curls
that fell bouncing to her shoulders. Then she’d searched through Jane’s
wardrobe until she found a tight, pale pink dress that showed her slender
curves. She tried it on, looked at herself in the mirror, asked Jane, ‘You wear
this?’ and Jane shook her head, ‘Sadly not,’ zipping Dakota from behind, ‘I
bought it on a whim but it was always a size too small. Even trying it on was
torture.’
Dakota smiled, ‘Men would like you if you wore this.’
‘I’d be bursting out,’ Jane said, and Dakota laughed and raised an eyebrow as
though to say exactly, at which they both laughed. On Dakota it was less a
vehicle for torture and more a perfectly-fitting sheath, and Jane stood back to
look at her, impressed with her gamine figure. Then she sighed and Dakota
said, ‘What?’
‘Let me do your hair,’ Jane said.
‘It’s done.’
‘No,’ and Jane smiled, ‘let me do it.’
So Jane brushed and fastened her hair, then put makeup on her which, to
Dakota’s dismay, she said, made her look younger rather than older. ‘I still
have to wear it though,’ she told Jane, ‘for the costume.’ Then shoes were
chosen from Jane’s wardrobe too, the palest of pink with four-inch heels, and
she tottered around the bedroom in them.
‘Accessories,’ Jane said, watching her balance precariously, raking through
some drawers as Dakota practiced walking. She stepped back to allow Dakota
to look herself in the mirror, and said, ‘Earrings in this box, bangles party
rings in this one, chains and various other bits and pieces in this drawer,’ and
left her to decide which trinkets to wear. After choosing a selection of bangles,
three large, multi-colored rings and a chunky gold chain, Dakota found an
unopened package in a drawer containing a bra that looked, to her, perfect for
the look, so she slipped off the dress and tried it on. Jane and she were
amazingly close in clothes sizes, she thought, perhaps Jane was a tiny little bit
bigger, but not much. Dakota was admiring herself in the mirror when Jane
came back in the room.
‘You’re not wearing that!’
It had taken Jane a full day to persuade Dakota to wear a sports bra for
school, and she’d agreed very reluctantly, but going from that purely
functional item to this tiny, laced thing was a step too far. She shook her head
and said, ‘I really don’t approve of you dressing this way; I think that’s taking
the social satire a stage too far.’

As she spoke Dakota thought, I’m still only getting about three words out of
four, so she ignored Jane and pulled on the dress, said, ‘Will you pull up the
zip?’
Jane tutted, saying, ‘I’m picking you up at half-past eleven.’
But she pulled up the zip.
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Lin’s house felt completely different to Jane’s.
Dakota had only once been around this area once or twice, as a scout, it had a
bad feel and she’d come within barely a few miles. If she’d properly
understood the concept of wealth she’d have understood how it felt now, but
she didn’t and instead she just thought they had lots of stuff and everything
was bright and shiny, and she assumed their lives were all fun and parties,
which seemed a strange thing to her. As they’d arrived she’d seen there were
kids already there, music playing loud, light streaming out of windows, the
sound of shrieks and laughter. She turned and waved at Jane, who waved
back as she pulled away from the drive, leaving her standing there feeling, for
a moment, very alone, very much out of her comfort zone. She lightly but
firmly clapped her hands together, twice, a mind trick, and she felt better. She
smiled to herself, the house was so much larger than Jane’s, and louder and
brighter, she walked up the steps to the door just in time to see Lin, dressed
like some sort of orange and yellow cat, complete with tail and painted-on
whiskers, open it, spot Dakota and shriek, ‘Look at you!’ and run to Dakota,
draw her into a tight hug, before pushing her back to arm’s length, ‘Let me
get a good look at you!’
There was another girl with her, smaller than Lin, dark choppy hair, a bored
expression, dressed all in black, with fake canine teeth and white makeup,
Imelda, Dakota remembered, and she studied Dakota, who knew
immediately from her acid look that she understood the point of Dakota’s
clothes. ‘Don’t she look gorgeous?’ Lin was saying, ‘It’s not exactly a costume,
but it’s stunning!’
‘Just stunning,’ Imelda repeated, in a tone that was rich with disdain.
‘Dakota, you’re simply edible,’ Lin said, not hearing, or choosing to ignore
Imelda’s sarcasm, ‘Honestly, if I wandered in that direction, I’d eat you up
myself!’
Dakota got about half of what she was saying. She heard the words, she even
understood most the body language and the tone, but a lot of what was said
was just noise. ‘You like it?’
‘Sure. You’re not a feral girl anymore, you’re a stunner!’
Imelda turned her back and walked away. Lin glanced back, pushed a smile
onto her face to replace the momentary flicker of dismay, shrugged and said,
‘Ignore her, she’s moping about her boyfriend. Come in, I’ll get you a drink.’
Dakota followed her into the house, which was huge, and the party itself,
which seemed like it was filled with the manic energy of a disturbed beehive,
but much, much louder.
‘I like it,’ she said to herself, impressed.
‘What?’ Lin shouted above the noise.
Dakota smiled. It seemed to convey the right emotion because Lin hugged her
again, ‘My beautiful little mountain lion,’ she shouted at Dakota above the
noise, hugging her again, ‘Let me get you a drink.’
And an hour later, despite her promises to Jane, for the first time in her life,
Dakota Scout was drunk. She then spent a good forty minutes dancing like an
insane person to the deafening music, at one point getting up and dancing on
the table until Lin picked her up and set her down amongst the crowd of

party-goers, laughing because she just kept on dancing, on the floor again,
both of them laughing, Lin telling her, ‘I can tell you’re new to this!’ and
Dakota shouting back at her above the music and the chatter, her eyes bright
and reckless, ‘Yes I am!’
Eventually though, she ran out of energy, and sat down on a sofa, rosycheeked, heart thumping in her chest, and her shoes set down on the floor
beside her, watching the party. There was a large glass of unspecified
alcoholic drink in her hand, her head was spinning just a little, and a warm
feeling of well-being washed across her. But the loud music and the strange
words, the strange cadence of the way the girls spoke, especially when boys
were close, tired her too – the dancing she could have done all night, though
the shoes were proving painful –she just needed to collect herself. She just sat
for a while and watched events unfold. These people are so loud, she thought,
and the music is just, louder. It’s fun but it’s just… loud! For the next hour, as
she watched the party, various members of the hockey team would come and
sit with her, chat a little, and then go off a couple of minutes later, shrieking
something a passing boy said or laughing or furiously texting. Two or three
times, a random boy sat next to her to chat, and they were like the girls, she
thought, clean and preened and soft-faced, but on the other hand, unlike
some of the girls, the boys were mostly harmless; sure, she could almost smell
the lust on them, but she didn’t take it personally, they’d lust for anyone, and
the way she’d dressed had piqued their curiosity, but after five minutes
they’d leave her. She didn’t give off the right signals, she guessed. She wasn’t
intending to give off any signals. Another boy approached her, handed her a
drink, ‘This is for you,’ he said, grinning.
‘Thankyou,’ she said.
‘No probs, gorgeous.’
He walked away, bumping fists with another boy. She didn’t like the look of
him, nor the feel of his attention; he smiled and he looked nice, but he was not
soft like most of the boys. She held the glass and smiled when he turned to
look at her. She knew the type. When no one was looking she poured the
drink into a plant pot. She was not that drunk.
But she was a bit drunk.
Imelda came over and flopped down beside her. ‘Hey, Dakota,’ she said.
‘Hi.’
Imelda smiled but it was to herself, she leaned across, and spoke in Dakota’s
ear. ‘You disapprove of us.’
‘I don’t.’
‘You do. But I don’t mind.’
‘Your words say one thing, but your actions say another,’ Dakota said. ‘All of
you.’
Imelda nodded, ‘’S ok. I get it. Probably to you, we’re shallow and superficial.
That we’re weak and soft.’
Imelda was the hockey team goalie, and she was one of the few Dakota had
met who was truly not soft. ‘But what the fuck else are we going to do, huh?’
Imelda was more drunk than she was, Dakota realised.
‘You drift in, and you’re cool and tough and soooo disdainful of us.’
‘I’m not.’

‘You are. And that’s cool. I get it. I get,’ she indicated the way Dakota was
dressed, ‘I get this. The whole outfit. And it’s sorta funny because no one else
has got it yet. If Lin realized that you were in an actual costume, she might be
upset, you know?’
‘I don’t want to upset her,’ Dakota said, ‘She’s really nice.’
‘She is too kind.’
Dakota absorbed this. New rules. New boundaries. Suddenly she didn’t feel
so comfortable in this dress. ‘Jane said I was a satirist.’
‘Jane?’
‘My foster.’
‘Oh. Well she’s right.’
Imelda slumped back onto the sofa. Dakota said, ‘Has your boyfriend not
arrived?’
‘Him, oh he’s here,’ she said bitterly, ‘but he’s not my fucking boyfriend
anymore.’ Her face twisted up, ‘Said he needs space. He needs space!’ Imelda
was becoming shouty. ‘He spread my legs, now he’s off fucking other girls.’
Dakota could feel despair masked as anger leaking from Imelda, and a
sisterly feeling came over her; she wanted to help. She leaned over, said
quietly, ‘Hey, want to come outside?’
‘K.’
Imelda lurched up from the sofa and Dakota followed her.
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‘So, he’s a shit.’ Imelda said. She was sat on a swing, one foot raised off the
ground, the other perched daintily on the grass.
‘He’s hurt you?’
‘No.’ her face was anguished, blinking back tears, ‘Alright, yes. But I wish it
was no.’
Dakota went to a wooden garden chair at the edge of the lawn and carried it
back to where Imelda was swinging now, head back, arms stretched, and she
sat down next to her.
Imelda lifted her head, eyes a little glassy, ‘I just wish it didn’t feel so bad!’ her
voice rose again. She leaned forward, ‘Did you know when we first got
together I didn’t really like him? He was getting my sympathy vote.’ She
slumped in the swing, ‘But then I fell for him!’ and she shouted this as though
it was the stupidest thing. With her arms entwined in the chains, she let the
flat seat of the swing slide up to the small of her back until it was between her
shoulder blades, then left go and hit the ground with a bump. ‘So he fuckin’
dumped me.’ She looked at Dakota. ‘Do you think I meant anything to him?
Anything at all?’
‘Why don’t you ask him,’ Dakota said, adding, ‘but wait til you’re...’ but it
was too late to add sober as Imelda had rocked herself to her feet and
staggered off, saying something loud and unintelligible, but that Dakota
thought meant that she was going to ask him just that, right now.
She watched Imelda stagger off toward the house and then slumped back in
her chair. It was too much, she thought, all the lights, the noise, the people, all
the comfort girls and their fucking drama…
‘A penny for your thoughts.’
She turned, ‘What?’
It was the dark-haired boy she’d seen with Lin.
There was something about him that she recognized as he held out his hand,
and in it was a coin, ‘I’ll buy your thoughts. For a penny.’
‘But why?’ she was confused.
His smile dimmed a little, ‘Ok, bad line. Can I start again?’
She shrugged, both confused and amused. ‘K.’
‘You just look like you’re struggling with whatever’s going on in your head,
so I thought maybe, you tell me everything? Download? Dump it on me.
Then you feel better.’
‘You’re a good listener?’
He nodded.
‘For a penny?’
His hand was still held out. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘For a penny. Or I could buy you a
coffee.’
Slowly she reached out to take the coin. ‘Thankyou,’ she said, formally, as he
dropped it into her hand. He looked like he was about to reply when a
commotion emerged from the shrubs and bushes at the far end of the garden,
they both turned and saw a group of boys and girls emerge from the
darkness, laughing and chatting, one of the girls awkwardly pulling on a
sandal as she walked. Someone burped loudly and the boys laughed, the girls
too, though one pulled a face at the boy who’d made the sound. It was Greg

Taylor, and as the group approached he spotted them and his eyes narrowed,
the others quieted. Dakota shifted her weight in her chair, slid all the costume
jewelry rings onto the fingers of her right hand, counting: Greg plus one, two,
three boys. Not good odds. Not this time. She’d forgotten the boy beside her
as Greg approached, his voice loud and a bit slurred, he was very drunk.
‘Look who’s here. Queen Beeeatch,’ He turned to look at the boy next to her,
‘and King Misfit.’ He bowed, Your majesties…’ He acted arrogant, but,
Dakota noticed, he left a decent gap between them. So he was not as brave as
he might look. Or maybe the dark-haired boy sitting next to her was more
dangerous than he looked; she suspected he was.
‘Gregory Taylor…’
The dark-haired boy was speaking, his voice even and calm, and the tone
carried a hint of mockery, ‘I kicked your ass when we were thirteen, and I did
it again when we were fifteen.’ A pause. ‘Is this going to be a biannual event.
Gregory?’
She stole a glance at him, he was dangerous, she could see that now. She
watched as Greg Taylor blanched, but then recovered, blustered. ‘One more
arrest for you and you’ll end up in jail. I even say you’re threatening me and
they’ll put you inside.’
The boy’s voice was quiet now. ‘Threaten you, Gregory?’ Even the name was
intended as an insult. ‘Four of you, and only one of me? That’s a threat?’ He
glanced at Dakota, his voice gaining an edge of humor, ‘Even this little girl
kicked your ass.’
Dakota noticed he wasn’t even standing, just leaning forward a little on the
swing. If he stood it’d be because the fight was already started. ‘No one
expects a girl to fight,’ Greg said, his voice low. ‘She took me by surprise.’
One of his friends said something and Gregory glanced back, nodded, ‘Yeah,
some other time, weird shit, some other time.’ The group walked off, Gregory
looking back, glaring.
Dakota waited for a few moments until it was quiet again, then said, ‘So I’m
Queen Beeeatch?’
The boy nodded.
‘That make you Weird Shit,’ she said. ‘Or do you prefer King Misfit?’
This made him laugh. He laughed and laughed, doubling over on the seat,
holding his ribs with mirth, ‘Oh you kill me Miss Scout,’ he managed to say,
between shudders of laughter. Dakota knew, after a scare or an argument,
some boys would find a wall or a door to punch, break bones in their hand;
some’d pat each other’s back; some would laugh: he liked to laugh. She
hoped he wouldn’t pat her back. Then she imagined for a moment his hand
on her back and shivered, and hoped he would.
Finally he stopped laughing, and said, ‘Coffee then, Queen Beeeatch?’
‘Ok, Weird Shit.’
She waited while he laughed again. Eventually he stood, straightened his
clothes and said, ‘Let’s go into town.’ He stood up and took her hand and
they left the swings and walked round the side of the house, which seemed
even bigger from the outside. ‘My car’s in the garage,’ he said.
‘Your car?’
‘Yes. I live here.’
‘You live here?’

He nodded.
Realization. ‘Lin’s your sister.’
‘Sort of,’ he said.
‘Sort of,’ she echoed. She was tired of being confused.
He pressed a button on the side of the garage and the door lifted open. ‘Wow,’
she said, watching it as it slid slowly upwards into the roof.
He glanced at it, ‘You like that?’
She nodded.
He showed her the panel. ‘Press that button.’
She did, and the garage door closed again.
They stood for a few seconds. ‘My car’s still inside.’
‘Ok.’
She pressed the button.
The garage door began to open.
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The fire flickered brighter as the sky grew dark in the evening breeze, burning
low against the wall; a regular place for a fire it seemed, deeply marked by
scorching on the low bricks. The four men were sleepy after eating their fill
and drinking brew that Old Helpless said he’d made the summer before. Not
that they believed him, a fortnight at best, but it did the trick either way. One
of them had taken a dark corner and unrolled his pack and was now fast
asleep, snoring softly. The other two, and Helpless himself, were sitting
studying the fire in a sort of restful trance when a voice called out ‘Hello the
camp.’
The bigger of the men looked out into the darkness, frowning, then he said
‘Come into the light stranger,’ and the stranger, just a kid by the size of him,
stepped over the low wall, wearing a pack and carrying a long staff. He
tripped over the figure sleeping against the wall, stumbled for a moment
against the man, who groaned and turned over and the kid righted himself
and stepped into the firelight, shrugged off his coat, dropped his pack,
propped his staff against a pile of boxes and sat down, cross-legged. The men
watched him as he made himself comfortable.
The kid held out his hand and wiggled his fingers and, as if by magic, there
suddenly appeared an egg. The kid scrutinized the egg then, satisfied, he
knocked it against a rock and unpeeled it. He ate it in two bites, chewing with
a half-smile of pleasure on his face. Finished, he rolled up the eggshell and
crushed it in his hand then threw the remnants onto the fire, where they
popped and crackled quietly for a few moments. He sat for a minute or two.
Then he held out his other hand wiggled his fingers, and an egg appeared in
this one too.
‘How’d you do that,’ the bigger of the men asked. ‘Make it appear like that, in
your hand.’
The kid looked at him, threw the egg towards him and he caught it. The kid
flashed a grubby smile at the three men. ‘I got couple tins of beans in my
pack,’ he said.
‘We’re full enough son,’ said the big man, unpeeling the egg and eating it
slowly, savouring the flavor and the texture; eggs were a rarity among his
kind. He finished the egg and said, ‘but you could maybe share them beans
for breakfast.’
‘K.’
‘Where you from?’ the big man asked, throwing his own eggshell into the
flames as the kid warmed his hands against the fire.
Old Helpless began to laugh. ‘Oh, you done it now, Big Luke.’
The speaker, Big Luke, said, ‘Shut it H,’ then turned back to the kid, who said,
‘I come over from the coast.’
‘Get through ok?’
‘I’m quiet,’ the kid said. ‘Don’t leave a trace.’
At this Helpless laughed even more, his blind eye rolling in its socket. ‘Oh no,
Little Blade don’t leave a trace,’ he cackled. ‘But he leaves traces all over.’
Big Luke had decided to ignore Helpless’ ramblings. ‘See anything out on the
coast?’

The kid nodded, ‘Saw a ship, musta been out there just rolling on the sea since
the world changed. It hit the beach up near Carlsbad, and it’s there now,
jammed tight on the shore.’
‘There’s no ship could last out on the sea eighty years,’ Big Luke said.
The kid shrugged.
Luke asked, ‘You get onto that ship?’
‘Too high to climb. Woulda needed ropes, some sort of grappling hooks to
hurl over the top. Some guys were already there, looking for a way in.’
‘Could cut through the metal,’ the second man spoke for the first time.
‘What with?’ the kid asked.
‘Could maybe find a weak spot, a seam, where it’s gone rusty.’ Then he
glanced over at Old Helpless, who was giggling so much he was biting on his
knuckle to keep quiet, turned to Big Luke and said, ‘Can you get him to shut
him?’
‘Not hardly’.
‘You’ll all be getting shut up soon,’ Helpless’ voice was a coughing, whispery
croak, forced through stifled laughter.
Luke turned back to the kid. ‘So what you come over here for?’
The kid said, ‘I’m looking for a girl.’
‘Ain’t we all,’ Luke said, glancing back at the other man, who’d gone silent
again. ‘What kind of girl,’ Luke said. ‘Specific one, or just a girl?’
‘Specific,’ the kid said. ‘Small, skinny thing,’ the kid said. ‘Coffee skin, hair all
in locks. She’s a scout.’
Luke stared at the kid, and other man shifted in his seat. ‘What do you want
to be looking for a scout? They’re bad news. That’s how that little war started
few years back.’
‘You seen any scouts like that?’ the kid persisted.
Big Luke shifted on his seat, an old log smoothed by decades of men sitting
warming themselves at the fire; he glanced across at the quieter man, sending
a message. ‘You’re looking to get in trouble, kid, mixing with scouts. They all
got a bounty on their heads, from the Emprer.’ He went silent for a while,
thinking, spat into the darkness before he spoke. ‘Be grateful we’ve eaten
these last few days,’ he said, ‘Talk like that when we’re hungry and you’ll be
in the pot there,’ nodding toward the pan hanging over the embers.
The kid stared into the orange and red embers, he spoke, his voice quiet. ‘If
you can’t tell me anything, then we’re done.’
‘Done?’
Old Helpless stopped giggling into his fist. He took a shuddering breath,
spoke directly to the kid, his voice a croak of fear, ‘Don’t you go killing me,
Jester.’
‘What you say?’ Luke almost spat his words at Helpless.
‘It’s true,’ the kid said, standing and pulling on his coat, picking up his staff.
He stepped further into the light, where the swirling harlequin colors could
be clearly seen. He knocked the tip of the staff against the ground and a bell at
the other end tinkled.
For a micro-second, nobody moved.
Then everyone moved.
Luke might have been surprised, but he was quick on the uptake, no gap
between thought and action, and he leaped up with a roar, fast as a wolf,

swirling his panga, the other man a fraction slower, pulling a long slender,
wickedly pointed Bowie from his waistband, ‘Billy!’ he shouted at the
sleeping figure as both they leapt forward at Jester.
But Jester had moved too, quick as chain-lightning, he’d stepped to the right,
into the shadow, and as Luke twisted to follow there was a click and a brief
glitter of firelight on steel and Luke went sprawling, the second man shouted
for Billy again as he charged, and this time Jester dropped to one knee and
thrust upwards with the blade that had sprung from the bottom of his staff
and the man simply ran on to it. Jester twisted and allowed the man to pass,
his own movement causing the blade to tear him open, and he too fell,
moaning softly, hands coddling his spilled guts as black blood and steam and
the stench of waste gushed from him. Jester stared for a longwhile, watching
the results of his handiwork, watching the two men lying in the dirt,
struggling against their mortal wounds, both of them bleeding out, each
dying in their own way; Luke almost still, breathing heavy, eyes wide open,
staring, in whatever place he’d gone to, to await his maker’s call, his
breathing ragged through torn lungs, injured heart pumping the fresh blood
out of him, enduring his own passing; the other man writhing slowly, legs
cycling through his agony, boots kicking at the dirt, twisting in spasms
against the huge wound in his belly.
Jester picked up Big Luke’s jacket and carefully wiped his blade free of blood
and plasma and a sliver of quivering, pink flesh. He set the blade that
protruded from end of the staff against a stone and pushed it back into the
shaft of his staff with a hard click. He turned to Old Helpless, who was still
giggling, and who pointed at the sleeping figure. ‘Billy ain’t ever waking up,
is he?’ Helpless asked.
‘No he aint.’
‘I saw you done him as you stepped over the wall.’
‘You got good sight in that one eye, old man.’ Jester ignored the moans of the
two men who lay dying close to his feet, and sat down on Big Luke’s
smoothed log like it was nothing to have killed two men, close up, with a
blade, with a third dispatched even as he slept.
He looked at Old Helpless. ‘I got beans,’ he said.
Helpless had stopped laughing.
‘Want some?’ Jester asked.
‘I do,’ Helpless said, ‘But what do you want in return?’
‘Everything you know about Dakota Scout.’
Old Helpless paused as Big Luke uttered a death-rattle and then lay still.
‘Good meat on those boys.’
‘Not for me.’
Helpless shook his head, ‘Ain’t got enough teeth for meat anyway. But beans
now…’ he cackled and then said, ‘Get the beans cooking and I’ll tell you what
I know.’
‘She ain’t dead?’ Jester asked, his voice lowering again, the need showing
plain in his tone.
‘No she aint,’ Helpless said, ‘Not that I know. Luke and a couple of others
found her trail, bout a month ago, and some of the guys went looking for her,
Blanko, Davis and a couple others. I told them she was lurking around
Harbison. I got the sight you know.’

‘So I hear. What happened to her?’
‘She disappeared.’
‘They lose her?’
‘No.’ The old man thought for moment. ‘Or yes. They cornered her in a
basement in a building over at the university, and she went into a little room
and locked the door, and when they managed to open it she weren’t there.
She just vanished. No other way out. Just, gone.’
Jester stood and went over to where the writhing man with the belly-wound
lay, a knife slid from his sleeve as he knelt beside him, and he thrust it deep
into his chest, held the man’s shoulder with his other hand until the
movement stopped. He returned to the log and sat down, took out a cloth and
cleaned the knife. Threw the cloth into the fire. ‘Want me to kill you too, old
man?’ he said. ‘Your life means nothing to me and that’s a weak story you just
invented. I’m hoping for a better one.’
‘Hell, Jester, if I could make up a better story, I would, but you wanted the
truth.’
‘They say you got the sight.’
‘I do. I got the sight.’ He paused and looked keenly at him, ‘I know all your
names, Jester Scout - Nine Knives, Little Blade, the Stealer...’
Jester listened. Some of those names, only the dead knew. ‘None of ‘em are
real,’ was all he said.
Old Helpless looked back at the fire, watching the flickering light for a long
while, gathering his thoughts. ‘If there’s a creature out there, and I think of it,
if I think long and hard enough, I know where they are.’
‘So you know where she is?’
‘Put the beans on, boy,’
Jester stared at him. ‘You know where she is?’ he repeated.
Old Helpless said, ‘She’s gone, Jester, gone somewhere far away.’
‘I’ll happily kill you, old man, you know that.’
‘I know,’ he said. ‘But the man who kills me is cursed.’
‘I’m beyond that mumbo,’ Jester said. ‘All you are to me is words, or dead.’
Helpless seemed to sag a little. There was a long period of silence as Jester
popped the lid on a tin of beans and looped a piece of wire round the top,
hung it from the cross piece that hung across the flames.
‘I remember the world,’ Old Helpless said.
Jester glanced at him across the flickering light.
‘I’m ninety-four years old. I’m the oldest man alive, I reckon,’ he continued.
‘You might be the stinkiest man alive,’ Jester said.
‘I remember the world,’ Helpless said again, stared into the darkness. ‘I was
twelve when it all gone away.’
Jester took out a small package from his rucksack. He unwrapped it to reveal
four small, dried crackers.
Helpless spoke again. ‘The people who were left, they said it was the
government. Other people said it was god’s hand. Taking away the evil.’ Then
he said, ‘Or maybe they just left the evil behind.’ For a moment the madness
left his expression and his good eye stared into the darkness and Jester caught
sight of a scared twelve-year-old for whom everything in the world had
changed. ‘I think, maybe we’re the evil, Jester, the things we done since then,
and all the good people went to heaven. Like it was that thing.’

‘What thing.’
‘Where all good people flew up to heaven and left the sinners behind. They
had a word for it.’
Old Helpless allowed his gaze to rest on Jester for a moment. Jester picked up
his staff and polished it with a cloth. Then he picked up the curved knife that
Big Luke had held, studied it. The dully polished steel; razor-edged, chiseltipped. ‘Good blade,’ he said, and palmed it. Then he back to Helpless, said,
‘If you talk sensible, you get beans and a bed. If you talk crazy, my new blade
comes out and it takes you to the other place.’
‘I’m old, Jester,’ Helpless said, almost. ‘But not so old I want to die. I prefer
the beans to the blade.’
From a side pocket of his pack, Jester took out two small plates, and a spoon
which he used to stir the beans, cooking in their tin. Old Helpless watched
him for a while.
Jester spooned them both out an equal amount of beans onto the plates,
handing one to Helpless. ’You got a spoon, old man?’
Helpless nodded.
‘Eat up then.’
‘When did you get so mean, Jester?’ Helpless asked, mouth full of beans as he
spoke. ‘For a kid, you’re worse than any o’ them,’ nodding toward the
corpses. ‘You make more bones’n anybody alive.’
Jester paused, spoon raised halfway to his mouth. He stared into the firelight,
a slight twist to his smile, said, ‘I aint mean.’
Old Helpless muttered something under his breath but took the proffered
plate, dug in, lips smacking with relish of real food. When he was finished, he
licked the plate clean, offered it back to Jester, who said, ‘Keep it.’
Helpless slotted the plate into his own pack alongside his spoon. He looked at
Jester, ‘People say you got a dragon in you, boy.’
Jester cleaned his plate and spoon with a rag, packed away his gear and
turned his focus to Old Helpless. He said, ‘Tell me about this room.’
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They parked on Market Street and Michael switched off the engine. ‘Your car
is loud,’ she said.
‘It’s a boy thing,’ he said with a wry grin.
She shook her head, ‘Boys can be quiet too.’
‘Are you saying I’m loud?’
She shook her head as they got out of the car,’ No, just your car. I think you’re
mostly quiet.’
He walked around to her door and held it open for her. He’d parked outside a
café and they stepped inside, into the warmth and the smell of coffee and
baking food, the door closed behind them and a little bell rang.
‘What do you want?’ he asked as she walked to a window seat, and she told
him, ‘Pink shake and something sweet,’ she said, and slid into a booth so that
she could look out into the night with its lights and color. He returned with a
tray containing a large coffee, a strawberry milkshake and a plate with two
large muffins. ‘Chocolate or blueberry?’ he said.
‘Half of both,’ she said.
‘Thought you’d say that,’ he said, picking up the plate to reveal a second plate
beneath, gave it to her, then used a knife to cut the muffins into halves. She
took a half each of blueberry and chocolate muffin. He picked up the empty
tray and took it back to the counter. When he returned they sat and ate quietly
and smiled a little at each other. ‘How’re you enjoying school?’ he asked.
‘It’s good. There’s a lot to learn, but mostly the people are nice. Some of the
boys are...’ she made a face.
‘Greg,’ he said.
A nod, ‘And the comfort girls can be...’
‘Comfort girls?’ he choked back a laugh.
‘I don’t mean to be unkind,’ she said quickly, ‘they’re the girls who…’ but he
interrupted again, ‘I know exactly who you mean,’ still smiling, wiping his
mouth of crumbs from his outburst of laughter. She picked up a tissue and
reached across, wiped a tiny crumb of chocolate from the corner of his mouth,
then said, ‘They’re like the Wives. On the TV.’
‘The Housewives of OC?’ he asked.
She nodded, unsure, ‘The ones who wear pretty dresses and argue.’
‘That’s them,’ he said, ‘You’re right, they like the drama. They can be cruel to
outsiders too, but I think they’re impressed with you.’
She said nothing, ate more muffin, drank a sip of his coffee.
‘We were the only two people not in costume tonight,’ he said.
‘I was,’ she said.
‘You were?’
‘Comfort girl,’ she said.
‘Aah, right. Yes, of course, I see now. How does it feel?’
‘Uncomfortable,’ she said, ‘but nice too.’
‘You do look good,’ he said.
She liked the way he looked at her, but she skated away from the compliment.
‘Lin’s your sister,’ she said, ‘I play hockey with her.’

‘She told me about you,’ he said, ‘She’s not really my sister, but we’ve been in
the same family for ten years. Our parents fell in love, and that threw us
together.’
‘So, not your sister. You two never…?’
‘Lin and me? No.’ He smiled at her with eyes that were dark blue, flecked
with amber. ‘Too tall and too blonde for my tastes,’ he said, ‘Plus, before we
moved into that house, back when dad was still building up his business, we
had to share a bathroom. Takes away the romance.’
She wrinkled her nose at this. ‘It’s a bright house.’
‘Bright?’
‘Lots of lights,’ she said, finishing her muffin. She reached over and tore what
was left of his muffin in half, and ate a piece of that. He pushed his plate
across. She ate the rest.
‘It was bright tonight,’ he said. ‘I saw you dancing. You were pretty bright
too.’
She smiled down into her shake. Put the straw into her mouth and drank as
much as she could, as quickly as possible.
‘You lived out in the desert?’ he asked.
A nod.
‘What’s it like out there.’
‘Quiet.’
‘You lived with some weird tribe out there in the desert, and now you go to
school and you fight like a monster, they tell me.’
‘I fight like I’m scared.’ She said, ‘But that Gregory boy, he was scared of you,
I could tell.’
‘Greg and me have history. I can get angry. It’s inside of me,’ he said. ‘If I let it
out, people get hurt, so I have to control it.’
She said, ‘If you control the anger, you can be a better man. And it doesn’t
have to come out like anger. It can become something else.’
‘Like what?’ he asked.
‘Fuel,’ she said.
‘Fuel.’
‘Yes. Energy. It doesn’t have to be destructive, it can be good energy.’
‘I’ll work on that,’ he said, his voice thoughtful.
She said. ‘So, you’ve had a fight with Gregory?’
‘Mostly his friend,’ he raised his eyes to meet hers, ‘But I kicked Gregory’s ass
too.’ He watched her as she attempted to finish the milkshake in record time.
He waited until she was finished, which wasn’t long then said, ‘Want to go for
a drive?’
‘Yes,’ she said.
As they left the cafe and stepped out onto the street, she held his hand. He
was aware of the warmth of her fingers, her smooth, slender arms, her slight
figure beneath a dress that covered the curve of her hip and the rise of her
breasts like a silken sheath, the loose wave of her hair, large brown eyes that
were looking up at him now with a mixture of vulnerability and toughness,
the appearance she gave of being unreadable but, he realized, was completely
open and honest too.
He wasn’t sure how he felt about her.

An hour later they were sitting in the car, on a country two-lane, looking at
the stars. ‘Can you navigate by the stars?’ he asked.
‘What?’
‘Can you tell where you’re going by the stars?’
She shook her head. ‘No. Who could do that? I know the roads. The
landmarks. The stars are just pretty. Anyway, they hide sometimes.’
‘Right.’
They sat quietly, the tension building, each aware of the other. She could smell
his aftershave, and the musk of something deeper, more masculine. He was a
dark star, she thought, but he was so capable, she could sense his quiet
strength, his competence.
He could smell the perfume she wore, and beneath that some earthy scent of
her own, and she was slight and fragile and her skin was so smooth and yet
she was something else beneath that, she was more than she appeared.
They had a link, they had formed some instantaneous bond that neither could
have described, though each was aware of it from the beginning. There was a
sureness about them. An absence of barriers. He leaned across to kiss her.
She’d been waiting for him to do it, hoping he would, and she was ready. She
leaned into him, and after a pause in which he stroked her cheek with the
back of his fingertips, they kissed...
...but even as their lips touched, even in that millisecond of a moment before
they touched, they both felt the wrongness, felt it at the same time, and a
shudder of disgust rippled between them, forcing them apart like the north
poles of two magnets.
‘Yuk!’ she exclaimed.
‘No way!’ he said at almost the same moment, and then after a moment’s
silence he stared at her, confused, then began laughing, and she laughed too.
They sat laughing together, embarrassed, not facing each other, though her
arm still rested on his shoulder.
‘Well,’ he said, finally, when they’d caught their breath.
‘That was disconcerting,’ she said. A minute or two of complete silence passed
before she said, ‘So. No kissing.’
‘No kissing,’ he agreed.
‘Just my luck,’ she said. ‘First attractive boy I meet and, it was like kissing my
gran.’
‘Thanks,’ he said.
‘You know what I mean.’
‘I do,’ he said. He took her hand, which was still resting on his shoulder, and
held it in his and they sat together quiet. ‘Looks like we’re just friends then,’
he said eventually.
‘Yes,’ she said, and leaned in against him, her head resting on his shoulder,
thinking, but more than that, in some way she knew was true but couldn’t
explain. In a silence that was close and natural, they sat together and watched
the night sky wheel above them. Hours passed. It felt like minutes.
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7am.
Jane was sitting by the kitchen table.
She looked up, her face tight, as Dakota stepped through the door and
without preamble asked, ‘Where have you been?’
‘Out. With a friend.’
‘All night?’
‘I,’ she paused, took a breath, ‘I’m safe. Nothing happened. I went to the
party. We went for a drive.’
‘I came to pick you up and you weren’t there. Someone said you’d gone out
with a boy.’
‘Yes, he…’ she paused.
‘What’s he called?’
‘I…’
‘Do you even know his name?’
‘We didn’t do anything, Jane. We tried to kiss, but it didn’t work out for us.’
‘But if it had?’
‘I wouldn’t have let anything happen to me.’
Jane’s eyes were dark, reddened with worry. Dakota’s stomach sank in
despair. She’d made another mistake. ‘Have you been up all night?’ she
asked.
‘I should have called the police, if anything had happened to you…’
Dakota sat down beside her. Quietly she said, ‘I’m used to going my own
way, I’ve been doing it most of my life. It’s hard for me to...’
‘I gave you a phone.’
Dakota stared at the floor, feeling stupid, what was left of her composure
evaporating. ‘I forgot.’
Jane studied her. ‘Forgot to even send me a text?’
‘I can’t even remember how to use it,’ Dakota said. Which was probably close
to the truth, Jane thought. She sighed. ‘I’ve gone from being single and childfree to the overwrought mother of quite feral teenage girl. Overnight.’
‘Feral,’ Dakota said. ‘That’s not a good word, is it?’
‘It just means brought up in the wild. It just means you don’t know all the
behaviors we expect.’
‘Like not beating up cops?’
‘Like not beating up cops. Or going for all-night drives with Mike Harmon
who, it turns out is quite a dangerous boy. I spoke to his sister, who told me
he’ll either become a millionaire or a criminal before he’s twenty-one.’
‘Lin,’ Dakota said. ‘Lin’s his sister.’
Jane said, ‘Definitely no staying out all night again without letting me know
first.’
‘So if I let you know, I can stay out all…’ Dakota suggested, tentatively.
‘No!’ Jane said. ‘I meant, just, no.’ Then she said, ‘Now I know you’re back
safe, I need sleep.’
‘I’ll be here when you wake up,’ Dakota said.
Jane’s anger softened. Chastising Dakota was like telling off a puppy, she
doubted Dakota understood what she’d done wrong. She stood, ‘Right. I’ve
got a shift tonight so I’m off to bed.’

‘Goodnight, Dakota said.
There were no hugs.
She waited until Jane was gone then peeled off the bangles and rings, put
them on the table, somehow managed to unzip the dress herself and drape it
over the back of the chair, then she went to the bathroom to wash the gunk
from her face. She wanted to wear her own stuff, she thought. She wanted to
not have someone telling her when and where she could do things. She
resented the demands on her freedom. After she’d washed her face, she shed
her underwear and stepped into the shower. But she wanted this too, the
safety, the comfort, the warmth and luxury; the homeliness. She wanted Jane
to look after her. And there was no way to have the freedom she was used to
and the security that she had now, not both, not together. It was one or the
other. Deep in thought she left the shower, wrapped herself in a soft, thick
towel and went into her bedroom and pulled on a pair of pajamas. Then she
walked back downstairs into the kitchen and made herself breakfast.
She was hungry.
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‘Jester!’
He turned, emerging from a waking dream.
‘Hey, Angel, what you doing here?’
Angel, the kid standing before him, was no more than thirteen, with white
blonde hair and piercing blue eyes. Grubby, he carried a pack and wore duststained clothes, well-worn Hi-Tops, a bowie knife on his belt. ‘Gordo says you
got to come in now.’
Jester rubbed the tired from his face, ‘Gordo says?’
Angel nodded. ‘Word is spreadin’ about you doing killing and he says if you
don’t stop you’ll start another small war. ‘Cept it might not be a small war
this time.’ He looked at Jester. ‘That’s what he says.’
Jester slid down from the rusted car hulk he’d been sitting on, one of
hundreds of cars, stacked up by machines he could barely imagine. The old
world was full of wonders no one could understand. He stretched his back,
clicking his neck, ‘I need to find her, Ange,’ he said.
‘We know she’s gone, Jest. But Gordo said you’re not looking at the big
picture, you’re acting like a beast in pain and you’re tearing at things mean
you no harm.’
Maybe it was true, Jester thought as he stretched out his bad leg. If he wasn’t
careful he’d unite the prowlers against them, and they’d sweep down in a
gang, killing and raping and burning.
Angel said, ‘You go back to the valley, I’ll keep looking.’
‘You will?’
‘We’re scouts, Jest. We look out for each other. One is all.’
Jester nodded, picked up his pack from inside a car window, the glass long
gone, the rubber seal corroded to grey froth. ‘Gordo mad at me?’
‘Disappointed.’
Which was worse.
Jester could feel his disapproval from here; it burned him. Angel said, ‘Aint
no one like you, Jest, and no one like Dakota neither. We need you both,
there’s things happening around here, rumours of bad things.’
‘Not rumours, Ange. Seen em.’
‘Better you not be them.’
‘Right. Maybe I’m not seeing things proper.’’
‘If you’d stop killing and start scouting like....’ He paused, ‘I aint scoldin’ Jest,
just telling how it is.’
‘What’s going on that I’m missing?’ Jester asked.
‘Groups of prowlers. Threes and fours or more, sometimes six or seven.
Heading west.’
‘Toward the harbor?’
A slow nod as Angel began to look around, eyes scouring; the scout’s habit.
‘Bart’s is gone,’ Jester said
Bart’s was the trading post towards the southern edge of Jago. Angel’s sleepy
eyes grew serious as he processed this information.’
‘There been any attacks on the harbor?’ Jester asked, ‘I di’n get that far. Was
going to go out there.’

Angel shook his head. ‘I spoke to one of their scouts a few days ago. No
attacks on the harbor or anything, but he told me two of their scouts
disappeared.’
‘That’s not unusual.’
‘Dakota too. That’s three scouts in a coupla month.’
‘Still…’
‘And they came after me. Yesterday. With nets.’
‘Nets?’
‘Three of them.’
‘You got away.’
‘You know how fast I run.’ A moment of contemplation, then he said,. ‘Go
and make your peace with Gordo, Jester. I’ll find her, if she’s there to be
found.’
‘Thanks Little Ange.’
‘I’m not so little I can’t kick your head.’
Jester laughed, got into a guard position with his staff, saying ‘Come on then,’
and Angel feinted one way then another, darted beneath his staff and poked
his index finger into Jester’s upper arm, where the big blood vessel was. He
paused, held up his finger. ‘I had a knife’n my hand, you’d be dying by now.’
Jester shook his head. ‘I’m getting slow.’
‘You’re tired is all,’ he smiled, ‘And I’m getting faster.’
Jester stared hard at Angel. ‘It aint just about speed Ange. ‘You got to want to
do it.’
Angel One frowned, ‘I know. Just be careful you don’t become a prowler
yourself Jester. Then the blood sickness never leave you, you get greedy. You
get hungry…’
‘I’m close to it,’ he admitted softly, turning to go.
‘Dakota don’t ever want you being that way, not cos of her.’
Jester prepared to move out. ‘See you in a few days then.’
Angel said, ‘If it’s safe. Otherwise I’ll leave a mark.’
Jester was already walking away.
Angel watched him go, willed him not to fall into darkness. If Jester was
going to fall it would be because of love. He just loved the girl so much it was
sickening him. He shrugged, scrutinized the land before him, spotted a
distant tower block, headed for it.
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‘Yeah, it’s almost five in the morning. Speak later.’
Dakota realized she hadn’t ended the call properly and began pushing
random buttons for a few moments, eventually she put down the phone and
sat back on the bed, hugging her knees, smiling to herself. She could talk to
Michael all night, all she wanted to do was listen to his voice, it soothed her,
but sometimes he had to go, or he was tired, whereas she needed little sleep,
though when she did allow herself to sleep properly, she went out like she’d
ceased to exist. Then she’d wake eight, nine hours later, like someone had
switched on a light.
She rose to her feet and left the room, went downstairs and out through the
kitchen, opened the sliding doors, stepped onto the porch and stood watching
the rising sun. She thought of the valley where she’d lived her entire life, of
the people who lived there, Angel, blonde haired, smudge-faced cherub, an
orphan as most scouts were, who could walk like a ghost, not yet fourteen
and yet somehow wiser than just about anyone that lived here in Jane’s
world. She thought about Gordo and his calm strength. She thought about her
gran, the woman who’d brought her up from an infant. She thought of the
Tucker family, her mind calm and happy as she ran through a procession of
people she loved, people who lived nearby and farmed the hills for sweetcorn
and bred horses for transport and goats for milk and food. She thought of the
Fosses who lived away up the hill, with their three dark-haired girls, Amy
Foss the youngest and the nearest she had to a girlfriend when she was back
home. She thought of Jester and hoped he was well and not missing her and
as she thought of him she touched her hand to the ribs over her heart. Jester
was a wild thing. He wasn’t quiet and listening like a scout should, he rarely
actually looked for stuff that’d be useful to the valley people, though when he
set his mind to it he could make wonderful finds. Truth be told she wasn’t
sure Jester’d survive to reach twenty years old; he could be reckless with his
life and never seemed to worry if he lived or died. Angel would survive until
he was old, she thought; he’d become an elder. She imagined Amy Foss at
forty, with a brood of kids, maybe a grandkid on the way.
Then she thought of the people she’d met since she came here. Kind Emily,
strong Lin, deep Imelda; she wondered what would happen to them when the
world changed, as it surely would in a few short years; she wondered if
they’d survive. She knew Jane Smith would survive, she knew her story as
sure as it was her own, because in many ways Jane’s story was part of her
story. And she knew the legends of Mike Harmon. The Traveler. He’d survive
the world’s change. But the others? She didn’t know.
The world was pitiless.
Dakota’s mother had given her away when she was a few days old, her
mother not much older than she was now. ‘Named her after a sign I saw,’
she’d told Dakota’s gran, and the next morning she was already gone, back to
the wildness she’d fallen in love with. She imagined her father, some darkskinned man, maybe a prowler, or maybe just a drifter. But all drifters were
prowlers, that was the rule; sometimes it weren’t true to start with, but
eventually it was, the wild got you, and hunger made you turn bad. And
loneliness, maybe that turned you too. But if her mother was with that man,

maybe that made them both not lonely, nor prowlers, if they both still lived,
she thought.
She’d once asked Gordo why he didn’t have a partner. She was sitting on a
fence watching him work some piece of twisted metal with his hands, and
he’d looked up, pulled off his goggles and told her that sadly for him she was
too young, and even when she grew, she was too nosy, so he’d have to
reconcile himself to a life alone. Then he winked at her and went back to
whatever he’d been making and she’d dropped off the fence and ran home to
tell her gran what he’d said, and gran had shushed her and told her Gordo
was only funning, and she wasn’t all that nosy. She was curious, and that had
made her a good scout. Life back then, back there, often it was exhausting, but
there were huge moments of calm, of just sitting, with nowhere you had to be,
nothing to think of, and no-one you had to see. You could just sit and watch
the world go by. You could talk to someone for an entire day or not talk to
anyone for a week, and no one worried about missing some appointment or
fretted you weren’t getting enough sleep. She missed that space, the
emptiness that came along at random moments and wrapped around her like
a blanket. Now there were always things to do. Jane was always busy;
working or running or studying, or even eating in her furious way, like it was
another task to be completed, and the enjoyment was part of the task,
something to be achieved rather than just something to just be. She thought of
Jester again, wondered how it would feel to be loved by him, whether he’d be
attentive, or distant, or furious, she giggled a little at this last thought and she
told herself, whatever he was, she’d teach him to be more. She watched as the
sun slid over the horizon, the sky blue and gold, the distant hills a low
silhouette. A Coyote howled, out there somewhere, greeting the dawn and a
thought struck her: this place is not my home. She’d felt a deep empty sadness
for the quiet places she missed, but now a deeper joy was emerging to fill that
space as she suddenly knew what she had to do.
I must go home, she realised.
I have to leave this place and return home.
Forever.
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Jester took the high path to the valley, skirted the Cuddy’s place, saw smoke
drifting from their fire, could smell bread baking, his stomach sorely tempted
him to drop in and claim a meal, followed the ridge between two of the
offshoot valleys until it dropped down and joined the low path that threaded
along the side of the valley, skirted the edge of the reservoir, past the Greener
house, their cornrows standing proud and healthy.
Out of habit he studied every place he passed, studied the paths between,
listened to the sounds, smelled the air. It was good to be back. The farms were
the reason he did what he did, they were the reason he was alive, the
kindness of strangers when he had been an injured child, that kindness had
kept him alive. He passed Dakota’s old place, Lisbeth Cuddy’s now, she was
the healer since Dakota’s gramma had gone. The valley filled Jester with
warmth, made him feel like a kid again, made him pine for his childhood,
living with Springfield who taught him tricks and skills and how to live. He
smiled at the memories. Springfield said you must smile at least three times
every day – on waking, at someone else, and once for yourself. More than that
was always an option, too.
Gordo was at the forge.
Jester stood for a while at the doors watching him at the furnace, taking a
piece of metal and beat it into something that resembled a small plough.
Gordo dunked the newly shaped steel into a tub of oil, then took it back to the
flame, and when it was white hot he beat on it for some time, and when he
was finished he cooled it in a bath of scummy oil, hissing and bubbling. He
laid it onto a burned, scarred bench, glanced over at Jester, went to a bowl and
washed his hands and face.
‘Come on,’ he said as he stepped out of the forge, past Jester. He sat on the
dirt, back against an adobe wall.
Jester sat down beside him.
Minutes passed.
Gordo said, ‘Know why you’re here?’
‘You think I’ve gone bad?’
‘No.’
Jester waited, out of deference, then asked, ‘Why then?’
‘We’re short of scouts. Dakota gone and no one knows where. You just gone
most of the time. The rest are just kids.’
‘They’re good.’
‘Not like you and ‘Kotes.’
‘Kotes is reckless.’
‘And you’re not?’
Jester stared at his boots.
Gordo said, ‘You need to remember your job. You want to kill prowlers, ok, I
understand.’
Twelve years earlier, Gordo had buried Jester’s family, the kid himself just
standing watching him in silence as he dug the pit, enduring, shedding no
tears even as Gordo put his pa and sister in the hole, filled it with dirt. They’d
never found his mother. He turned to Jester and said, ‘You know our creed.’

‘Porcupine.’
Gordo nodded. ‘No one bothers the porcupine. It’s not worth the effort.’ He
spat into the dirt between his legs, phlegm foul from hours at the forge. ‘But if
the porcupine starts looking for fights, then someone has to start fighting
back, and the only way they can take it is head on.’ He stretched his neck and
jaw, then his shoulders, which clicked in turn. ‘Damn, I’m getting old.’
‘What are you, thirty? You’re strong enough.’
‘More’n thirty, Jesse. I’m strong, but my joints ache, my fingers crack and get
stiff every morning; first hour I walk about like an old man. Can’t keep this
up for many more years.’
‘Slow down.’
‘Know what I’m making?’
Jester shrugged, ‘Ploughs?’
‘Ploughs. Spearheads, knives, shovels, spades, axles, wheel rims, springsuspension… I’m making everything.’ He squinted at the sun, high in the sky,
shaded his eyes. ‘And I’m the only one, Jesse.’
‘Get an apprentice.’
‘I need one,’ he admitted. ‘Maybe two.’
‘You’re the leader, Gordo. Need time to lead, not waste it making everything
for people.’
‘I was a smith first.’
‘You won us the small war.’
He smiled. ‘Yeah. I remember the big war too. Back before you were born.’ He
stretched out a leg, straight, leaned forward, stretching his hamstrings. ‘I was
just a kid then, younger than you. We lost a third of the people of the valley.
Never recovered, not really, still not as many as back then. We lost people in
the winters before the small war too, not enough people to care for the sick
and the young. Barely eighty of us left now.’
‘So you make things.’
‘I make things for when I’m gone.’
‘Make kids,’ Jester said.
‘Aint got a girl.’
‘Get a girl.’
Gordo said nothing.
‘Get an apprentice then,’ Jester said. ‘Or two.’
‘We need more scouts,’ Gordo said. ‘We need more crops. We need more of
everything. Summer is getting hotter. Winter gettin’ colder. Rain comes rarely
but when it does it comes in a flood, washes away the crops. Everyone either
very old or very young. We need more people.’
Jester didn’t say anything.
‘Back when I was a kid, you remember Mac, the Sharav? There were fifteen
guys as tough as Mac, maybe twenty. The valley had two hundred people
back then.’ He raised a big, scarred hand, using a grubby fingernail to scratch
at a burn. ‘I know you can fight Jester, I know you’re smart, I know, if you got
enough time, you can see through this wall I’m leaning against.’ He paused,
his face expressing concern, overlaid with years of tiredness. He said, ‘I
should have kept a look out for you.’
‘You do what you can.’

‘We’re in a time of transition. I’ve been so focused on the details, I forgot the
big picture.’ He scratched his head and Jester noticed the few grey hairs
coming through at the temples.
Gordo said. ‘People think we won the small war.’ He shook his head, ‘We
survived it is all. And we never really recovered.’ He sighed and relaxed
against the wall, basking in the sun like a cat.
Jester looked at him: immensely strong, and quick-minded too, Gordo could
be ruthless, had to be, at times, and he had vision, he was a good leader. But
he was only a man, and he looked tired, soul-tired, from the responsibility of
it all.
The last Sharav, Mac, had gone some years earlier, just walked away, they
said, had enough of caring, of watching, of protecting, had just shed his
burden, his responsibility, dropped it like a sack of rocks, and he never looked
back, started walking out one day and never stopped, just heading north
toward the bridge, fifty days walk away, they said. Jester had taken his eye
from his main task, being a scout. The responsibility for fixing that had fallen
to Gordo. ‘You think she’s dead?’ he asked.
Gordo shook his head, ‘That little thing? She’s like…’
‘Like what?’
Gordo shrugged.
‘I have to find her, Gord.’
‘I know. But we’re weak, Jesse. Can’t survive another war.’
‘She’s my north star; she keeps me right. Without her I,’ he paused, trying to
find the right words, ‘You ever love a girl, Gordo?’
Gordo had his eyes closed, face staring up at the sun, soaking up the heat.
Jester thought he wasn’t going to answer. ‘There was a girl,’ he said, finally. A
smile ghosted his lips as he crinkled his eyes part open, yawned and stretched
and then relaxed back against the wall again. ‘She was tall, and slender, like a
killin’ blade; just as sharp, just as unforgiving. She was so pretty. Huge
cheekbones. Black hair. Eyes you wanted to dive into; just live in her eyes, be
part of her.’ His smile faded at the memory and he went silent.
‘What happened to her?’
‘She couldn’t be tamed, Jesse. Took wild; just went away. Never seen her in
sixteen years.’ He said, ‘I should have went after her. I should have dragged
her back, no matter if I had to bind her up and carry her. I shouldn’t have let
her go.’
They sat for a while, quiet, just enjoying the sun. Finally, Gordo nodded to
himself, eyes still closed. He said, ‘You go find her, Jess. Go find Dakota.’ He
opened his eyes, ‘All this here? All we work for, our struggle to survive? It
don’t matter if you aint got people you love. If you let ‘em go.’ Then he
added, ‘But try not to kill everyone you meet.’
‘I’ll keep my hands clean.’
Jester watched Gordo stand, a little stiffly, a man in his prime and he was
being beaten out of shape by the very metal he worked. ‘We got a council
meeting tomorrow, Jesse. So while you’re here, tell me what you seen out
there.’
‘It’s not good,’ Jester said.
‘It never is.’
‘I’ll tell you about the Barts’ place,’ Jester said.
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‘What you doing?’
Dakota looked to see Mike standing at the foot of the porch, watching her. He
looked young and fit, the fading sunlight made his skin glow; he entered her
perception with not so much as a ripple; she couldn’t explain their connection
but she was swept with a wave of affection for him. She put down the
soldering iron, slid the boot from her other hand and laid it on the wood floor.
‘Putting grips onto the soles.’
He stepped up onto the porch and looked at the boot in her hand. ‘You know,
you can buy boots with cleats.’
She shook her head and said, ‘They collect crud, make your boots heavy and
slow.’ She picked up the boot and slid it back onto her hand, picked up the
soldering iron, and began to apply the hot tip to the flat soles in small
patterns. Mike came closer and watched as she worked, he could see she had
a neat hand and was making a definite shape. ‘That’s your signature pattern?’
She looked up, surprised, ‘Yes.’
‘Anyone who knows your pattern, they’d see your tread and know you’d
been there.’
She nodded, bent to her task. A slight flush to her skin. He read too much, too
easily.
‘Or you could use a phone,’ he said. ‘Post a message on Facebook.’
‘No,’ she said. ‘I couldn’t.’
‘I’ve got news,’ he said, his voice brightening, ‘I got in. I’m going away, as
soon as I graduate.’
She leaned over and switched off the iron, unplugged it, lay the boot on its
side. ‘You going to be a rager?’
‘Ranger,’ he corrected, suspecting she knew what she was doing when she
mispronounced the word. ‘Yes. I hope.’ She studied him for a long while, like
he was a stranger and completely unaware of her, and he wondered what she
was looking for.
‘You’ll come back?’ she said.
He nodded.
‘Say it.’
‘I’ll come back.’
‘You have to come back,’ she said, her words firm, like she was talking to a
child. ‘No matter how far away you are. No matter how hard it might seem.
You have to come back. Ok?’
‘Ok,’ he said, surprised by the emotion in her voice. ‘I will.’
‘And write to me.’
He nodded.
‘Even if I’m not here. I’ll get the letters.’
He watched her lacing up the boots. He looked at the gear she had laid out on
the step, the old rucksack, the cooking gear, clothes piled neatly. ‘You’re going
away too,’ he said.
She finished lacing up the boot. A nod. ‘When are you going?’ she asked.
‘Three weeks; as soon as I graduate. I have to join the Infantry first, and I have
to work really hard, and then if I’m good enough I can apply to become a
Ranger.’

She shook her head. ‘You want to kill people.’
‘I want to be a combat medic. Save people.’
‘Why?’
‘The army. That’s where the injured people are.’
‘But why?’ Her voice was raised slightly, her expression dark.
‘Why are you angry with me?’
She looked up, tears suddenly moistening her eyes, making them glitter. ‘You
are going far away,’ she said, her voice dropping to a whisper adding, with
finality, ‘and we are never going to see each other again.’ She rubbed the back
of her hand across her eyes, angry with herself for showing emotion.
‘How can you know?’ he said, and his eyes were crinkled, almost into a smile,
as he studied her face.
‘I can read the world,’ she said, rubbing a stray tear from the corner of her
eye, ‘I can see how things work out.’
He sat down beside her on the porch, put his arms around her. ‘I’ll write. I’ll
come home on leave. I’ll even come out to the badlands to visit, if you let me
know where you’re hiding out.’ She began to sob, quietly, shaded her eyes
with her hand so he couldn’t see the tears, shoulders twitching. ‘I won’t stop
writing to you Dakota,’ he said, voice gentle. ‘Will you write to me?’
Her sobbing grew deeper, and she hated herself for being so upset. ‘I won’t be
able to,’ she said, finally, ‘where I’m going.’
He sat down beside her and put his arm round her, hugged her close, making
her feel warm and safe, which upset her even more. ‘I’ll write to you anyway,’
he whispered. She responded by wrapping her arms around him too and he
was surprised at the strength of her emotion. ‘Hey, hey,’ he whispered, ‘It’s
just me. I’m here now.’
And that made her cry more.
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The doorbell tinkled as she entered, and she could hear the noise of beltdriven machinery grinding steel coming from the back room, smell the raw,
hot metal. She studied the knives laid out beneath the glass counter. There
were boxes of them in racks, in different shapes and sizes, different metals,
different woods for the hilts, different patterns and designs, some ornate and
beautifully crafted, others plain and functional. A few had Damascus blades,
the swirls and patterns on the metal like dragon’s breath. On the wall was an
American flag, and next to that, a photograph of three men in uniform,
smiling. She went back to look at the trays of knives.
‘Help you?’
She looked up to see a bearded man standing behind the counter, wiping his
hands on a grimy towel.
‘You make knives?’
He gestured to the counter, ‘These are all mine.’
She took the sheet of paper from her bag, unfolded it. ‘Can you make this?’
He took the sheet and studied it. ‘To scale?’
She nodded.
‘Big old blade. Nice point. Bit of belly so it’s good for cutting.’ He looked up
at her, ‘It’s what, fifteen-inches?’
‘Sixteen.’
‘That’s more cutlass than knife. Weigh quite a bit.’
‘Spring steel,’ she said.
‘Of course.’
‘Flat grind, no fuller.’
He scratched his beard, ‘A blade of that size, the fuller is going to give it better
balance, make it a little lighter too. I could put in a wide, shallow fuller.’
She thought for a moment, ‘’Won’t affect the integrity of the blade?’
‘No. It will make it stronger.’
‘Ok then.’
‘This blade for you?’
‘It’s a gift.’
He went back to the drawing. ‘Ok then, I can make this. Take a couple of
weeks cos I’m real busy right now. It won’t be cheap. Four hundred dollars.
You can manage that kind of money?’
‘Cherry wood handle,’ she said. ‘And I want an engraving beneath the handle
where no one can see it. I’ll pay five hundred.’ She reached into her purse,
took out a wedge of creased notes.
‘Pay me when I’m done,’ he said.
She peeled off five hundred-dollar bills and placed them down carefully on
the counter where they sat, curled and crinkled. Stared at him.
‘Ok,’ he said, smiling a little at her fierce expression. ‘Write your name and
phone number on that bill. I’ll put them in the till, mark it paid, and you can
collect the blade in ten days.’
She smiled now, the fierceness melting from her face, took a pen from her bag
and scribbled down her phone number on the bill. ‘Thankyou.’
‘Thank you, little sister. It’s not often I get someone like you who knows about
knives. You design this yourself?’

‘I copied it from a blade I seen before. Changed it a bit.’
‘The hilt is small,’ he said.
Just the right size to fit a hand. No room to slip, that’s why the pommel is the
shape it is.’
‘Guard is small too.’
‘Big guard catches on things; aint a shield. Just enough to stop a blade sliding
up your wrist.’
He nodded. ‘It’s a good design. ‘I’ll give it some heft, but keep it nimble too.’
He folded up the paper and shoved it into the pocket of his apron.
Dakota turned to the glass counter. ‘I want to buy that too,’ she said, pointing
to a smaller blade.
‘Fairbairn Sikes,’ he said, taking the tray out of the box, lifting out the knife,
putting back the tray. ‘Double-edged, dagger point.’ He smiled. ‘You know
your steel. That’s one of my own too, it’s not one of those cheap, massproduced copies.’
‘How much?’ she asked.
‘One-fifty.’
She peeled off two more notes and he opened the till to get change, handed
her back fifty. Then he reached beneath the counter and took a leather sheath
from a drawer, checked it was the right one and slotted the knife inside. ‘You
can wear this in a boot, hang the sheath from a belt or from a shoulder strap,
see?’ He demonstrated some of the places it could be worn. ‘And it’s got this
spring-loaded clip to keep the blade secure.’ He showed her the thump clip, a
simple piece of steel that would keep the knife in place. ‘I got to wrap this up,’
he said. ‘Law doesn’t like me handing out naked blades to teenagers.’
‘Ok.’
She looked at the photograph on the wall. ‘You were a rager?’
‘Recon,’ he said.
‘What’s recon?’
She watched silently as he wrapped it up in brown paper and string, then he
handed it to her and she pushed the package into her purse. ‘We’re like
outriders, scouts,’ he said.
‘I’m a scout too,’ she said, slinging the bag on her shoulder.
He smiled at her again, ‘Ten days, little scout.’
‘See you then,’ she said.
The doorbell tinkled as she left. The knife maker scratched at his neck as he
watched her go, then turned to study the picture of himself and two brothersin-arms that hung on the wall. He’d fought in foreign wars, had met women
who were as dangerous as men. The girl he’d just done business with
reminded him of some of the female snipers he’d worked alongside in the
middle-East. Many of those girls had been through terrible struggles just to
survive, and each one fought her own war, each one had her own story. He
thought about the fierce little girl who’d just left his shop and wondered what
story he’d briefly wandered into, shrugged, went back to his belt-grinder and
his forge.
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Jester sat cross-legged in the gloom of the basement room, his staff lying
across his thighs, the faint light filtering down through three floors of cracks
in the walls and roofs. His journey had led him back to this place. He’d
traveled many miles, he’d spent four months searching for her. And now he
was back to this place.
He stared at the blackness of the door.
He knew this was the one, the door that Turnstone had talked of, that
Helpless had described. He knew this was where she had gone. He’d lit a
torch to check for marks and, amidst the scuffs he had found the faintest
single imprint of Dakota’s boot. A tiny three-inch mark in the dust contained
her tread, the birds-foot marking she always used, that no one else used, and
if it hadn’t been three floors beneath the ground it would have blown away
weeks and weeks ago. He studied that mark like it was the single most
important thing in his life. At that moment it was. That single tread was
pointed toward the black door, and there were no return marks. The door was
in front of him now, blank, implacable, giving off some kind of weird negative
energy, he could feel it drawing from the surroundings like some sort of
psychic breeze, a force so gentle that it only came to him after maybe two or
three hours of sitting in absolute silence, emptying his mind.
Talk to me, he said to the door.
Tell me your secrets.
Speak to me of where Dakota went.
In the darkness he raised a hand toward the door, fingertips feeling the
negative energy, the cool void that sat around the door, thinner than air,
quieter than dark. He lowered his hand, placed it back in his lap. He listened
to the world and what it was telling him. He listened to the door, emptied his
mind, opened the abyss deep within him, the better to understand the
language it spoke.
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‘Hey!’
She slipped from the wall she’d been sitting on and walked over to where he
was juggling keys, shopping bag, a carton of milk. ‘I’ll take that,’ she said,
hefting the milk.
‘Hey. Dakota right?’ he said with a smile, ‘How are you doing?’
‘I’m fine. You’re Wiley, I remember.’
‘Detective Wiley. I remember you too, must be three months ago now.’
‘Five months.’
He studied her face. The swelling and faint bruising around her eye. ‘You
been in another fight?’
‘No. Got my eye fixed. Like it?’ She leaned forward and gave him a wideeyed smile.
‘Looks great,’ he said.
‘It was lazy. Now it’s full of energy.’
‘The miracles of modern medicine,’ he said. He found the correct key and
slotted it in, unlocked the door with a twist, explaining ‘It’s a ’69 three-eightthree Magnum. No central locking, no remote or anything.’
‘You talk funny,’ she said, laughter in her voice. ‘The words you use.’
‘You need a lift somewhere?’
‘I need to talk.’
‘Ok.’
He waited for more information.
‘To you,’ she clarified.
‘To me.’
He climbed into the car and leaned over, unlocked the passenger door. In
answer, she walked round to the other side of the car, still holding the milk.
He watched her climb in, fired up the engine, checked his mirrors, then said
to her, ‘Let’s go get a Big Mac.’
Fifteen minutes later they were facing each other across a table, Dakota
having finished off most of a double big mac and fries.
He glanced under the table.
‘What you looking for?’ she asked.
‘Thought maybe someone was hiding under there, eating half your food.’
‘Just me,’ she said, taking the final mouthful and chewing. Then she said, ‘Are
you still married?’
‘Still married?’ he spluttered, ‘I’ve loved my wife since the day I met her,
eighteen years, we’ve been together. Do you know something I don’t?’
‘Don’t laugh. I’m being serious.’
‘I can see you are. Can’t you get a hobby? Meet a boy? Take up sport?’
‘I play hockey,’ she said.
‘What with, a cleaver?’
‘The Doctor,’ she said, chewing on her Big Mac.
‘The Doctor,’ he repeated. ‘You’re talking about Doctor Jane Smith?’
She nodded. ‘You should be with her.’
He sat back, ‘And you’re the local cop-punching, burger-eating, hockeyplaying, marriage-breaking matchmaker, are you?’

She shrugged. ‘Yes.’ The faintest smile, ‘I’m the only cop-punching, burger
eating, hockey-playing, marriage-breaking matchmaker in town.’
He thought for a moment. Then he said, ‘Look here Dakota, assuming you
don’t end up in jail, when you’re eighteen, come and see me. We need more
minority cops on the force. I think you’re just crazy enough to fit right in.’
‘What’s a minority cop?’
He shook his head, trying to dislodge the smile growing unaccountable across
his face, ‘I bet you’re a charm when you want to be.’
‘What's your wife like?’ Dakota said.
‘Don’t go near my family, Dakota,’ he said, a frown darkening his expression,
serious now. ‘Don’t even talk about my family.’
‘I won’t. I don’t mean her any harm. I just want to know what she’s like.’
‘She tall and pretty and very smart,’ Wiley said. ‘I love her very much.’
Dakota looked like she was going to say something, then decided against it.
He said, ‘What?’
‘Nothing.’
‘No, really, what?’ he persisted.
‘Jane. She’s for you.’
‘The doc barely knows I exist.’
‘But she will. And then she’ll be for you. And you, you’ll be for her back.’
He shook his head and said, ‘You know, in old days, they’d have burned you
as a witch.’
‘They might still,’ she said.
He said, ‘You remind me of a mountain lion, just been fed.’
‘Have you got close to a mountain lion?’
“I’m guessing you have, right?’
She nodded.
He believed her. ‘What’re they like, close up?’
‘All spitty and claws and teeth. Furious.’ She said, ‘You can’t out run a
mountain lion. You can’t out climb it. You can’t out fight it.’
‘So what do you do if you meet a mountain lion?’
‘The trick is, not to meet one,’ she said. ‘Best to just keep right away from
them.’
Wiley shook his head with a mixture of amusement and bemusement,
finished his coffee with a long drag, put down the cup and asked her, ‘Are we
done?’
She shook her head. ‘No.’
‘Finish your burger,’ he said. ‘I’ll drive you home.’
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Jane watched Dakota tidy her room, meticulously. She’d cleaned and tidied it
three times this week. She watched Dakota pack and repack her rucksack.
Every evening Dakota went for an hour’s run, maybe longer, even if she’d
had a badminton game or a hockey match, she went for a run, and then she
returned, showered and changed, then she tidied the room so that it looked
barely occupied. Then she would sit on the porch staring out into the dark.
Jane had watched her sewing extra leather straps to her old boots, spending
an hour or two over a couple of evenings until they were finished, she’d even
went and looked at them later when Dakota was out. The soles had been
freshly worked over with a hot iron, creating a low-friction, grippy cleat. Two
nights ago, she’d fielded a call from a knife maker up in Cardiff.
‘You’re leaving,’ she said, over dinner, that night.
Dakota looked up. She looked about to say something, many things, then she
settled back and sighed, nodded. ‘Is it obvious?’
‘I don’t think you can lie, Dakota; I think you’re incapable of lying. You can’t
hide your thoughts.’
Dakota had bussed home from school because Jane was working and she
didn’t want to keep asking Mike for a lift, though he’d have given her one; he
was kind, she thought, not weak and easily maneuvered, but kind. A blade
that cuts, a blade that heals, she thought, wondering where she’d heard that
phrase before. She’d made a meal of rice and vegetables for Jane arriving
home.
She nodded. ‘Yes, I’m going to return to where I’m from.’
‘And this is a goodbye meal?’
Dakota was silent.
Jane didn’t say more for a while, just kept on eating her dinner. Dakota knew
there’d be trouble if she just disappeared. But in this world, trouble just meant
people talking at you with sad faces and tones that made you want to guilt
yourself. It felt bad but it didn’t kill you.
Jane cleared her plate, then said, ‘Take me with you.’
‘I can’t,’ Dakota said.
‘I just want to know what your life is like,’ Jane said. ‘If you let me come with
you, I won’t stay. I just need to know where you’re going, then I’ll let you go.’
Dakota shook her head, said, ‘Getting there,’ still chewing her food, ‘it’s
complicated.’
‘I’m smart,’ Jane said, wiping her mouth with a tissue, standing and taking
her empty plate to the washer, stacking it on a rack, ‘I can do complicated.’
‘It’s dangerous, Jane.’
Jane said, ‘I grew up in a housing project. I worked two jobs through college,
in a drug store, and in a bar at weekends. I met dangerous every day. Every
night. I worked ER in LA, and that was the very definition of dangerous. And
now I do pediatrics, which should be safe and cozy, but it isn’t because I still
meet dangerous. Every day.’
‘You never tell me about what you do,’ Dakota said.
Jane finished her meal, rose and took her plate to the sink to wash. ‘No,’ she
said. ‘I have a rule not to bring my work home with me.’
‘You brought me home.’

Jane tilted her head and raised an eyebrow a fraction as though to say, and see
what it got me? ‘This is a nice town,’ Jane said, ‘But there are people who do
bad things in every town.’
‘People,’ Dakota said, an exasperated note in her voice. ‘It’s not people. It’s
boys. It’s always boys,’ she sounded frustrated. ‘The danger. The bad things.
It’s just boys, isn’t it?’
Jane nodded, ‘It mostly is.’
‘Makers and destroyers,’ Dakota said. ‘Men are makers and destroyers.’
‘Women make things too,’ Jane sad.
‘Women make men.’
There was a pause as they both cleared away their meal, washed the plates
and cutlery. ‘Why do they cause such evil?’ Dakota asked. ‘Why are they so
dangerous?’
Jane shook her head, ‘I don’t know. We’d love them anyway, without the
danger.’
‘Everything that gets built, everything that gets destroyed, it’s just boys,’
Dakota said, finishing her meal, ‘Boys playing at being men.’
Jane took Dakota’s plate to the sink, rinsed it, slotted it into the rack. ‘I’m
coming with you,’ she said. ‘It’s not negotiable. We’ll go on the weekend. That
way, if by some faint chance you change your mind and decide to return with
me, you won’t miss school.’
‘Ok,’ Dakota said, even though she had no intention of ever returning. ‘This
weekend.’
This weekend, she repeated to herself, that made it real. She’d have to get
both of them prepared. She felt a wave of emotion sweep over her, warm and
chaotic, but cool and focused too, like everything was about to break right.
She’d have to get Jane back safe, but that was a thing she knew how to do.
‘Dakota,’ she said to herself. ‘Dakota Scout,’ she said, and she broke into a
slow, wide smile.
She’d remembered who she was.

He said, ‘It struck me that all matter is related to all other matter. Everything sticks
together, because everything is related to everything else. It might seem a stretch, that
an atom floating around in the middle of the Pacific Ocean is related to another atom
in a black hole ten billion light years away across the cosmos. But if you go back
thirteen billion years then they were very close to each other. Extremely close. They
were part of the same fundamental element. Before time began, they were all the same
thing. All one. So, imagine if every atom has hooks into every other atom in a way we
can’t even imagine; they’re related, no matter how far apart they might be physically,
but also, the atom is the hook, and the hook is the relationship and the relationship is
the atom. And time is intrinsic to it all.
‘So I thought, what if I decoupled the relationship? What if I managed to put a barrier
between two groups of atoms – in some way that hasn’t been tried before - and once I
thought of the concept it was quite easy to find the tools to make the barrier. Then it
was just an engineering problem. A question of structure. And structural lubricants.’
She watched him, in his element now, and she began to understand how he could get
fat, that his mind was where his strength lay, not inside his body like most people.
They passed a group of women wearing improbable footwear and skin-tight clothes in
which they could barely walk. She glanced down at her shabby clothes.
‘Of course,’ he was saying, ‘there are probably natural barriers being erected and
destroyed all the time, so fast we might never notice, or so slowly that, well, we might
still never notice. My solution, my barrier-removal process is fairly low-tech, but so is
the concept of the lever, and that works perfectly. If I had a long enough lever, I could
push a star out of the way.’
‘The room. You built the room.’
‘Yes. QE.’
‘QE?’
He smiled slyly to himself, ‘Just a little joke.’ He looked at her, ‘It’s not so much the
room as the lining of the room. It decouples the inside from the out. It makes what is
inside slippy. Slippy through time.’
She looked thoughtful. ‘You’ve tried it before?’
He shook his head. ‘I only completed it this afternoon. Tried it. Moved forward a few
minutes. Then tried it again, but bigger. And here you are. Proof.’
‘Proof,’ she said, thoughtfully. ‘Of all the things I might become. I have become proof.’
‘Evidence.’
‘Better still,’ she murmured acidly. Then she slowed down, and he slowed too as she
stopped and looked at him, her gaze piercing, serious now. ‘You must destroy it.’
He smiled, slowly, shaking his head. ‘No. I mustn’t.’
‘It destroys the future.’
‘It’s incapable of doing that.’
‘Well, it did.’ She glanced at him and it struck him again how beautiful and how
harsh she looked. ‘You seen what it did,’ she said.
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‘Michael.’
‘That’s my name. Here.’ She sat down opposite him and he handed her a
bowl. She took it. After a moment’s pause he said, ‘You put some of the rice
into your bowl.’
She filled her bowl with rice.
‘Maybe leave some room for noodles. And chicken.’
She spooned most of the rice back into the larger bowl. ‘Restaurant rules are
so complex,’ she muttered. He handed her the bowl of noodles. She said,
‘Chicken?’ He took back the noodles and pointed at the bowl of chicken. She
filled her bowl, mostly with chicken. His eyes smiled and she looked up,
mouth full, smiled back at him, did that wide-eye thing that made him laugh.
Then they ate quietly, enjoying the food and the evening. After a while,
glancing at the two other couples who were eating, she leaned across and
said, ‘Why does no one sit at the back.’
‘The waiters put people by the window,’ he said. ‘Makes it look like the place
is busy. No one wants to eat in an empty restaurant.’
She ate more food. ‘I feel like I’m on show. Anyone could be looking in,
watching us while we eat.’
‘Not everyone means you harm, Dakota. If people look in, they’ll just be
envious of our food.’
She picked up the plate of chicken and refilled her bowl, then she added
noodles.
‘What time are you getting picked up?’ he asked.
‘Seven,’ she said, glancing at her phone to check the time. She reached over
and placed her hand on his, her voice soft, ‘I wanted to say a proper goodbye.
I wanted to wish you well.’
He squeezed her hand.
‘Listen,’ she said, ‘I’m going to tell you stuff and you’re going to think I’m
mad...’
‘Madder than I already think you are?’ he interrupted with a tone of humor in
his voice.
‘Yes. But I’ll tell you anyway.’
‘Go on,’ he said.
‘Things are going to go bad,’ she said. ‘Not now, maybe in two or three years.
When they go bad, come home. Meet a girl. Settle down.’
He smiled.
‘That’s not a request. You have to come home.’
He smiled more.
She smiled back at him, ‘Your eyes wrinkle when you smile.’
‘I’m getting old.’
She tugged his hand, ‘You.’ She said. ‘You will live until you’re old. You will
have many adventures, then you will have a wife who loves you very much,
and you will have a large family.’
‘You know this?’
‘Yes.’
‘Any clues I should look for, for when I’m looking for my wife?’

Dakota thought for a moment, ‘She’ll have dark skin. Darker than mine. She
will be kind. You will save her and then you will marry her.’
‘That’s specific,’ he said.
‘That’s all I can say.’
‘You know a lot about my life.’
‘My gran told me.’
He shook his head, ‘They should make a Netflix program about you: Dakota
Scout: Oracle of San Diego.’
She was impatient for him to listen, but she couldn’t say too much. She
glanced at her phone, put down her chopsticks. ‘I have to go.’
‘I’ll pay,’ he said.
‘Too late,’ she said with a smile, hoisting her bag, stood and made to go. ‘Oh,
and I got you this,’ and she handed him a package wrapped in brown paper,
taped tight. ‘Don’t open it until I’ve gone.’
‘Ok,’ he said, and took it from her, whatever it was, it was heavy for its size.
He slotted it into the rucksack he used for carrying books and school things.
He smiled up at her, unsure of what to say and, suddenly, she leaned over his
shoulder and hugged him tight, her eyes sparkling with tears. He twisted
round and hugged her back, whispered to her, ‘For someone so generally cool,
you have moments of extreme emotion, Dakota,’ and he stroked the tears
from her cheek with his fingertips.
‘I know.’ She sobbed once, then stopped herself sobbing again. ‘It’s all or
nothing.’
From outside they heard a car horn. She smiled at him, their faces so close
their cheeks were touching. ‘I have to go.’
He watched her leave the restaurant, watched as the door of Lin’s jeep
lurched open and a hand pulled her in, laughing as she pulled the door closed
even as they sped off into the twilight.
He sat there for a while.
He didn’t see a figure in the street, watching him stay.
Watching her leave.
Twenty minutes later, after eating his fill, giving thought to what she’d said,
and wondering what was in the package, he checked that yes, the bill had
been paid, dropped a tip on the table and left the restaurant. He turned right
and walked back toward his car, and as he passed the plate windows of the
Old Town Cafe he heard a voice from the alley over his right shoulder. As he
turned something swift and brutal cracked him above the eye and he fell to
his knees, stunned.
‘Drag him in here,’ he heard a voice mutter before another blow doubled him
over and he felt himself being dragged into the quiet of the back alley. He
looked up through blurred eyes to see a tall, hulking figure standing over
him. ‘You think you’d get away with it, misfit?’ the voice taunted.
He rubbed away the blood that had leaked into his eye, ‘Greg,’ he whispered,
his voice sounding distant, amused, ‘You cowardly, ambushing ba....’ a kick to
the head sent him into somewhere black for a moment, but when he returned
he looked up through blurred eyes, ‘Takes three of you?’
The next blow knocked him unconscious so he did not see or feel as the three
figures begin to beat him. Did not see a figure sitting on wall at the end of the
alley, watching events unfold. Did not see that other figure drop lightly from

the wall and walk up to Greg and his two friends and speak a word or two.
Did not see the swirl of violence, did not hear the cracks and groans and
whimpers and cries for mercy. He did not witness any of it. He did not
remember being propped up against a wall and checked for injuries. But as he
came round, just as the figure turned to walk away, leaving Greg and his
friends lying unconscious and bloodied in the alley, he did hear something.
The faint the jingling of bells.
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Friday evening.
Jane parked her car, sighed, and got out, locked her door. The sun was going
down and the shadows were long. ‘What are we doing here?’ she asked again.
Dakota turned to her, ‘It’s really hard to explain, but if you trust me, you’ll
understand.’
They walked across the almost empty long-stay parking, through the short
stay bays where there were no cars, and toward the rear of the building;
coming to a fire door.
‘This is SDSU. We aren’t breaking in,’ Jane said.
Dakota gave the briefest shake of her head, stepped up to a fire door and gave
it a hard shove. It gave a little, then popped away from the frame leaving a
minuscule gap, and she used her fingertips to prise it fully open. ‘Nothing
broke,’ she said, and went in.
Jane followed her, closing the door behind her, hoping there were no silent
alarms ringing at the front entrance where the security guard sat. She
followed Dakota along a corridor. ‘This is where they caught you.’
Dakota nodded. She found a door and entered a stairwell, began walking
downstairs.
Jane said, ‘This is wrong Dakota. I could get into trouble. We both could. I
have a career to think of. You have to stay in school.’
Dakota said nothing, only clicked her tongue as she disappeared down into
the darkness. Sighing Jane followed her. They descended three floors, coming
at last to a glass-paned door. Dakota pushed it open and stepped inside, Jane
following, closing the door quietly behind her.
They were in a large room that might have once been some sort of research
centre, with desks and old beige computers and whiteboards along the walls,
each covered in faint, smeared hieroglyphs, messages from some antique past,
now unreadable. Whatever it had been before, now it was a dust-covered
store-room piled high with old table and chairs. Dakota stepped between
piles of desks and threaded her way across the room, Jane knocked her hip
against a jutting pile of chairs, ‘Ouch!’
‘Sshh!’
‘It stung!’
‘No noise.’
Quietly, they came to a door at the back of the room. Really just a panel in the
wall. Dakota’s fingertips ran along the edges until she found something, held
her hand against it for a moment, and then the door gave a sigh and opened a
little. Again, Dakota used her fingertips to pull it open, but this door was
much heavier than the fire door.
‘What is this?’ Jane asked, her voice quiet.
Dakota glanced back at her, ‘I’ll show you something. Promise me you won’t
freak out.’
Jane nodded and followed her in and Dakota closed the door behind them.
The room was small, eight by ten at most, and there was a table in one corner
with an old laptop, its screen raised. Jane watched Dakota go to it and tap the
screen with her fingernail, and the screen turned on. She held the fingertips of
her right hand to the trackpad. After a few moments, words appeared,

glowing green beneath her hand. She took away her hand and the screen
read: WHERE TO, DAKOTA SCOUT?
She looked back at Jane, ‘Ready?’
Jane was nonplussed. She shrugged. Dakota used the keyboard to type in one
word: home.
Dakota stood back, looked at Jane, ‘do you feel it?’
Jane shivered, ‘The room is cold.’
Dakota turned to look at the door, then back to Jane, her tone serious now.
‘Listen to me Jane Smith. Where we’re going, it’s dangerous, things can
happen in a second, and I won’t always have time to explain. If I do
something, you must do it too.’ Jane was about to say something but Dakota
told her, ‘And don’t talk all the time.’ She tugged the door open and left the
small room; Jane followed.
The room seemed messier now, dustier, as Dakota worked her way through
the upturned tables and chairs until she got to the door, then she turned to
Jane and began to check the straps on her rucksack too, tightening them,
fastening the waist strap tight until Jane said, ‘Enough, I can’t breathe.’
‘Tighten your laces,’ Dakota said. ‘You never fasten them tight enough.’
Jane bent down and fastened her laces tight.
They opened the glass door. ‘Did that always have a crack in it?’ Jane asked,
eyeing the frosted pane.
‘Not always,’ Dakota said, turning to take the stairs, nimble and quiet,
disappearing upwards into the dark of the unlit stairwell. Jane followed her
back up the three flights, but this time, when they reached ground level,
Dakota bypassed the fire door that led to the side street and walked straight
on toward the main entrance; she ignored Jane’s silent pleas and gestures
about the security guards. This was a university building after all, and no
matter how underfunded and sparsely staffed, there’d be a retired cop or
former Marine patrolling the grounds, or sitting at the front desk, with a
pistol belt, a coffee and a frown. When they reached the door that led into the
entrance hall Jane could see light coming through the glass door, but it wasn’t
the orange nighttime glow of electric light, it was pale blue, natural.
It was daylight.
Dakota opened the door.
The foyer was silent. Filthy. Every surface caked in dust.
No one was there.
There was an absence of people, of human life, so absolute that even Jane, a
product of civilized society, someone who had rarely been truly alone, had
rarely been in an uninhabited place, could feel the complete absence of people
around her. She saw the windows were cracked, greened at the edges with
moss and dirt, dismal light filtering through the filth, heavy vines hung from
the ceiling. One of the large windows was completely blown, glass granules
littered the floor, scattered by footsteps and wind. The others bulged
outwards. Jane stared around, confused, speechless. Dakota’s face was
breaking into a slow, wide smile. ‘We’re home,’ she said.
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They were outside the SDSU building now, standing in the shade of a high
wall, on a rooftop that looked across a wide highway that was cracked and
pitted and overgrown with trees and shrubs, some green, some brown, some
of them flowering. Above them the sky was palest blue and the sun was
beating down. Dakota said, ‘I think this is about eighty years from when you
live. My gran was sixty-three when she died, and she died two years ago, and
she was born three years after the world changed.’
‘What happened?’ Jane whispered, staring around at the decay and the rot of
the world as she’d known it. ‘What the hell happened? Where did everyone
go?’
Dakota put her hand onto Jane’s as she spoke. ‘Gran said that the world just
changed. One day it was filled with people, and everyone went to bed as
normal, then they woke up and just about everyone was gone, and things
didn’t work the way anymore. Cars, machines, computers, they just didn’t
work. And most everyone was gone.’
‘How many? How many people were gone?’
‘Just about all of them,’ Dakota said.
‘How many were left,’ Jane asked, her voice a whisper.
‘Almost no-one was left. Gran said that for every thousand people the night
before, the next morning there was maybe one person. And for every ten who
were there the next morning, maybe two survived the five years after.’
Jane tried to calculate. She held out her hand, which was white, shaking
perceptibly, and stared at it. ‘I think I’m going into shock.’
‘You’re not.’ Dakota took her hand and held it firmly, like a mother protecting
her child.
‘This is unbelievable,’ Jane said for maybe the fifth time.
Dakota shrugged and continued, ‘Everyone began killing each other, Gran
said. Maybe one person in fifty survived ten years.’
‘And this is where you came from, when the police found you?’
‘I was being chased by prowlers.’
‘Prowlers. The bad men.’
‘Very bad men, yes. And I found that door. And when I came out the world
was the way you know it. So I thought, I could get some food and stuff. I
came back and forward a couple of times, then the cops got me.’
‘You traveled back and forward?’
‘A couple of times, yes.’
‘Did you tell anyone?’
‘No. The room, it wants to keep itself secret.’
‘The room wants to keep itself secret?’ Jane repeated dumbly.
‘Yes.’
Jane took a deep breath, let it out slowly.
‘It’s disconcerting, yeah?’ Dakota said.
‘Yes. Just a little.’
Dakota looked at her and smiled. ‘I have to tell you some things.’
‘Be quiet, and follow you.’
‘Those too, but just some things about the world, and where we’re going and
how we’re going to get there.’

Jane looked round at the desolation of her city, suddenly overcome with
disorientation, the ground she sat on felt unsafe, like it might rise up and tip
her off; bile rose in her throat, ‘I think I’m going to faint,’ she said, ‘Or be sick.’
Dakota sat and watched her for a while, until she was sure Jane wasn’t going
to do either, then said, ‘I need to go look around, to see how things are. I need
you to stay here. You’re safe enough, out of sight, so don’t move, the sun will
take away the shadow, so move over to that wall when it gets too hot.’
‘Will you be long?’
Dakota looked at the sky, ‘When the sun sits above that corner, I’ll be back.’
Then she said, quieter, ‘You’re crying…Jane…. please stop crying.’
‘I can’t help it,’ Jane said between gulping sobs. She sniffed, ‘I’ve just seen
how my world ends.’
‘The world didn’t end. It changed.’
‘My world has ended.’ She looked around, wide-eyed bordering on terror.
‘I’m not sure I can cope - I’m not sure anyone could cope with this.’ She
rubbed her eyes until they were dry, overwhelmed. ‘Everything is gone.’
Everyone is gone, she thought. All the effort the human race has ever made,
it’s all gone. Every dream, every plan, every effort, it was all in vain.’ She
said, ‘Everything we’ve ever done; it was a waste. It was pointless.’ Her voice
was flat. Defeated.
‘It’s not pointless,’ Dakota said gently, ‘don’t say that,’ as she tightened the
straps on her pack, bent to check her laces, ‘it’s never pointless,’ she said
softly. Then she said, ‘Stay in the shade.’
And then she was gone.
Jane sat alone in the shade desperately trying to not break down in floods of
tears again. ‘Oh god,’ she whispered, then just ‘Oh,’ because she was fairly
sure now that god did not exist.
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Dakota scooted back down the crumbling bricks of the wall onto ground
level, quietly embracing the sounds and sights and smells of a world she’d
almost forgotten; she was out of practice and she wasn’t sure how out of
practice she was, so she couldn’t afford to take risks. She moved doorway to
doorway, finding holes in walls, gaps, lanes, empty lots, routes almost
forgotten, looking for marks that other scouts might leave, and within ten
minutes she’d forgotten the world she’d been living in for the last few
months; Jane was no more than a flickering candle-light at the back of her
mind. She didn’t ask herself where she was going, she couldn’t have said if
she’d been asked, but her footsteps headed inexorably toward the library. It
was a good place to hide things, to hide messages, and a good place to look
for marks.
She could hear the distant howls of a dog pack and she paused to sniff the air,
check the wind direction, it wasn’t her they were pursuing, but the howls
were getting closer so she trotted nimbly up an old utility post that leaned
against a rooftop, rusted wires hanging loose, got herself onto the roof, then
clambered up another wall onto a higher roof, staying at all times in the
shade. She heard the dogs again, closer now, their voices rising on the wind,
and she risked looking over the top of the roof. The howls and barking rose
until she guessed they were almost in the street below and after no more than
a minute, from around a corner hurtled a tawny shape, running fast, on all
fours, ears flattened, barely slowing as it changed direction and ran toward
the same post that Dakota had used minutes earlier.
A mountain lion.
Oh no you don’t, Dakota thought, her heart beating faster as the big cat
reached the flat roof beneath her, and hooked her hand around to bring out
the Bowie knife from her rucksack. ‘Big knife for a little girl,’ the man in the
shop had said, when she’d gone to collect Michael’s gift. The knife-maker, the
recon, he’d called himself, a scout like her he’d also said, had handed her a
second knife in a hand-tooled leather sheath. She drew it out now, saw the
spring steel was matt grey but the edge glittered keenly – narrower at the hilt,
opening to a leaf-blade, with a clip on the front top edge. She remembered the
man’s words, talking of Michael’s blade, of which the second, hers, was a
copy, a gift from one scout to another, he told her. ‘Somewhere between a
Bowie, a Gladius and an Arkansas Toothpick,’ he said of Michael’s blade.
‘Long, but thick. Won’t break. Won’t blunt, unless you tap it repeatedly
against the edge of a chisel. Exactly as you ordered.’
‘And this one?’ she’d asked.
‘For you, li’l sister,’ he’d said. ‘More your size. Somehow, I think you’ll find a
use for it.’
And right now that second knife was in her hand, a lethal weapon, even
scaled down to fit her smaller hand, but still, it was no match for a Mountain
Lion.
The dog pack appeared from round the corner, running flat-out, the dogs
spreading out, filling the street, barking and chivvying each other, fast dogs at
the front, bigger heavier dogs in the middle, little dogs and old dogs at the
back, there must have been forty of them, she thought, too many even for a

mountain lion, Dakota watched them charge past the wooden post and then,
as they lost the scent, they turned and searched until eventually one or two
found the post and tried to run up it, but dogs legs are not good for that kind
of landscape and they fell off yammering and biting each other and howling
in frustration. Dakota watched as, from the rooftop below her, the mountain
lion peered over the edge, watching the dogs, calculating how long it would
be before one made it to the top of the pole, and they would, soon. Why
aren’t you going to ground Lady Lion, she whispered to herself, go to ground
and wait them out, but as she watched she knew why, the lion was heavy
with milk, and she was leading the dogs away from her cubs. If she survived,
she’d return to the den later, maybe with a dead dog in her jaws. If the dogs
caught her then she would die, but the cubs might survive. As if reading her
thoughts, the lion glanced back and up at her, calculating again, then back at
the dogs, the more sure-footed of whom were attempting to negotiate the
narrow pole that led to the roof, while others ran into the shop looking for a
stairwell. Smart boys, Dakota thought, catch her from both directions and,
sure enough, a minute later three dogs appeared at the lion’s rear and Dakota,
thinking ahead of even that move, had sheathed her knife and was already
running, leaping onto a higher roof; she didn’t want to be trapped on a roof
with wild dogs or a scared mountain lion. Her feet scrabbled at the walls, she
felt weaker than she could remember, but the sudden wash of fear gave her
energy and she dragged herself over onto the next roof, feeling the extra
weight and the absence of toil that months of living well had gifted her.
Months of comfort and safety, of more food and less activity. Even as she
struggled to make it over the wall, she heard the lion’s hiss behind her, and
she dragged herself up, rolling onto the roof, catching a glimpse of the big cat
leaping up, almost gliding, onto the roof space she’d just vacated. ‘Stay there,
momma,’ she said quietly, her heart hammering with a mix of physical effort
and adrenaline, looking down at the big cat, sliding the knife out of her belt
and back into her hand. ‘Don’t want to kill you, but I’ve got family too. We
end up hurting each other, we both lose.’ She didn’t pause, but immediately
looked for another escape route, looking around quickly, desperately, until
she found another roof, connected but lower down, she ran, jumped high,
dropped and rolled onto this, then, light-footed, she negotiated a rail that
stretched across a caved in ceiling, and then another short leap to another
roof, then another, more sure now, recognizing the place, putting distance
between her and the sound of the dogs, jogging light-footed, staying away
from the edges where she might be spotted, keeping to the shadows when she
could, blanking her mind, masking it so no reader could think her presence
clearly, but opening her mind to everything around her, taking in everything.
In a few minutes she’d put a thousand paces between her and the dogs and
the big cat, the noises they made were almost gone, but she minded that she
was now upwind of them so they’d smell her before she heard them.
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After another mile of rooftop skipping she stopped to catch her breath, resting
her hands on her thighs, allowing her heart to catch up with the unused-to
effort, allowed her body to catch up with this new world while she gathered
herself mentally. After a minute or two she straightened up and looked
around. From one corner of this roof she saw, in the distance, between two
widely spaced rooftops, a thing that made her heart glad, a pair of ropes
slung between the roofs, one high, one low, put there by Jester, she
remembered, it was a short cut to the library from here, a couple of blocks
away. She wasn’t sure now why she was going there, but she knew she was,
and she ran lightly across the rooftops until she reached the rope where she
carefully stepped across to the far side. Then she walked silently down a
staircase and out into the open space that unfurled in front of her.
She crossed the park, heedless of being seen in her joy of being in the nearest
thing she’d had to a home, her pleasure of being right back where she had her
best times, stepping onto the raised walkways to the Geisel. She came to the
ruined side of the building and picked her way swiftly up the broken
masonry where part of the outer wall had collapsed, climbing high, until she
was on the rooftop, finding a rusted door that stood ajar, slipping silently
through the gap, then trotting lightly down the stairwell until she found the
entrance to the library itself.
As she stepped quietly into the library, the smells hit her again, and the
memories came back to her as though she was watching an inner-movie; she
saw herself age twelve, thirteen, fourteen, sitting here alone reading books,
engrossed, she shuddered and shook off her reverie, took the stairs down to
where she wanted to be.
In the reading room light streamed in from cracked windows and fissures in
the concrete and vines searched blindly across the floor, some hanging like
curtains from the high ceilings. She went to the shelf nearest the wall, found
the rusted bolts in the floor, and from these she measured her paces to the
third air vent, which was still in place, but buckled, as though it had been
knocked by something heavy. She took out the coin Michael had given her
when they’d first met, and unscrewed the vent, laid it quietly on the floor,
she’d put it back when she was finished. She reached into the vent until her
entire arm was inside, up to the shoulder, fingers scrabbling for something
almost beyond reach, fingernails snagging something, drawing it toward her
fingertips, then her fingers, then curling her hand round it to grip and pulled
it out. A wooden box. She popped the lid and took out her precious notebooks
and pencils, checked they were intact, unpeeled her rucksack and took out the
notebook she’d been keeping the last few months, this too was filled from
front page to back with writing, scribbles, sketches, notes. She put this in the
box besides the others, then slid the box back into the hole. She used the coin
to screw closed the grill again. Having checked that her notebooks were snug
and safe, she refastened the straps of her rucksack, undid her belt, clicked
open the leg bind that held her knife sheath. She withdrew the blade then
slotted it home again, before refastening the belt. Stood, tested it for
movement, found it satisfyingly snug, but not restrictive. She stood up, closed
the restraining strap with a click. She’d returned to what she instinctively

thought of as her lair, her good place, and now she had completed the short
ritual, she felt ready to continue her journey and return home.
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Jane stood at the edge of the rooftop looking out across the remains of the San
Diego. She felt she was in the midst of a nightmare in which the city had
become a degraded, faded copy of itself. The roads were pitted and broken,
being buried beneath decades regrowth; nature was reclaiming her city. In a
hundred years, the desert would have reclaimed the entire city; it would be
gone. The tears in her eyes hardened, she rubbed them away with the back of
her hand and whispered a line from a long-forgotten poem, ‘Look upon my
works, ye mighty.’ She stepped away from the roof edge and back into the
shadows, sitting back down on the gritty rooftop, she finished the line, ‘and
despair’. She closed her eyes and stayed like that for a long while until thirst
got the better of her and reached into her pack and took out a bottle of water,
unscrewed the lid, took a sip. She took out a long sleeve t-shirt and a faded
baseball cap. No point in getting burnt while I’m mired in self-pity, she
thought. In the distance she could hear dogs barking, but the noise faded
away to nothing, leaving her to the sound of the wind and her breathing, and
her heartbeat. Everything I’ve worked to achieve, she thought, everything I’ve
built in my life, everything I’ve sacrificed, when it came down to it, right here,
right now, none of it mattered. It was irrelevant. Life was a castle built on
sand. ‘But we keep on building,’ she said quietly, and then smiled bitterly,
eyes glittering hard, angry almost. There was nothing here. There was
nothing left. There was no one left. Everything had gone. Everything was lost.
Everyone. In the distance she could hear a scream, whether animal or human
she couldn’t tell, and she shivered, overwhelmed by a feeling that she only
slowly recognized as fear. She moved back into the shadows, sat against the
wall and hugged herself tight.
Despite or perhaps because of the overwhelming shock of this new world,
Jane, sitting quietly in the shade, allowed her eyes to close and slept,
dreamless and dark, and was only woken by the sounds of Dakota beside her,
drinking water from her flask. She rubbed her eyes, ‘Hey.’
‘Hey sleepy.’
‘You see anything out there?’
‘Some dogs. Couple of campfires in the usual places.’
‘Prowers?’ Jane shivered a little, the day was growing old and the sky was
fading from bright blue to a dull grey.
‘Most likely. I didn’t go too close; they set traps, sometimes. Don’t care what
they catch. Let’s eat; we’ll wait until twilight, then we’ll start walking.’
‘How long will it take?’
‘From here? It’s about twenty-five miles. Two nights’ walk, maybe one if
we’re fast. But we can’t go too fast, we can’t be reckless; we might have to
detour.’
Jane unpacked a box of sandwiches and her flask. Dakota watched her
unscrew the lid of the flask without comment, allowed herself to accept a
small mug of coffee. ‘I’ll miss this,’ she said.
‘Coffee?’
‘Yes.’
‘I’ve got a fresh pack in here somewhere. A going-away gift.’
‘Thankyou.’

‘You not eating?’
Dakota retied her braids, ‘No.’
Jane finished her sandwich, repacked the others.
Dakota sat beside her against the wall. She said, ‘We’ll be good here. When
the sun gets down to that wall, wake me.’
And she closed her eyes.
At that moment, it dawned on Jane that, out here, she was the junior partner.
It occurred to her too that coming from this background, Dakota had behaved
with patience and grace back in Jane’s world. Mostly. She smiled to herself.
How could she ever explain this to anyone, back in her world, she thought?
Who did she even have to tell? She realized that she had very few people in
her life that she could open up to, that she could depend on. She glanced
across at Dakota. Maybe she did have one person.
Two hours later, as dusk settled they were clambering down the wall. Dakota
had told Jane to be quiet, but she was the one talking, softly, as they walked a
sidewalk. ‘The dogs sleep at night, cats too; unless we walk into’ em, and the
prowlers make a fire, settle in. This time of day, animals are getting ready to
nest. Mostly, but not always, so we have to be quiet.’
They walked on in single file, and gradually the buildings gave way to open
areas, the malls and parking lots faded into empty roads pocked with stunted
trees and overgrown shrubs, the asphalt splintered by grass, the night falling
around them as they walked, the stars emerging in the night sky. So many
stars. The houses and buildings were beginning to thin out, Jane turned to
look back and saw and the city was falling away behind them. She felt like an
astronaut who’d floated away from the mothership; even if she got back,
she’d never be the same. They walked quietly. Dakota took her off the road
and they followed the undulating landscape, pausing at times while Dakota
listened or smelled for something. ‘Biggest danger we have here,’ she
whispered, ‘is coming across a sleeping predator, big cat or a bear.’
‘You have bears?’
‘Not many. But it only takes one.’ She stopped and checked Jane’s straps,
rehitched them carefully, ‘We’re walking into the wind though, so we’ll be
able to smell them long before we see them,’ she glanced back, ‘If we get
surprised it’ll be from behind. Try to walk quieter,’ she added.
Jane turned and looked back again. There was no city behind her that she
could see because there were no lights. She turned back to the path they were
walking, the faint moonlight allowed her to see where she was going, though
it also cast shadows, making her step carefully. Dakota was almost silent
ahead of her, slowing and pausing at times without a word, then picking up
the pace again. The moon rose higher, and Jane could see the white slash of
the milky way in the sky above her.
We are all stars, she thought.
‘What?’ Dakota said, quietly.
‘The stars.’
‘Pretty, aint they?’ she said, without turning.
‘Can you read my mind?’
‘When you’re thinking, you walk different.’
‘I’ll think less then.’
‘Good. And talk quieter.’

They walked on.
By the time the eastern sky had faded from sparkling black to a matt dark
blue they were amongst low scrubby hills. ‘We’ll need to stop soon,’ Dakota
said.
‘We won’t get there before light?’
‘No. We’ve changed direction too many times.’
‘We been lost?’
Dakota tutted, as though her professional skills had been impugned. She told
Jane that walking during the day could be dangerous, you could be seen for
miles. ‘Jester doesn’t mind, and Angel, he’s like a ghost, but the rest of us tend
to walk from twilight ‘til dawn, unless we have to, or we’re close to home.’
They’d paused to eat, and finish off they last of the coffee. ‘There’s a hill
further up, has a little dip on the top, we can stop there out of sight. Couple of
trees for shelter. We can stop at a creek first, it’s furtherlong; we’ll get water.’
A short while later Jane could smell water, a skill she hadn’t know she
possessed until now, and shortly after that she could hear a running brook.
Dakota said, ‘You stay here, water attracts beasts.’ She took Jane’s water bottle
and then paused, turned back to her, ‘If I ever don’t come back, Jane Smith,
this time or another, you must make your way back to the room, tell it where
you want to go.’
She slipped away.
Jane sat unfastened her pack and sat down to wait. Dakota returned a half
hour later, silently, a serious expression on her face, and immediately put her
finger to her lips, mouthed prowlers. Jane nodded and refastened her pack,
followed Dakota as they began to walk again, taking a detour, north Jane
guessed, not speaking, both of them all ears and eyes, though Jane was also
discovering how smells too could give her information. They paused again at
a pile of fresh manure, Dakota whispered, ‘Horse,’ and studied the tracks that
crossed their path, gestured three with her fingers, then gave the shush sign
again. They walked quietly for another hour and it was almost dawn.
Eventually, Dakota guided Jane up a small incline and into the shade of two
old trees. The both dropped their packs and sat down, Dakota said, ‘You can’t
be seen here, it’s higher ground, but it drops a little in the middle and this
spot is hidden from view. Anyone looks, it’s blind spot, they think they can
see everything, but they can’t.’
Jane looked around and saw that they were indeed in a sort of dimple caused,
she guessed, by water run-off from the trees, and maybe the action of the
wind swirling between them. It dipped barely four or five feet below the level
of the hilltop, but the tiny hollow protected them from sight, and the straggly
trees protected them from the sunlight that was breaking over the horizon.
‘We didn’t get there in one night,’ she noted.
‘No. So we eat, sleep, keep an open eye,’ Dakota said. She unpacked her flask
and sandwiches.
Jane said, ‘I need to go…’ and Dakota nodded, ‘’Over there,’ and pointed low
down the gulley that ran away from the trees, adding, ‘Dig a hole,’ and
unpacking a short entrenching tool, handing it to Jane who’d turned to ask,
‘What will I...?’ and Dakota handed her a pack of wet wipes.
‘You got everything you need in that pack?’

‘Pretty much,’ Dakota said, ‘but nothing more.’
She opened her flask, took out two plastic mugs and poured the last of the
coffee as Jane disappeared down the gulley. Dakota stared sadly at the empty
flask, muttered, ‘Well, goodbye coffee. It’s been nice knowing you.’
An hour later they’d both eaten and then unrolled their sleeping bags. Jane
said, ‘I’ll take first watch.’ Dakota nodded and said, ‘wake me when the sun
gets to its highest point in the sky.
‘Noon.’
‘Yes.’
‘Goodnight Dakota.’
‘Good morning, Jane,’ came the reply as Dakota lay down on top of her
sleeping bag, using her pack for a pillow, turned her back on Jane and quickly
went to sleep leaving Jane to her thoughts, which varied from confusion to
clarity to a cold fear bordering on terror, and back again every few minutes.
She felt like she was dreaming, tried to wake herself and failed. This was
where she was, nowhere else; she wasn’t cozy and sleeping in her bed, she
was hiding out in badlands in the middle of nowhere with a feral teenage girl
and a world that was empty of everything, save for danger. To keep herself
busy she did a mental inventory of her body, checking every ache and pain.
Feeling the itch of some prickly plant that had scratched her. She took out a
small tube of cream and dabbed her ankles, enjoying the coolness as she
rubbed it in. Then she began to massage away the ache in her calves, until she
realized that doing so made her feel sleepy, so she stopped. She moved
position so she could see over the lip of the hill and looked out into the
wildness, seeing the faint smudge of the city on the horizon. She wondered
why Dakota had taken so many detours, what she’d seen to make her change
course. She understood that Dakota had expertise out here, but Jane couldn’t
guess her logic, how or why she’d chosen a particular path or deviation, she’d
just followed quietly, obediently. She was used to being strong and capable, a
medic in ER, a runner who could do a sub six-minute mile, a woman who was
strong and smart and attractive. But here she was a passenger, an adult
following a child. ‘That’s pride stinging you, bitch,’ she whispered to herself
with a grim smile. ‘Suck it up. You’re supposed to be smart. Smarten up.’
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Dakota was awake before noon, so Jane got to sleep a little earlier than
planned, she lay down on her bedroll and used her pack as a pillow. It wasn’t
as comfortable as it looked, and it looked uncomfortable to begin with, but
she quickly fell asleep.
Dakota woke her at six.
‘You snore,’ she said.
‘I don’t,’ Jane said.
A nod. ‘You do. You need to put the back of your tongue against the roof of
your mouth, squeeze it a few times, toward the back, til it makes you almost
gag, but it won’t, cos it belongs there, then it’ll settle there and you won’t
snore.’
‘Since when did you become a medic?’
‘Since sleeping loud gets you killed,’ Dakota said.
‘Oh.’
‘You’ll learn.’
Jane watched her repacking her rucksack. ‘Where now?’
Dakota stood up and she stretched slowly. ‘Now we go home,’ she said.
An hour later and Dakota was walking slower, strolling almost, and to Jane it
seemed she could almost be just enjoying an early evening stroll in the
countryside. She’d slept most of the day and now the sky was a deep,
darkening blue; the air still and smelled of evening primrose and pine. ‘Tell
me about your valley,’ Jane said. ‘I want to know what I’m getting into. They
don’t eat strangers, do they?’
‘Don’t say that,’ Dakota said.
After a short while she explained, ‘It’s not really a valley, it’s more the spaces
between some hills. There’s a lake that runs down the middle, it used to have
a dam but that broke before I was born, it’s been rebuilt but the water isn’t as
high.’ She paused to check her bearings, then continued. ‘The houses are
spread out, but mostly everyone lives in sight of another house, and everyone
contributes to how we live.
Jane looked up at the sky, saw the first stars appearing at the darkness that
edged the horizon. ‘Why don’t you live in the city. It’s full of empty buildings.
There were five million people living there, for a small tribe there’d be food
stores for a thousand years.’
‘They city is full of ghosts. Every now and again a family or two move into
the city. They disappear, or they go mad and kill each other.’ She continued,
‘Scouts go into the city but most people stay away. In the valley, people grow
crops, breed horses, cows, goats; there are hunters. Gordo, he runs a forge,
makes things we need, we’ve got wind turbines, a water mill; my gran, she
was the healer. I could have been a healer,’ Dakota added, then, ‘My mother
was a healer.’
Jane watched as Dakota stepped lightly across a deep, dry waterway, using an
old iron pipe that hung thirty feet above the pebbly ground. She followed,
more carefully, her shoes scraping on rusted metal, Dakota reaching out and
taking her hand. ‘But you became a scout?’ she said as she made it to the
other side.

‘The rule is, orphans become scouts,’ Dakota said. ‘It’s dangerous and no one
wants their child to be a scout, so the orphans do it in return for a home and
care. But I wanted to be a scout. My gran could have trained me to be a healer
but I didn’t want that. Instead she got Lisbeth Cuddy, and now she’s the
healer. She’s good. I think she’s already got an apprentice.’
‘How did your gran feel about you being a scout?’
‘She was unhappy, but she said I was my mother’s child.’
‘Wilfull.’
Silence.
Jane said, ‘I can see how arriving in my world would be confusing.’
‘There’s so much stuff!’ Dakota said, her voice becoming more mobile. ‘Stuff
to do, stuff to learn, and everyone is on the clock all the time. To get more
stuff.’
‘It’s comfortable. And safe,’ Jane said.
‘Safer,’ Dakota said. ‘But I can see the ones who would be dangerous, even in
school; I can see the ones who would be prowlers. I can see the boys who
have blank spaces in their souls.’ She spat on the ground. ‘They’d choose to be
prowlers even if they didn’t have to be.’ She looked across the hilltops at the
rising moon. ‘No one here chooses to be a prowler.’
‘What makes them do it then?’ Jane asked.
‘Hunger. Fear. Habit.’ She thought it over for a short minute, what makes
someone become a prowler? ‘Maybe a village dies and two or three survivors
take off somewhere. Some take to it; become prowlers. They like it. But others,
never; bad stuff happens and they still be normal people, just looking for a
fresh start. Sometimes we get people come to the valley, ask to join us.’
‘How can you tell who is dangerous and who is not?’
Dakota shrugged. ‘Best be cautious.’
She paused, raised her arm in a stop sign and dropped into a crouch. Jane
followed and, in the distance, she began to feel the ground rumble beneath
her feet before she heard the sound of approaching horses. Without a word
Dakota moved sideways, into the growing nightshadow of a stunted palo
verde gone wild and chaotic, and Jane did likewise. They waited until,
presently, a group of men rode past in silence, the only sound their jingling
harnesses and the noise of the horses’ hooves: two rode on saddles that had
stirrups, three more sat on blankets thrown over the back of the ponies.
Dakota followed them with her eyes as she and Jane squatted silently in
hiding, watching them. The men carried short spears, pangas hung from belts;
they were dressed in a mishmash of clothes, with bags and sacks thrown over
the back of the horses behind them. Even at a distance Jane could smell the
stench of rancid sweat and filth on the grim, bearded men. She watched as
they disappeared along some unmarked path and when they’d gone, she
glanced at Dakota, who gave a brief shake of her head and remained silent,
unmoving in the darkness. A few minutes later another two riders past them
by, closer this time, and they too rode on into the deepening dark.
‘Outriders,’ Dakota said quietly. ‘That’s a warband.’ Her expression was
agitated, she bit her lip, but she remained silent and watchful, not moving for
a further ten minutes. Idiotically, Jane reached into her pocket and checked
her phone, a habit of hers when she was nervous, not realizing what she was
doing until Dakota’s hand closed over the blue glow of the screen. ‘Switch it

off!’ she hissed at Jane, her hand remaining over the screen. Jane did so. ‘No
use here,’ Dakota whispered. ‘No one’s listening.’
‘Sorry,’ Jane muttered, ‘didn’t know what I was doing.’
‘When you get back home,’ Dakota said, ‘and someone breaks into your
home, you’d be better reaching for a gun, not your phone.’
‘Do you think I’ll get back home?’
‘You’re not much use here,’ Dakota said, but there was a faint smile in her
tone.
‘Why doesn’t everyone have guns now?’ Jane asked, ignoring the insult as she
pocketed the phone, but feeling stupid.
‘The bullets run out, mostly. There’s a few left. My gran said first twenty
years, everyone was shooting everyone, then the bullets run out. Sometimes I
find a box of shells in a house or a shop, or even just a couple of loose ones,
but they don’t always work.’ She patted the knife on her hip, ‘Blades don’t
run out.’ She stood up, shook off the stiffness caused by squatting, Jane
followed suit, a little slower, suddenly reminded that she was twenty years
older than Dakota, and feeling it.
‘Prowlers shouldn’t be riding so close to the valley,’ Dakota said, a tone in her
voice Jane hadn’t heard before. Fear. ‘We have to go.’ She turned and began
walking, tightening the straps on her rucksack as she walked, tightening her
knife belt too. Jane wondered if Dakota tightened her straps the way that she
reached for her phone.
A comfort thing.
She turned to Jane, ‘Can you run? In the dark, I mean? We need to go faster.’
‘Sure, but…’ She realised she was speaking to herself. Dakota had already
broke into a run, not fast, not much more than a jog, her long legs moving
silently as she disappeared into the almost-dark. Jane swore quietly, fastened
her own straps tighter and followed.
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Another hour passed, they were still jogging, Jane guessed they’d covered
three or four miles of rough, scrubby ground, running by moonlight; the
straps of her pack chafed her shoulders, she’d fallen twice, stumbled too
many times to mention, her lungs were burning with the exertion, and she
was feeling a little pissed off. Dakota was rarely less than twenty meters
ahead, often just a shadow bobbing in the distance, sometimes completely out
of sight, and their progress was bordering on reckless. Eventually, gritting her
teeth, Jane accelerated her pace and caught up with Dakota, grasped her
shoulder, ‘Wait!’ she almost shouted, dragging her to a halt. Dakota turned on
her with a snarl. ‘Wait!’ Jane repeated, catching her breath, ‘Wait…’
‘We have to go.’
Dakota was breathing almost normally but Jane was struggling. ‘I can’t run
like this, in the dark. I’ll break a leg, or you will. We’re not being careful. We
could run into some of your prowlers.’
‘They’re not mine.’
‘We’ll be theirs if we run like this.’
Dakota was almost jogging on the spot in agitation, turning and looking in
the direction headed. ‘I need to get home,’ she said through gritted teeth. ‘We
don’t get prowlers this close, in a warband. You rarely see more than three or
four together, usually it’s one or two. And not on horses like that.
‘Are you sure they’re prowlers.’
‘I could smell the meat on them.’
‘Meat?’
Dakota gave her a look that contained the horror and loathing of the meaning
of her words and Jane realized what she was saying, ‘Oh my god,’ she
whispered, but she took Dakota’s wrist lightly, ‘You’re being reckless, and that
won’t fix anything.’
‘I’m scared,’ Dakota said, ‘I don’t know what’s happening at home. I’ve been
gone too long,’ her words coming out almost in a babble, ‘I haven’t been
keeping watch. I haven’t been guarding the valley. Scouts have to keep watch,
and they have to find stuff, and I, I liked it where you live because it was safe
so I stayed but I should have been here. I need to find…’
Jane listened until Dakota stopped for a breath, until then she just stopped
talking, unable to express fully the fear that was overtaking her. She stepped
forward and hugged her tight, said, ‘I don’t understand your world, Dakota,
but I understand crisis and worry and stress; that’s my world. So believe me
when I say that running blindly through the night is not the way to deal with
how you’re feeling.’
‘I have to get there, I need to find out what is going on.’
‘I know. We will. But listen to me, do you know what the first rule of helping
people is?’
Dakota shook her head, her movements calmer, grudgingly she said, ‘No.
What?’
‘The first rule is, don’t harm yourself giving aid to others. If you injure
yourself helping others, you become an extra burden, you stop being useful.
And you need to be useful right now.’

Dakota nodded, and Jane could see that inside, she was distraught, the guilt
weighing on her, the desperation to find out. ‘You feel that you’ve left your
post. I know being a scout is important to you but…’
‘It’s what I am,’ Dakota interrupted, quietly, staring at the ground.
‘Right. So, be a scout. Be careful, Take note of everything. I’ve been watching
you, that’s how you approach the world, you observe, you calculate, you
record everything in your head. You’re brave but you’re cautious; you don’t
charge heedless into anything.’
‘Except when I fight the cops,’ Dakota said with a small smile.
‘Right,’ Jane said, offering her a smile in return, releasing her from her arms.
Dakota took a deep breath. ‘You were right to stop me. I’m sorry if I…’
‘Do your job, Dakota Scout,’ Jane said. ‘Take us to your valley, and we’ll find
out what is going on. Maybe you’ll be mistaken. Everything will be fine. You
can introduce me to your people.’
‘You’d like Gordo,’ Dakota said. ‘He’s strong and smart. He’s about your age.’
‘You trying to fix me up?’
A shrug and a shy smile.
‘Handsome?’
Dakota made a yeuch face, like she couldn’t think of Gordo that way, but then
she said, ‘He is nice to look at,’ and she giggled. ‘He got a scar across his chin
and throat there,’ and she drew a line with her fingertip across he jaw and
throat, ‘But he’s so brave and strong, so the scar is like a badge that says “this
is how close I was to the blade” ‘cos he got it in the small war when a prowler
tried to cut his throat.’
‘Tell me about the small war,’ Jane said.
‘Some other time.’
‘We’ve got time.’
Dakota nodded, unfastened her pack, put it on the ground and began to
empty it methodically, before putting everything back inside again. Definitely
a comfort thing, Jane decided. She watched as Dakota strapped it back on and
began walking. Then she began to tell Jane about the small war.

They walked through quiet streets until they reached the outer doors of the building,
and he took his ID card and wanded it over the receptor and the door clicked open
with a sigh.
She followed him inside.
He said, finally, ‘I had an idea and I wanted to see if it would work.’
They walked down two flights of stairs, back the way they’d came, then down a third,
to the sub- sub-basement. ‘There was a man in our village,’ she said, ‘in the valley. He
thought he could build a pipe from the reservoir to a place he wanted to grow crops.
You see, the dam was blocked and we had to fetch water by hand or just work with the
overflow, we’d built aqueducts but that wasn’t always enough. So he drilled into the
concrete. He hacked into the dam with a pick and a hammer too and he was strong
and he was patient, which was just as well because it took him two years. Before he’d
even finished though, there were cracks in the dam. Before he’d laid the pipe the
reservoir broke and it destroyed everything for four miles down the valley, including
his farm. Took about two years before it broke properly, but it started to break up as
soon as he started drilling. No one could stop him. When it went he destroyed the
land farmed by eight families. A dozen people died.’
‘Are you trying to tell me something?’
‘Some of the slippiness leaked,’ she told him. ‘The world changed. I know this. This is
my history, where I’m from; we all know this. Lots of things went away. Most of the
people went away. Everything that worked, stopped.’ She went on, explained, as best
she could, the changes that occurred some fifty years before she was born, and how the
world was changed and how seven billion people disappeared. How only one in a
hundred survived, and nine of ten survivors died in the chaos that followed. And
when she was finished he’d paled, his skin shiny with perspiration, breathing heavy,
like his heart was strained and miserable. They got back to the big room, three floors,
six stairways beneath the ground, he went to his desk and sat down, sat silent for a
long while. She waited for him to speak, but when he didn’t she said, ‘Can I look
around?’
He nodded, absently, ‘Sure. Don’t touch anything.’
‘Too late for that,’ she said.
And he sat silent for a long while. Then he took a pencil from his breast pocket and
began scribbling notes on a jotter pad.
Esta finished her looking, sat and watched him. Then she put her feet up and dozed.
Finally, she woke to find him standing over her. He said, ‘I need to see for myself.
Again.’
‘I’ll come with you.’
He shook his head, ‘No, I need to see for myself. Stay here. I won’t be long.’
Or you won’t return, she thought.
She watched him head for the door, and he turned, ‘sixty-five years?’
‘Go further.’
‘I might.’ He opened the door to the small room and stepped inside, the door closing
behind him.

Moments later the door opened again, and he stepped out, disheveled, dirty, exhausted
looking, seeming ten years older. He stalked heavily to his desk, flopped down in the
chair, looked up at her, studying her closely, pushing his grimy hair back from his
face. He took out his spectacles from a breast pocket, one of the lenses was missing, he
polished the other furiously, like he was trying to get rid of a stain only he could see.
Finally he stopped cleaning the single lens, slowly placed the broken frame on the
table. He almost laughed, ‘I saw what you described,’ he said. ‘I guess I could try
different dates again but, it isn’t coming back, is it? What was lost.’
She shook her head. ‘It hasn’t gone away yet professor, all this light, all the people, all
this, stuff. You can keep it. Break the machine. Then it might not happen.’
‘How do you know it’s connected?’
‘They say it began slowly, took a few years to really catch hold, and at first people
were scared, then there was chaos, then when the event happened, it was like
something snapped, something broke, some people said things blurred for a short
while, a few seconds, things merged like two copies of the same world coming
together, and when they parted one world took most of the people with them, and what
was left, that was my world.’ She paused, considering the tale she was telling, the old
tale told to her by her mother and her gran, who’d lived in the old world before it
changed. ‘They say it started here. In Jago, and it spread across the entire planet.
Most of the people gone; machines don’t work. I don’t know for certain it’s anything
to do with this,’ indicating the door to the room, ‘but you don’t need to see a snake to
understand the purpose of its fangs.’
He scratched his forehead. ‘I need a shower.’
‘Get one later.’
‘If I do this, no one will ever know. The work I put in, the breakthroughs…’
‘You want to destroy the world just to get a pat on the head?’ she asked. ‘You’re a
clever man. Clever something else.’
‘If I destroy it, what will you do?’
She thought of the crowded streets, the lights, the smells of food and fog the
overwhelming movement, the busyness of it all. ‘I know where I want to be. There’s
someone I’m waiting to meet.’
He swallowed, nodded, rubbed his eyes. ‘This is too fast. It’s happening too fast.’
‘How long were you there?’ she asked, meaning wherever he’d been to get all torn up
the way he was.
‘A day and a half. I was there a day and a half. I met a girl. She reminded me of you.
Didn’t look like you, maybe, but she was fierce too. She had a spear, like yours. She
saved me.’
Esta listened like he wasn’t even talking. She waited until he was finished and said,
‘Save the world, professor. Let me go home, then destroy this thing.’
They went back into the small room. He’d walked up to the door small room and he
pressed his fingertips against a panel, the door gave a quiet sigh and opened. They
stepped inside. She asked, ‘How does the door know to open?’
‘It knows it’s me.’
‘How?’
‘I gave it a little DNA sample, just a bit of saliva.’
She made a yukky sound then asked, ‘What’s DNA?’
He shut the door behind them. ‘It’s a sort of a road map for you. It’s inside you. When
you were a child, still in the womb, it told your body how to build you. Where to build

you – what goes where, so your arms and legs are in the right place. How big, how
heavy, what color eyes and hair.’ He smiled at her, she reminded him of something
he’d maybe forgotten, maybe had never known before today. He flipped the lid of a box
on the table, same as he’d done earlier. ‘You want to go right back to where we met?’
he asked.
‘The next day.’
‘You’re not fazed by this,’ he said.
‘This won’t kill me,’ she said. ‘It might destroy a valley, but it won’t hurt me.’
He said, ‘Put your fingertips against this screen.’
She did so.
‘I don’t use saliva now. Just fingertip oil.’ He studied the small screen, watched it as
it did something she couldn’t understand. ‘There,’ he said. ‘QE recognizes you now.’
‘QE?’
‘My little joke,’ he said again, ‘It means that you can use this to travel through time.
When I’m not using it. Or maybe you can join me.’ He stopped talking abruptly,
aware of science morphing into fantasy.
‘Break the machine,’ she said, watching him turn a small wheel on the screen, then
another.
‘Analogue interface,’ he explained. ‘A little techy joke.’
She wasn’t understanding him.
She didn’t care.
‘Are we back yet?’
He looked up from the screen, ‘We are now.’
She went to the door and pushed.
‘See you again?’ he asked.
She turned to him. ‘If I see you again,’ she said, ‘I think I’ll kill you.’
‘I’ll take that as a no,’ he said, a final attempt at humor as she stepped in to the
darkness of the room, sixty-five years from when they’d entered, moments earlier. The
door shut behind her, locking him in.
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‘How it got to be called the small war was like this,’ she said. ‘A gang of
prowlers, biggest I ever seen, thirty or more of ‘em, they invaded the valley
and they killed some people and burned four or five houses, killed the
families, and everyone ran away from them so, after two days, there were
more of ‘em, maybe fifty or sixty of them gathered in the valley, they’d
camped down by the water and they’d got drunk and they were armed and
they were confident. And the valley men, there were no more than thirty-five,
forty of them, but they got weaponed up, Gordo kept the fighting blades in
his forge, kept them sharp, and they were well-armed when they went down
to the water, but they were scared, and the leader of the prowlers, he had the
charisma and the power, he had the fear working at his side like a wild dog,
spooking everyone. He spoke loud and he said to the valley men, ‘We were
born for war and you cowards were born to run away.’ Then he said, ‘take
your children, and we won’t follow you. But leave your women.’
And the men were scared and some were thinking how they could leave their
wives and run away? How could they live and be shamed, and was it easier
to live in shame than die? Not many were thinking that, but some. Enough.’
Jane followed Dakota as they walked, picking a path through the night,
toward the hills, listening as she talked. ‘But Gordo, who wasn’t even the
leader then, he stepped close to the leader of the prowlers and he turned his
back on him to show he wasn’t scared and he looked at the other men and he
saw some were desperate, and most were scared, and he turned back the man
and said, so that everyone could hear, “He says he was born to war. We live
war. We fight a war every day, every day, just to survive: we fight to grow
crops, we fight to find water, we fight to bring up out children safe and
healthy and we fight to keep ourselves safe from disease and from harm. And
every day we suffer. But every morning, when the sun rises, we rise and we
start again. Every morning we get up, and we fight, and we survive.” And
Gordo turned to look at John Common, who grows corn in the small northern
valley, and he said, ”John’s boy took sick last year and John and his wife
nursed the boy, but every day John had to go out and farm his crops. And
when his boy died, John still had to go out and farm. And when we buried
young Luke Common, that same afternoon John had to go and tend to his
crops, feed his beasts, even though his heart was torn into pieces. He had to
look out for his other children.” And Gordo spoke like this, picking out men
who had struggled and survived and telling them about their struggles, and
he then he said, “Everyday we fight a war to survive, and we win.’ Then he
turned back to the leader of the prowlers. ‘You say we don’t understand war,
but we do. Our entire life is war. A war to survive.’ He looked at the leader of
the prowlers and spat on the ground, ‘This evil you have brought to us, this
fight with you and your dogs,” and he meant the other prowlers, “for us, this
is just a small war. And when we have destroyed you and carved you into
food for crows we will lick our wounds and splint our broken bones, and
tomorrow morning we will get up at dawn and we will continue to fight the
real war.’ He spat on the ground and said, “This is nothing.” And then he
walked back into line with the men.’ Dakota said, ‘This is how Gordo became
the leader.’ She looked up at the stars, ‘we’re nearly home.’ Then she

continued, ‘So the leader of the prowlers charged at Gordo, thinking to startle
him or put our men to running away, but Gordo is strong, he works the forge
every day, and he’s quicker than a rat dog when it comes to fighting, and the
man had a spear but all Gordo had was the long hammer he used in his forge,
but he put the man on the ground with his head burst like a melon. And then
the men of the valley cheered but even then, they were doubtful about
whether to charge. Then Jester, who was no more’n twelve, thirteen years old
then, he ran straight at the prowlers and he began stabbing and cutting and
screaming and yelling his name, which is Jesse, Jesse, and everyone thought he
would die but Springfield who was his adopted father, taught him all the
tricks, taught him how to juggle and balance on ropes and things, he’d taught
him how to move smooth as melted butter, and he evaded the blows, and
Mac, the Sharav, who Jester had spent a year with, taught him to kill quick,
‘ficient, and he’d made his coat of silk and Kevlar and the blades couldn’t get
through, and he left a circle of dead meat all around him. Afterwards
everyone thought he was shouting Jester, Jester, because of his coat and
everything, and the rest of the valley men, when Jester ran at them, the other
men charged the prowlers too, and there was a slaughter.’ She repeated those
last words slowly. ‘There. Was. A. Slaughter.’ Her eyes shone bright in the
telling. She said nothing more for a good while and they walked on until she
stopped by an old wall and unshipped her rucksack, laid it against the wall.
‘We’ll rest here for a while.’
‘Small war, huh?’
Dakota nodded, took out her bottle, drank a long bit, shook out the droplets
that remained. ‘There’s a stream over there, I’ll go refill our bottles.’
‘Is the water clean?’ Jane asked, dubiously.
‘Comes down from the hills. It’s good.’
Jane dropped her pack onto the ground and sat down with her back against
the wall. She did a mental calculation. She thought about it and sighed. She
was long dead. In this world and in her own world, she’d died a long time
ago. Oddly, the thought calmed her, that somewhere out there she’d died, and
maybe a long time ago, and whatever choices she’d made, whatever things
she’d done, they were all completed now. She heard Dakota return, and she
said, ‘I’m dead.’
‘You’re here now.’
‘You know what I mean.’
‘Yes,’ Dakota said.
‘I wonder if I had children.’
Dakota handed her a full bottle. ‘You had a daughter. She was called Judith.’
Jane sat up straight, ‘How do you know?’
‘Judith. Don’t forget the name,’ Dakota said, settling back against the wall
beside Jane, who closed her eyes, and in a single moment decided there was
so much to ask she simply could not to enquire further. They were probably
breaking some cosmic rule by even discussing this stuff. She wondered what
rules they were breaking just by being here. As a doctor, and therefore a
scientist, she knew that matter could not be created or destroyed, so a quick
calculation told her the universe was currently about a hundred and eight
pounds heavier than it had ever been, one-twenty if she included her pack.
And her own world was commensurately that much lighter. She opened her

eyes, realizing that maybe life could not be reduced to mere science. Dakota,
who’d been watching her, said, ‘You’ve got your thinking head on.’
‘It’s falling off,’ Jane replied. ‘Even as we speak.’
‘We’re nearly there,’ Dakota said.
But Jane had never felt so far away, from everything.
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They followed a winding single-track road, crossed a gulley and clambered
up and over a low rise, emerging from a cleft between two hills, then
following a road, narrow and unkempt with shrubs growing from cracks in
the asphalt. Dakota was walking a little taller, a little more confident. Jane had
always known Dakota to be wary, but she could see the caution and restraint
melting from her as they approached her home. ‘We’re almost there, Dakota
said.
Dawn arrived as they walked, the sun was shining and the air was still. There
was a faint smell of woodsmoke. ‘The Cuddy home,’ Dakota said, reading her
mind. ‘It’s coming up on the left.’
The hills rose on either side of them, and in between was a low lake, riding
against a crumbling reservoir wall. ‘Every now and again the men will pile up
lots of rock and sand and mortar. But then it crumbles a bit more every year.’
True enough, mixed among the remnants of the old straight reservoir wall
were heaps of rock, rounded concrete, often with rusted rebar sticking out at
odd angles.
‘The Cuddy house is over there.’
‘Right,’ Jane said. She felt more dislocated than ever; meeting people would
make this nightmare real. In the distance she could see a low, adobe-built
house, a pale drift of smoke rising from it but as they approached the house,
she saw that patches of the wall were darkened, as with fire, and the smoke
wasn’t from a chimney but what appeared to be the faint vestiges of some
calamitous fire; the entire roof had collapsed. She turned to Dakota, who
walked slower now, stone-faced, staring it for a while until she said, ‘Wait
here,’ before walking, then running toward it.
Jane followed her anyway.
The house was a shambles; the back yard was even worse; everything
smashed and burned, animals lying butchered in the dirt, their blood staining
the earth dark, some of them with cuts of meat taken from them, others just
chopped into pieces. Dakota stepped through the debris, pushed a burned
door away, off its hinges, and went into the house. Jane saw a child lying
between a wall and the embers of a large bonfire and went over to him. He
was no more than four years old, and his head was crushed, stomach
distended, blonde hair contrasting with blackening skin. Someone had beaten
him to death. She was breathing hard but slow, recognizing the signs in her,
the quick distancing of herself from the injured and dead, becoming a doctor
again. The little boy was beyond her help but she took off her coat and
covered his face, turned and saw Dakota was standing next to her. ‘Little Bill,’
she said. ‘Beth Cuddy’s nephew. He’s four.’
‘Did you find anyone else?’
‘Ma Cuddy, Bill’s gran.’
Jane stayed silent for a while, then she said, ‘We should bury them.’
Dakota nodded.
‘No one’s left,’ she said.
‘No one?’
‘The valley. No one is left.’ Her voice was flat.
‘You can’t know that.’

‘Little Bill had a father, two uncles and a sister. His ma died two years ago.
The men would never have left him like this. They’re all dead.’ Her voice was
flat.
‘They might be hiding somewhere.’
‘Hiding from what?’ Dakota looked around. ‘The people who did this, they’re
gone. If the Cuddy men were alive they wouldn’t leave Bill and Ma Cuddy
like this.’
‘Dakota,’ Jane reached out for her.
‘Everyone is gone,’ she repeated and stepped away, kicking through the
burned remains, lifting boards and scattered household trinkets with the toe
of her boot.
Jane had nothing to respond with, nothing to comfort her with, Dakota
looked suddenly hollowed out, her gaze was blank as she looked around, her
shoulders slumped. ‘Let’s find a couple of shovels,’ she said, ‘We’ll bury this
little boy, and his gran.’
But in the end, they couldn’t find a shovel, so they used a piece of broken
door to scrape a gouge in the soft ground and laid Billy gently on a blanket by
his grandma, covered them over with what wood wasn’t burned, and laid
rocks on top. When they were finished Dakota stood next to the grave and
whispered something and stood in silence. Without another word she turned
and left the makeshift grave, left the burned-out cottage and walked deeper
into the valley.
Two miles further on they came to another house, similarly burned. By the
third house Dakota didn’t even stop to check. By early afternoon they’d
traveled up and down four of the smaller valleys and passed four more
burned-out houses, found another four corpses, three days dead, Jane
guessed. Dakota had known them, named them, they’d covered them as best
they could, and then moved on. Jane could see buzzards circling them as they
walked. She was tired, thirsty, overwrought, and apart from naming the
bodies, Dakota hadn’t spoken for two hours.
They reached another house, higher up the side of the valley, a stone house
with stout wooden outbuildings that had been smashed and burned,
everything scattered about. Dead animals lying amongst the debris. Dakota
stared, looked around, ‘This is Gordo’s place,’ she said. ‘That was his forge,
where he made all the things we use.’ She looked at Jane, her face distraught,
‘Will you look for him? I can’t I just can’t...’
‘Of course,’ she said, ‘what does…’ then she thought better of that question
and just went to look. She kicked aside blackened planks, smashed pots, a
broken table, she lifted a door, blackened and crumbling, but found no-one.
When she re-emerged, she had to look around for Dakota, spotting her
eventually, halfway up the hill staring at what seemed to be a post thrust into
the ground. She trudged up the slope after her.
It wasn’t a post, she realised as she approached, it was some sort of metal
pole, with a cushioned T-bar at the top, a home-made crutch maybe, and
hanging from the T were three small bells. The bells were made of tarnished
brass, hand-made, and rang softly in the wind.
Dakota was staring at this grave marker, for that’s what it was, Jane realised, a
grave marker thrust into the freshly dug earth, the mounded soil still dark
and fresh, her face was grey and her mouth quivered slightly, as though she

was holding back some powerful emotion, but barely holding it back. Jane
reached her, stood by her shoulder, ‘This is...?’
‘Jester,’ Dakota said, reaching out, touching the three small bells in turn, then
staring down at the ground, as though she could see down through six feet of
fresh-dug dirt. She began to look round, right, then left, her head jerking back
and forward as though she was searching for something that flickered at the
edge of her vision, her mouth twisted as each new wave of emotion battered
her resolve. Jane could see her biting her lip to keep it under control and a
single tear rolled down her cheek. She laid a hand on her shoulder and
Dakota flinched and twisted away, ‘No!’ she said, ‘No. No...’ this final word,
this denial, whispered as she sank slowly to her knees, reached forward to
grasp the soft ground, and fell forward onto her forearms, ‘Nooo,’ she keened,
almost silently, her face a rictus of agony as she held the grief at bay as best
she could.
Jane watched her; all she could do was bear witness to the silent, focused
anguish. All she could do was let Dakota feel what she felt. As she stood, she
looked around, aware of the danger that surrounded them even if, for the
moment, Dakota seemed to have forgotten.
Jane remembered Dakota’s face lighting up when she’d talked about this boy
whose death had broken her, the way she’d held her hands together, near her
heart when she thought of him, the way she’d said, ‘He’s extraordinary,’ and
then said, ‘He’s for me, and I’m for him,’ as though it was a simple,
permanent truth. She had no words, so she stood and waited, her own heart
breaking in empathy as a tidal wave of grief overwhelmed the strange little
girl that she’d fostered and that she’d made space for in her life.
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Dakota rose to her feet, rubbing her eyes dry, brushing the dirt from her
clothes, her expression clear now. ‘We need to go,’ she said, her voice
collected, calm, but alert, glancing back down towards the valley floor. ‘I can
hear horses. They’re coming in our direction.’
She stared up the slope, carelessly rubbing a final tear from where it had
rolled down her cheek. ‘We might have long enough to get over the brow of
that hill, if we’re fast and we don’t stop,’ she said, all business now, the grief
placed somewhere deep inside her where Jane could no longer see it. ‘Tighten
your straps. Come on!’ She turned without another word and began running
up the hillside. Jane followed, yanking hard at the straps of her backpack, her
feet finding it difficult to get traction in the loose soil and scrubby stones.
After no more than minute of effort her heart was hammering, and
abstractedly she thought back to her years as a middle-distance racer,
wondered what her coach would make of her current VO2 output and
realised that whatever a machine told her she could do, she’d be doing a lot
more as she ran up this hill. Within the second minute she had no spare
oxygen in her body to waste on idle thought, all she could do to keep her legs
moving was to work her arms like pistons, her legs moving automatically to
push herself towards the top of the hill. Dakota was ten yards ahead already
and Jane’s muscles burned with the effort, the overload, of sprinting up a
steep, scrubby hill, her feet slipping, skidding, but she kept on powering and
powering and after a while she forgot where she was, and all she was, was
running and pain and the desire to live.
All of a sudden the incline seemed to level off a little, and she could tell they
were reaching the brow and then, almost without warning, Dakota, now
twenty yards in front, dropped into a shallow defile and squatted down low,
breathing hard. Jane followed, looking back over her shoulder, dropping to
her haunches to try and catch her breath, a task that seemed impossible at this
moment. ‘Did we make it?’ she gasped between breaths, ‘I didn’t see anyone.’
Dakota pulled Jane past her into the cleft in the ground, pushed her down
into the undergrowth, and used her cuff to wipe sweat from her face. ‘They
might see our tracks.’
‘Tracks?’
Dakota nodded, ‘We left a trail.’
Jane’s heart sank.
‘A pony won’t get up that slope though, so they might not follow. We’ll give it
a minute or two, see what happens.’ She was speaking almost to herself but
then turned to Jane, ‘If they’d seen us they’d make a noise, to scare us, to
make us wobble when we ran, to make us shake, to take away our strength.’
‘They didn’t make a noise.’
Dakota nodded, still breathing hard. ‘We’ll see if they spot the tracks. One of
them might come up on foot, maybe two. They’re lazy though and we’re
faster than them, so we should be ok.’
Jane sat back against the low bank of the defile, ignoring the scratching shrubs
that dragged at her clothes, catching her breath, her heart still hammering
flat-out, her lungs burning, the muscles of her legs quivering, even her arms
and torso felt tired and wobbly. She wondered how anyone survived more

than three days in this world. Nothing in her life had prepared her for this. A
thorn from a shrub dug into her arm but she felt so washed-out she couldn’t
find the effort to move it. She just sat and breathed, the feeling of oxygen
returning to her system was beautiful and she closed her eyes for a moment.
After a few minutes of sitting like this she thought perhaps they were safe but
Dakota suddenly went still. She turned to Jane, who’d opened her eyes. ‘I
want you to stay where you are. There’s a man coming up the hill. He’ll see
you but he won’t see me.’ Without another word she scrambled out of the gap
in the earth and scuttled low, crablike into the cover of rocks to the left of
where they crested the hill. Jane sat where she was, she was too exhausted to
move, her breathing still heavy, her heart pounding with effort now mixed
and fear, her lungs feeling like they were on fire.
After maybe another five minutes, in which she was grateful for the chance to
simply catch up on her breath, she heard footsteps, someone was trudging up
the hillside, a man, she could hear him cursing, hear his heavy boots as they
stomped up the incline; Dakota was right, he wasn’t being quiet. He had
nothing to fear. There was no one left to fear. Then she could see his head
appearing over the edge of the hill, and he quickly spotted her too, and his
face split slowly into a brown-and-yellow-toothed smile. He moved closer,
glancing around, wary, but mostly staring at her. He came to the edge of the
cleft in the ground, where it parted and where Jane sat, exhausted and fearful.
‘Hey there,’ he said, and if she hadn’t known better she’d have thought him
friendly. Behind the dirt and the broken teeth, he was almost handsome. She
wanted to look away, but didn’t, she looked directly at him, she didn’t look at
the shadow closing on his rear, she said, ‘Hey there you too,’ forcing a smile
onto her face.
‘How come we missed you?’ he said. ‘I thought we’d killed you all.’
‘You want the truthful answer?’ she asked. Somehow, she was playing a game
with this man, chatting like their lives were nothing, flirting, almost, and
somehow, she found it easy to do.
‘Truth would be good,’ he said moving a little closer, feet at the edge, hand on
the hilts of a large knife he wore on his belt.
‘I was eighty years away,’ she said. ‘In a world of plenty.’
‘Plenty?’ he asked.
‘A world of lights, and cars that move and there was so much food...’
He looked a little confused, but then he just smiled wider and said, ‘Well, you
are carrying a bit of fat, but we’ll coo...’
Jane saw a small hand grasp his shoulder from behind, saw the Dakota’s
small outline behind him, heard a series of chopping sounds as a knife thrust
up and down repeatedly into his groin. His face showed shock and pain and
he tried to twist to face his attacker but instead fell to one knee in shock. Jane
saw the hand that held the short, pointed dagger rise and thrust over and
over again into his neck and throat, the blade reminding her of the needle of
some infernal sewing machine, and as he twisted round, blood gushed from
between his thighs and groin, at least one of the thrusts must have hit the
artery because the huge drenching downpour of blood soaked the ground
between his feet, and as the thrusts continued to his neck and throat the blood
began to spurt in random directions from the holes in his neck. He raised his
hands defensively, and so the thrusts changed to his belly, releasing blood and

intestine, and he fell backwards onto the ground, no attempt to break his own
fall, he only wanted to lie down now, and Dakota was on him, astride his
chest, stabbing repeatedly into his face. He struggled and bounced and
flopped his arms weakly but the sudden loss of blood pressure had left him
dizzy and weak, and the thrusts to his neck had torn his vocal chords so that
he could not scream out. At one point his eyes caught Jane’s and she saw in
him a tremendous sadness that glimmered and then faded as he turned away,
ready to die now. After another few seconds he stopped struggling and a half
minute later he gave a long gurgling sound and stopped moving at all.
Dakota, sitting astride him, pushed the dagger into his chest up to the hilt,
leaning forward, her weight bearing down on it as though he might rise from
the dead and pull it out and thereby save himself.
Jane, a four-year ER veteran in South Central Los Angeles, a medic with a
dozen years’ experience, had never experienced such violence up close, she
felt her vision darkening, the ground swayed beneath her, and she leaned
over and puked away the dizziness until she felt empty. When she’d
recovered her sense of balance she turned to see Dakota removing her
bloodied clothing, pulling spares out of her backpack. Only her bloodspattered boots and socks remained in place. Done, she refastened her pack
and turned to Jane. ‘Help me,’ and she began dragging the corpse deep into
the narrow defile. Jane rose to grab the other arm and they dragged him deep
into the brush. He was obscenely heavy, limp, and he left a trail of blood all
the way. Dakota went back and kicked dirt over the bloodstains, then balled
up her own discarded clothing and hid them in a bush beside the body of the
man. ‘That might give us an hour.’
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Jane tightened the straps on her pack. Dakota took out a water bottle, ‘Drink.
Two mouthfuls.’
Jane said, ‘Wait!’ and poured a little water onto a tissue she took from her
pocket. ‘Come here,’ she said, more gently, and when Dakota approached she
gently washed away the worst of the blood that spattered Dakotas face,
before throwing the tissue into the scrub.
Then they each drank some water and without a word they left the scene,
picking their way across the top of the hill that Dakota seemed to know well.
After ten minutes Dakota said, ‘We can jog down this side, horses can’t get
here and we can outrun any prowler ‘til we hit the plain, then we’ll have to
hide up.’
‘They’ll find him. They’ll be looking for us.’
‘They’re lazy; they’d only chase us if we had food and they were starving. Or
if we were named.’
‘Named?’
‘If someone had a reward for us.’
‘We’re not named?’
Dakota gave a short laugh as they scrambled down the slope, ‘We’re not that
important. Gordo maybe. Jester,’ she said, and for a moment her face twisted,
then the emotion was gone and her expression became blank again. She
picked up her pace and together they scrambled down the steep hillside, ‘It’s
broken ground, up and down, for the next two hours, but no one will chase
us. It’s just too hard to get up here. It’s the back door, for scouts, you know?’
Jane nodded, feeling the effort of movement again, her second wind saving
her from complete exhaustion.
Two hours later they were sitting in the lee of a ridge that sat above a long
sloping hill down onto the plain. Jane had never felt so tired. Ribbons of roads
in the distance ran towards the city. Dakota parceled out the food into two
small piles, and then took out her bottle of water, shook it. ‘Third full,’ she
said. ‘Eat.’
Jane stared morosely at the food. ‘I’m not hungry.’
‘You’re hungry,’ Dakota said.
‘I can’t eat. What you did back there, I’ve never seen anything like that. I’ve
seen the results of things like that, but never as extreme, never ever.’
‘I had to do it. He would have killed you.’
‘I know. I think he was about to suggest cooking me.’
‘Cooking you would be the very last thing he did.’
‘I can’t process this,’ Jane said, still staring at the food.
Dakota ate in silence for a few minutes, finished her water. ‘It’s a shock when
you witness murder, it’s a shock and your body wants to run away, your
mind want to run away. That man. He could have been a good man in
another life. He might have had kids and a wife. Might have worked a farm.’
She finished the rest of her food. ‘But back there he had a big knife, and after
he’d raped you a few times he’d a blinded you so you couldn’t run away, then
he’d a walked you down the hill cos it’s easier than carrying you, then he’d
give you to his friends. And they’d play with you...’
‘I just can’t process... this,’ Jane repeated.

‘Process not getting killed,’ Dakota said. ‘Process getting home not dead.’ She
watched Jane for a few minutes then stood up, her voice gentle, patient. She
said, ‘Stand up.’
Jane stood.
Dakota stood in front of her and for a moment did nothing. Then she slapped
her face. Hard.
‘Ok,’ she said. ‘Now sit down and eat.’
Jane sat down, stunned, her face burning with shock and embarrassment,
telling herself she deserved it, that she’d been losing it, that she needed to
stop comparing and start surviving. She took a deep breath, sighed, picked up
a piece of bread, used Dakota’s folding knife to cut a chunk of cheese, ate in
silence, her eye watering where Dakota had slapped her. She took a bottle of
water from her bag and drank. Finished, she sat back and closed her eyes. She
was beginning to feel a little human again. ‘So what now?’
‘Now? We wait for dusk. Then we go home.’ Jane waited for more but
nothing was forthcoming.
Dakota finished her own food and packed away what remained of the
supplies. She sat with her back pushed into a bank of earth, her knees up and
her arms wrapped around her legs, eyes unblinking, staring ahead,
occasionally turning this way or that, as though she could hear something,
then turning back. Gradually the sky turned from blue-white, to blue, and
then began to fade towards darkness in the east and Dakota sat unmoving,
staring.
They sat and waited.
Eventually, when the sky was a rich, deep blue, Dakota said, ‘Let’s get ready.’
Jane picked up her backpack, noted it was stained with grime and dried
sweat, wondered for a moment what she looked like right now, what she
smelled like, decided none of that mattered. She unpacked her backpack and
then repacked it methodically. Water bottle shoved into a side pocket, what
remained of the food in the zip compartment at the top. Dakota was cleaning
her knife, scraping off the blackened blood-flakes with a stone. Jane watched
her and thought, how did I ever think I knew you?
Dakota looked up. ‘What?’
‘I was just thinking. Greg got off lightly, just a broken nose and a bit of
swelling.’
Dakota smiled. ‘He’s just a soft puppy. You don’t kill a puppy if it nips you.’
‘If we get home,’ Jane said, ‘I’ll need a serious rethink.’
‘About what?’
‘About you.’
‘I don’t kill people all the time.’
‘How many people have you killed?’
She thought for a moment, shrugged.
Jane zipped the pockets on her backpack. ‘There’s nothing back home like
this.’
‘That’s why I like it.’
‘But you had to come back here.’
‘I waited too long.’

Jane thought, and now you blame yourself for something that you could not
have stopped even if you were there. ‘You told me you were being pursued
when you came through that room?’
‘Yes.’
‘Do you think they were the same people?’
‘I think something was going to happen, the signs were there. If I’d stayed I
would have spotted them.’
‘If you’d stayed you would be dead.’
Dakota shrugged again, fastened the waist strap of her pack, hooking it
beneath her belt so it wouldn’t ride up. ‘Let’s go.’
Jane stood, her legs feeling heavy and slow. ‘How far are we going to night?’
Dakota said, ‘When the sun rises, we need to be back in Jago.’
Jane took a deep breath. There was nothing else to say. Twenty miles, across
broken country.
‘Seven hours,’ Dakota said, reading her mind.
Jane just started walking, Dakota joined her at her side. After five minutes
they were jogging down a steep scree incline.
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‘How’d you find this place?’
Three hours had passed, Jane guessed they’d covered eight or nine miles.
They were sitting in the shadows of a dry irrigation ditch drinking the last of
the water from their bottles and eating a meal of cold rice, the last of the food
they’d carried, and after their recent exertions Jane didn’t think she’d ever
tasted water as sweet. Dakota licked her fingers clean of sticky rice grains and
said, ‘Scouts know everywhere round here, everywhere to hide or to sleep or
to shelter when it rains.’
‘It rains?’
‘Not much, but when it does, sploosh!’
‘Sploosh?’
A nod.
‘You know the land well.’
A nod.
Jane stared out toward the sliver of moonlight low the western sky, the city a
smudge of shadow on the rim of the horizon. ‘Some will have survived, you
know.’
‘Some, I guess. Maybe.’
Jane thought back to the graves they’d found. The burned-out houses. The
grave marked with a crutch decorated with brass bells. ‘Somehow people
always manage to survive,’ she said. ‘Some will have survived. They’ll be out
there. Somewhere.’
‘Not all of them.’
‘Some.’
‘I failed them.’
‘You didn’t.’
‘I ran. I found a safe place and I stayed, but I should have been here looking
out for them. I should have been doing my job.’
Jane watched the last of the sun’s rays disappear, leaving the western sky a
deep midnight blue. The sky to the east was a dusty black, sprinkled with
stars. ‘You can’t take that responsibility on yourself Dakota, you’re barely
fifteen.’
‘I can. I’m grown. I failed them.’
She looked bleak. Bleak and hard like the land they were sitting on, where
wind and sun had worn it away to reveal the bare rock beneath. Jane reached
out and took her small, cool hand and held it.
‘We need to get to the room by dawn.’ Dakota said.
‘We’re going to have to move fast.’
‘I failed them Jane,’ Dakota said.
Jane said nothing.
They stood, and prepared to move.
Three more hours had passed; they were jogging silently along a road that
Jane recognized as the 67, passing empty houses, scattered wide and low,
dead-eyed witnesses to whatever catastrophe had struck the human race
eighty years earlier. She began to recognise the streets, realised that she lived

not far away, was tempted to suggest they go there. She glanced at Dakota
who looked back, reading her mind, and shook her head, ‘Let’s keep moving.’
Jane was brutally tired, more tired than she could ever recall, but her legs had
found a cadence and an endurance she did not believe was possible, and they
kept on running, silent but for their breathing and the light pitter-patter of
their feet. Another hour and they paused in the lee of an old wall. ‘I know the
best route from here,’ Dakota had said, ‘It’s not the shortest route but it’s the
quickest. You must keep running, soft. Listen and watch out for anything,’ she
said, ‘The wind is coming from the north, so if you smell anything, it will be
coming from your right side. Prowlers normally light fires at night, they’re
not scared of the dark, they are the dark; they think everybody will be scared
of them. But we might smell them first.’
‘What if they’re on our left?’
‘We run faster. And quiet, always quiet.’
They checked each other’s straps.
Dakota left behind two packets of dried food, and a sealed bottle of water.
‘For other scouts,’ she’d said, which indicated she thought that some had
survived. ‘They’ll know I’m out here somewhere.’
‘They might think it’s someone else.’
She shook her head, picking up a few small stones and placing them in a
bird’s foot pattern next to the food. ‘They’ll know it’s me,’ she said.
They left the shelter of the wall, scrambling down a hillside and into the
pooling darkness. And now they were running through the suburbs. Quiet
and fast.
Smooth.
Jane followed at Dakota’s right heel, as they ran through what remained of
the night. A week ago, if someone had asked her, she’d have said she couldn’t
run for an entire night but now she had no choice. There was no alternative.
The Armageddon diet, she thought, step through a door with me and lose six
pounds in two days. Stay a week and lose ten, if you you’re not killed by
mountain lions, or packs of dogs, or men with spears… they ran quietly, the
wind a soft gauze on her right cheek, her footsteps blurring into one
continuous movement, keeping Dakota just ahead and to her left.
The moon had risen in the sky earlier in the night but was now dropping low
again, Jane was tempted to stare at it as she ran, it was so beautiful, but
Dakota had warned her against it, ‘’Enjoy the light, but don’t look at it direct.’
How long have we been running, Jane thought, and even as she did, Dakota
was slowing, her hand raised behind her, indicating that she should follow
suit as Dakota lowered herself, almost bent double, footsteps making barely a
sound, and in the distance she could just about make out a glow of a campfire
against the wall of a large bungalow, and as they ran, quieter now, softer,
slower, she could begin to hear voices. Dakota took her away to the left, into
the shadow of an incline behind the house in which the moon was hidden and
the ground became rocky and uneven.
An hour or more later they were well away from the campfire and the men
and the moon had drifted right above their head and they were still running.
Jane’s lungs were raw with exertion and dust, and she was thirsty. They
passed a derelict shopping mall, parking lot lined with rusting vehicles;
tarnished Golden Arches rattled against a post. They were in a race to beat the

dawn and it was going to be close. They left the 67, dropping down to run
beneath the overhead lanes of the freeway, joined the 8 with three miles to go.
Jane glanced over her shoulder, the sky to the east was getting a shade lighter.
They ran.
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‘We’re close,’ Jane said.
Dakota was watchful, glancing from side to side, slowing at times; they
turned left and moved closer to the university building. The sky was a rich
blue-black in the west, but it was light enough in the east to see the buildings
clearly. Dakota paused, raised a hand. ‘Wait here a minute.’
Jane stopped, leaned forward, hands on her thighs, breathing heavily. She
moved into a shadow so she wouldn’t be visible to passing eyes, and Dakota
slipped away through a narrow gap between two buildings. They were no
more than four hundred yards from the canted building with the secret room,
and she didn’t want to risk being caught now.
‘Hey.’
Jane woke with a start. ‘Hey,’ she said.
‘You were asleep.’
‘I was asleep standing up,’ Jane said to herself, bemused. Dakota shrugged. In
her hands she was holding a tiny, wriggling bundle of fur. ‘Found a dog,’ she
said. ‘Family was dead, all his brothers and sisters, he was hiding beneath his
mother.’
Jane shrugged, too exhausted to argue.
‘It looks safe,’ Dakota said. ‘We’re there.’
They walked the final quarter mile as dawn lit up the eastern sky. Dakota
paused by the front of the building. ‘I think it’s leaning further over.’ The
building had acquired a definite slant to its profile.
‘Some of the floors are half missing.’
‘When the world changed, they say some things just disappeared with the
people. Like pieces of that building.’
‘Doesn’t look safe,’ Jane said.
‘Nothing is safe.’
They entered the overgrown lobby of the building, feet crunching on the
broken glass. Dakota stopped to study a mark gouged into the wall, her
fingertip dusting it, thinking something she didn’t express, staring at it but
saying nothing, pausing only to shush and pet the puppy in her arms. ‘Come
on,’ Jane whispered. They left the lobby and walked through a door and along
the corridor, down three flights of stairs and into the dusty storeroom. The
first shards of daylight had found their way through fissures in the ground to
create thin columns of still, dusted light, through which they passed, carefully
and quietly, as they approached the darkness of the door.
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Jane switched off the engine and sat, silently.
Dakota was in the back seat, stroking and fussing over the puppy. The final
part of the journey had been an anticlimax, down the stairs, into the room, out
of the room - erasing eighty years of catastrophe and disaster - sneak back up
the stairs, out of the building and back to the car. And now they were back
home. Her new home, Dakota had decided, her permanent home now, after
she’d deserted her old one and left her friends to die. She felt a terrible
blackness descend on her, a weight but the puppy wriggled in her arms, filled
with life. Jane reached back and touched her hand, and she jumped a little,
‘Come on.’ They got out of the car, Dakota carrying the tiny puppy in her
arms.
‘That thing going to pee all over my house?’ Jane asked.
‘Probably,’ Dakota said.
‘I’ll get a box and a blanket,’ Jane said as she unlocked the door. ‘I’ll make us
something to eat but first, then I’ll get the pooch sorted. What are you going
to call him?’
‘Call him?’
Jane closed the door behind them, relaxing into the security of being back in
her own home. ‘What’s his name?’ Jane motioned at the dog, ‘The little fella.’
Dakota looked confused. ‘Dogs don’t have names,’ she said. ‘They’re just
dogs.’
‘He’s got to have a name if he’s joining this family,’ Jane said.
‘Dog, then.’
Jane went into the garage, shouted ‘You’re calling him Dog?’, and returned
with an old orange box. She placed it in the corner of the kitchen by the back
door, then she carefully folded the old blanket she dug out of a drawer across
the base of the box, draping it over the sides. She looked at Dakota, ‘If you’re
not naming him, I will.’ She took the puppy from her arms and carried him
over to the box, settled him in there. ‘He needs milk. I’ll call along the
veterinarians after I’ve showered.’
‘You’re trying to make everything normal,’ Dakota said, flopping down into a
comfy chair.
‘That’s my job,’ Jane said. ‘I take people who are damaged and I try to make
them normal.’
‘Am I damaged?’
‘You’re young,’ Jane said. ‘You’ll mend. Take a shower and I’ll make us
breakfast. But first, I need a coffee.’
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It was growing dark. They were staring at the various bags stacked on the
table. ‘Lucky the vets was open,’ Jane was saying, ‘They gave me some
substitute milk and a dozen special disposable bottles he can feed from.’ They
both glanced at the pup, who was sleeping.
‘I gave him water,’ Dakota said. ‘Fill him up ‘til he’s proper fed.’
‘You can feed him when we’re done,’ Jane said, but Dakota was already
standing up and going to the bench, opening the doggy milk packets, Jane
sighed and said, ‘Mix it really well, make sure there are no powdery bits,
they’ll make him sick,’ and she watched as Dakota methodically prepared the
first bottle, then without a word she picked up the puppy and took him out
onto the porch to feed him.
Jane made breakfast. Dakota might be comfortable with eating little and not
very often but she was not, and besides, the exertions of the past three days
were beginning to take their toll. Despite her attempts at making everything
normal again, she felt physically and emotionally drained. Her mind was
churning, trying to process the horrors of the last three days, the violence and
fear: three days of adrenaline and effort coursing through her body leaving
her unable to relax. Her legs were heavy and ached dully, her knees and
ankles were burning sore, her hips too. She was aching all over, neck,
shoulders, jaw, back, torso… that’ll do it, she thought, a twenty-mile run
through the wilderness, in the dark, chased by madmen with spears. She
shuddered. There was so much to think about. The future, if it existed for her,
was a world of horror and fear. She really didn’t feel ready for any Sarah
Conner shit.
The phone rang.
‘That’s was school,’ Jane said. ‘I told them you were unwell. Said you might
be off a few days’
‘I’m going in.’
‘You are?’
A nod. ‘I got things to learn.’
Jane studied her, she looked broken, and her heart melted, ‘Dakota,’ she said,
and she clasped her hands to her chest, ‘I’m for you. Never forget that.’
A faint smile. Hands raised to her chest, Dakota said, ‘I’m for you too, Jane
Smith.’
‘Do you want me to drive you?’ Jane said.
‘Yes.’
‘Tired?’
‘Too tired to relax.’ She smiled, and her eyes glittered with suppressed tears.
‘You’ll be alright?’
A nod. ‘Yes.’
There was so much unsaid. There was so much unspoken. There was so much
to heal. ‘Right,’ Jane said. ‘School it is then.’
‘I need a shower,’ Dakota said.
Now that she’d decided to go back to school, she was all business. She
showered, dressed, set out her books, her bag, changed her clothes, showered
again. Jane watched her as if from a distance, not getting involved. She’s seen

the destruction of her entire family, her entire tribe and all the people she
loves, Jane thought, she’s come from a world that’s absolutely different from
this, and she’s just getting on with life, she’s just moving forward, relentless.
Kids, she thought, they’re indestructible.
An hour later, she was dropping Dakota at the school gates. ‘I called them
back and they said it was fine, just go to your next lesson.’
Dakota got out of the car. She went to Jane’s window and said, ‘Feed Red.’
‘Red?’ Jane asked, ‘Oh, you named him.’ Jane was about to say something else
but Dakota had gone. Jane watched her walking through the open gates, tiny,
aloof, vulnerable.
Relentless.
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For the next few days nothing much was said between them. Dakota was
occupied for most of the time with school and Red, and the rest of the time
she spent sitting quietly outside, staring at the skies to the east with Red
nestled, sleeping in her lap, or in his basket at her feet. Jane gave her space.
She wasn’t going to run. There was nowhere to go. The clock was ticking, Jane
thought. Two, three years, maybe four, then it would all end. How do I face
that? She thought? How do I prepare for the end of the world?
‘What you doing?’ Dakota asked, one evening a week later.
Jane looked up from her laptop. ‘Making lists.’
‘You getting ready for the future?’
‘Yes.’
Dakota almost smiled, but it faded. ‘I think maybe it won’t happen.’
Jane said, ‘I don’t know enough about science, about time, whatever,’ she
paused to marshal her thoughts, ‘I don’t know if it will happen or if it just
might. But I’ll be prepared.’
She glanced up at Dakota as she spoke, ‘Hey, you look nice.’
Dakota was wearing the clothes Jane had bought her when they first met,
including the pink Nikes. ‘I got my phone too,’ Dakota said, ‘Going to meet
Lin and Imelda.’ Her expression was stubborn, almost defiant, as though to
say, don’t.
‘Ok,’ Jane said.
Dakota turned to go then paused, turned back, ‘The future is gone for me,’
she said. ‘I live here now. Will you help me?’
Jane put down her laptop and stood, held out her arms and Dakota entered
her embraced. Jane hugged her tight, ‘Of course I will,’ she whispered, and
she felt Dakota’s body relax a little before she released herself and looked at
Jane, smiling, pushing back her hair, ‘Thank you, Jane Smith,’ she said,
formally.
Jane smiled away the powerful mix of emotions, and just said, ‘Here, I’ll give
you some money.’
‘It’s alright. I’ve got plenty?’
‘Where from?’
‘Jago is full of old money. I stashed some the time before I got arrested by the
cops.’
‘Oh. Ok. How much?’
‘Lots and lots.’ Dakota stepped back. ‘Do I look like a teenager?’
Jane looked her over slowly then said, ‘Yes,’ and Dakota was about to go but
Jane said, ‘Try not to beat up any boys today, huh?’ She wondered if Dakota
was carrying her knife.
A nod, then someone was outside blowing their car horn, and after going to
pat Red on his head and give him a quick back rub, Dakota was gone.
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The traffic was heavy; it seemed to take forever until, eventually, they pulled
up at a strip mall on Pearl where Lin parked the jeep.
‘I can smell the sea,’ Dakota said. ‘Where’re we going?’
‘That way,’ Imelda said pointing, but when Dakota turned in that direction
she laughed and grabbed her by the arm and dragged her the other way
saying ‘Don’t be so literal, ‘Kote.’
‘Ignore Mel, Dakota, she think’s she’s Jane Lane.’
Imelda said, ‘That would make you Quinn, Lin.’ She smiled to herself, ‘It even
rhymes.’
‘Bitch,’ Lin said.
‘Quinn,’ Imelda repeated, ‘Lin.’
Lin was grinning now.
Dakota couldn’t follow the conversation but knew she was with two good
friends, and the fact they were so open in front of her meant that they were
accepting her.
‘Quinn is in love with a boy who works in the café,’ Imelda announced as
they walked.
‘It’s not love,’ Lin told Dakota, ‘More like a mid-level lust, but I think he’s
nice. Handsome. Strong.’
Imelda pointed toward a red door, ‘This way.’
They went inside, grabbed a table by the window and ordered. Dakota asked
Lin to order for her, not knowing what most of the food was. When the order
arrived, Dakota found herself facing a glass filled with gloopy liquid topped
with tiny pink cubes of something soft and chewy. ‘Same colour as your
Nikes,’ Lin said.
Dakota was glad someone had noticed her shoes. She raised the glass to her
lips and Imelda gave a little snort. Lin said, ‘You never used a straw?’
‘No.’
‘I’ll show you,’ and as Lin demonstrated the use of a straw Imelda watched
them and commented, ‘It’s like Georgina of the Fucking Jungle!’
Dakota looked at her. ‘You just pretend to be angry. You’re really a very gentle
person,’ and Lin, glancing at Imelda, laughed so hard at this, and so suddenly,
she had to go and get a tissue to wipe up the milkshake from her nose and
from the table top. Imelda looked mortified, her pale skin blushing furiously.
Dakota said no more for a while, watched both of them closely and stayed
quiet until, a few minutes later Imelda went to the counter and she quietly
asked Lin,’ Did I say the wrong thing?’
‘No sweetheart,’ she said, ‘You said exactly the right thing. Most people never
get that about Mel.’
Imelda returned with a plate of mini muffins and they took one each. Then
Lin asked, ‘What about Michael, joining the army?’
She nodded, ‘He’s going to be a rager.’
This time it was Imelda who laughed, snorting her muffin the wrong way and
choking until Lin slapped her on the back, hard, and her first words were,
‘You bitch, I’ll be bruised for a week.’
‘Thank you for saving my life too, Jane Lane.’

‘Quinn Lin,’ Imelda repeated between coughs. Dakota had not got the
reference again. She took it these other people they kept mentioning were
objects of fun. Lin turned back to her, ‘Mike’s dad is really angry, he wanted
him to go to college, but mom thinks it will be the making of him, it will focus
his energy.’
Dakota said, between bites of her muffin, ‘He told me he wants to be a medic,
help injured people, then when he’s thirty he wants to become a doctor.’
‘You’ve got more intel than me,’ Lin said.
‘Yeah, what is it between you two?’ Imelda asked. ‘Are you banging him?’
‘TMI, Mel!’ Lin said, ‘He’s my brother!’
Dakota guessed what this meant, ‘We’re not doing sex or anything like that.’
‘I would,’ Imelda said, ‘In a second. Michael Harmon. Bad boy. I’d do him in
every room in the house.’
In a stage whisper, Lin said, ‘She only hangs around with me to get at my
brother.’
‘Too true, hockey girl,’ Imelda said. Then to Dakota she said, ‘So you’re totally
platonic then?’
Seeing Dakota’s incomprehension Lin said, ‘She means you’re just friends?’
‘Yes. We’re close, but just friends.’ And as she spoke she raised her left hand
to her heart.
‘Too cute,’ Imelda said and picked up another mini muffin, then she looked
up, whispered, ‘Here he is Lin! Don’t look round.’
‘Who?’ Dakota said.
Imelda said, ‘The cute boy that Lin likes,’
Dakota turned around to look and found herself staring across the café at Rat.
Automatically she canted her leg beneath the table, reached for the blade
inside her boot, then realized she wasn’t wearing boots, but pink Nikes, and
she had no blade within reach. She froze. Rat looked up from the counter he
was polishing and nodded at the girls, glanced at Dakota and then away, and
then back again, his face darkening, his expression cold.
He looked away.
‘That’s him,’ Lin said. ‘Cute, huh?’
Dakota nodded, a semblance of a smile drawn on her face, but her eyes were
not smiling.
‘He just started working here a couple of weeks ago,’ Lin went on, ‘I think
he’s some ghetto bad-boy made good or something.’
Imelda studied Dakota’s face, then glanced back toward the boy that Lin
lusted after, then looked back to Dakota.
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Jane got home late.
Dakota was on the back porch playing with Red. ‘Hello Jane Smith,’ she said.
‘How was work?’
‘Good evening Dakota Scout,’ Jane replied. ‘Work was work. How’s our little
friend?’
‘Getting fat,’ she said, rolling him onto his back and rubbing his tummy, ‘and
he nips. His teeth are like needles.’
‘How were your friends?’
‘They were funny,’ she said. ‘They’ve been friends a long time but they’re
very different.’
‘They didn’t leave you out?’
‘What? No. They were nice.’
‘Sometimes girls can be unpleasant. They can say things.’
Dakota said, ‘I left my phone at a café, near the beach. Can you take me
there?’
‘I’ve just finished a shift, I’m tired,’ Jane said. ‘Can it wait until tomorrow?’
‘Sure,’ Dakota said, and kept on rolling Red onto his back then letting him get
up and then picking him up and rolling him over. ‘I’m teaching him who is
boss,’ she said to Jane.
‘Have you eaten?’ Jane asked.
‘I made stew,’ Dakota said.
‘You what?’
‘I made stew. What,’ she asked, ‘You think I can’t cook?’
Jane shrugged off her coat and hung it on a hook by the door, ‘It never
occurred to me.’ Then she went into the kitchen, ‘It smells nice,’ she said,
sounding dubious.
Dakota laughed, ‘You’re like my granny. she didn’t like anyone else in her
kitchen either.’
‘No, it’s fine. I rarely use the oven anyway.’
‘If you want a take-out, that’s fine,’ Dakota said.
Jane stood by the kitchen door, ‘It’s just, I just can’t remember the last time
anyone cooked for me.’
‘I worked out how to use the oven, so sit down and I’ll get us both a bowl.’
Jane nodded.
Dakota went into the kitchen and washed her hands. Then she took two
bowls off the rack, two spoons, cut some fresh bread and buttered it, put the
bread on a plate, then ladled the stew into the bowls, put the bowls onto a
tray. ‘Try this,’ she said, as she pushed the living room door open with her
hip, smiling at her own success.
Jane was sitting, with her head in hands, crying quietly.
Dakota stared at her for a moment, then placed the tray on the table by the TV
and went to sit beside her, put her arms around her, laid her head on Jane’s
shoulder and shushed her, rocked her like a child as she cried. After a while,
when she had stopped crying and gathered herself, they ate their stew in
silence. When they finished their meal, Jane watched in silence while Dakota
washed up.

The next morning Jane drove her into town to pick up her phone. While they
were driving Dakota looked across a Jane, her face serious, and said, ‘It’s over.
The future is over. It’s gone for me. I live here now.’ She took a deep breath
and released it slowly. ‘Help me live here, Jane Smith.’
Jane sighed, a juddering release, and she flicked the indicator and pulled the
car over onto a No Parking area. She turned to Dakota. ‘I just had a moment
last night, I’m sorry. I feel like I’m just going through the motions, waiting for
disaster to arrive.’
Dakota said, ‘This, now, it’s all real, everything is real, I’m real, you are real.
You’re all I have Jane.’
Jane’s eyes teared up again and she suppressed a sob. ‘God, I’m feeling so
emotional,’ she sniffed, rubbed the tears from her cheeks. ‘I know it’s a rule I
don’t talk about work, but last night, I helped save a young boy, he was eight
years old and he’d been hit by a car and badly injured. Broken ribs, internal
injuries, his arm was smashed, but he’s alive and he’ll be alright. But as we
worked on him, you know, I thought, what’s the point? Why are we even
doing this? In a few years they will all be gone, so why bother?’
Dakota took a tissue from her bag and wiped the tears from her cheeks. ‘He’s
alive,’ she said. ‘You’re a healer. His family would be so happy that you saved
him.’
‘Wasn’t just me, it was a whole team.’
‘And you were all pleased he was alive.’
‘Yes. When you save a kid, it’s the best feeling.’
Dakota said. ‘I find it so difficult here. I never tell anyone, I just put on my
face and pretend. But the things I know how to do, in my world, they’re no
use here. There’s so much to learn. Help me learn, Jane.’
Jane sniffed back her tears. ‘Alright, I will.’ She smiled, her eyes glittery with
tears. ‘I’ll help you learn, help you fit in.’
Dakota said, ‘I think that truck wants to be in here.’ Jane glanced in her
mirror, started up the engine and pulled out of the loading bay. They drove
through town. ‘Where’d you learn that psychology,’ she asked.
‘What?’
‘What you just did there. Where did you learn to do that?’
Dakota said, ‘When people are upset, it’s good to give them a job to do, a
responsibility to take their minds off the problem.’
‘And you gave me a job to do.’
‘Yes, me; I’m your job.’’
‘But you meant it?’ Jane asked.
Dakota stared ahead, watching the traffic as they drove along Pearl Road
toward the café. ‘Every word,’ she said. Jane found a spot to park and before
Dakota got out, she said, ‘We need to do this together.
‘We do.’
‘Face the world, face the future together.’
‘I saw a movie,’ Dakota said, ‘with Michael, when we went out a few weeks
ago. It was stupid, but in the movie the girl says, the future is not fixed.’
‘T2,’ Jane said.
Dakota nodded, ‘I think that’s it. There was a big fat man crunching
everyone.’
‘Crunching?’

‘Smashing all the people and the machines.’
‘Arnie.’
‘Yes.’
‘Christ,’ Jane said, ‘I’m being taught science from a teenager who’s watched a
James Cameron movie.’
Dakota said, ‘It can’t be fixed, the future, it just can’t, otherwise we’re just
machines following a program. We can choose what we do, and we can choose
to do something different. Then the future changes.’ Dakota grabbed her
rucksack from the back seat. ‘So I’m going to do something different, every
day, do something I wouldn’t normally do. I’m giving the future a nudge.’
‘You’re talking alternate universes and free will. We should have a discussion
about that some time.’
‘Ok.’
‘Maybe it will save us.’
‘Maybe it will.’ Dakota opened the door, got out and shouldered her bag.
‘We’re going to work together?’
‘We are,’ Jane said, adding, ‘you’re not wearing your Nikes?’
Dakota was wearing her old combat trousers, boots and a slim-fitting grey tshirt. She pulled her rucksack tight.
‘Planning a run?’ Jane asked with a smile.
‘A walk, maybe.’
Dakota walked away from the car, a slight figure disappearing amongst the
shoppers. Jane sat for a moment and thought, there were so many questions,
and it might all be pointless, but she couldn’t just surrender to fate, to
possible fate, and she couldn’t leave that tiny, tough, vulnerable little girl to
deal with it alone. Resolved, she started the engine and pulled away. She had
a late shift, and there’d be people to fix and lives to save.
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She pushed through the red door and took a seat at a table by the window.
Rat had his back to her, talking to someone behind a serving hatch. He turned
and glanced toward her, then went back to his chat. A couple of minutes later
he walked over to Dakota’s table and sat down.
Stared at her.
‘Scout, he said. ‘You stopped running?’
‘Prowler,’ she said. ‘You still want to kill me?’
He looked at her hard, and she returned his look. Then he shrugged, dropped
his eyes and said, ‘Things have changed.’
‘Where are your friends?’ she asked.
‘They ain’t here no more.’
‘They coming back?’
He shook his head, ‘Not ever.’
She said ‘So what do you want?’
He placed his hands flat on the table. His fingers were crimped. ‘See these?’
She nodded. ‘Slave fingers.’
‘Every time I tried to run away he’d catch me and break a finger.’
She studied his fingers; every one of them had been broken at some point.
‘You didn’t give up.’
‘When he broke my fingers, every time, I’d try and splint them, straighten
them up. Sometimes I had three fingers broken at the same time.’
She shrugged. ‘We all got sob stories.’
‘I won’t say what he done.’ He looked up at her, direct, ‘When I was eleven I
killed him. Waited til he was drunk, and tied him up tight. Then I set to work
on him.’
‘You telling me that prowlers do bad things, that’s supposed to impress me?’
‘I didn’t choose the life,’ he said.
‘You trying to make me feel sorry for you?’
He smiled at her fearlessness, ‘You are such a badass, Scout.’
‘You never caught me.’
‘I’m glad,’ he said, his expression softening. ‘We followed you here, we meant
to kill you, it was what we’d been told to do, but after a while it didn’t make
sense, I mean, why go back to that place when this has got so much?’
‘You’re staying?’ she asked.
‘I aint never going back.’
‘Me neither.,’ she looked around, ‘You like working here?’
He smiled, and Dakota saw that it was a real smile, a little shy even. ‘I got a
little place to live, share it with a nice kid who goes to college, there are
girls…’ he stopped for a moment, then continued, ‘We aint enemies no more,
Scout. I aint a prowler no more.’
‘I aint a scout neither,’ she said, and as she said it she realized it was true,
something settled inside her. ‘Got no one to go back to,’ she said. ‘My people
are all gone.’
‘I never knew my people,’ he said. ‘Was a slave far back as I remember.’
She looked at him, his serious expression, his watchfulness mixed with a calm
that could be deadly, implacable when it chose to be, and she thought, this
coulda been Jester if Gordo hadn’t found him and brought him back to the

valley. She pondered this for a while. Jester was dead. Gordo was dead. The
Cuddys all dead. Everyone was dead. Her eyes burned like midday sand and
she pushed these thoughts away. Jester always said to live for now ‘cos
tomorrow aint guaranteed and yesterday is too late. ‘Peaceful?’ she said,
finally.
‘Peaceful,’ he said.
His hands were still on the table, he turned them both wrists facing up. She
did the same so that their fingertips almost touched. He leaned forward a
little and in a quiet voice he said, ‘You aint goin stab me with that big knife
slid in your boot?’ She looked up from her hands, her eyes gave a twinkle,
even Michael never spotted that, but Rat was a prowler, or had been, so he’d
notice, no matter how well she hid it. She shook her head. ‘We’ve got new
lives to lead now. No point in killing each other.’
‘None at all,’ he said, sitting back, relaxing a little. He searched her eyes for
something, saying, ‘What you going to do now?’
‘I got a nice place to live,’ she said. ‘Got friends,’ and he smiled a little at this.
‘I’m going to school, learning stuff,’ she said.
‘How long we got, you think?’ he said.
She shrugged. ‘Three years, maybe. But it might not happen.’
He nodded. ‘Might not,’ he agreed.’ He said, ‘But even if it does, I can do a lot
of living in three years.’
‘We might make it through,’ she said.
‘Don’t know if I want to,’ he said. ‘Been there. Done that.’
They sat quietly, each deep in their own thoughts, until Dakota said, ‘Can I
get a milkshake?’ she asked. ‘A pink one?’ and his face, so serious, so deep in
thought, returned to the now and slowly broke into a wide, even smile. He
slid his legs from beneath the table, stood and walked back to the counter,
‘Strawberry milkshake coming up,’ he said. She watched him go, living in the
moment, all bad things forgotten, and her expression warmed a little. So this
was how it was, she thought; this was where she was. Something inside her
grounded. She let go. And from somewhere deep in her memory she heard
the tinkle of small bells, Jester’s smiling voice telling her, ‘Don’t overthink
this, Dakota Scout. Accept it. Live and be happy.’ She brushed away a tear,
and spoke quietly, half in reply, half to herself, ‘Ok. I will.’ Then she told
herself, ‘And it’s just Dakota now.’ Because she was no longer a scout. Being a
scout was heavy burden to carry, and she’d finally allowed herself to shed
that weight. And now she was just a girl. Sitting in a cafe with a red door.
Waiting for a milkshake.
In a city that wasn’t called Jago.

6 months later
‘I got a letter from him yesterday.’ Dakota laughed, rolled over onto her
stomach, making the bed squeak. ‘No, letters aren’t old fashioned, they’re real.
They don’t disappear when someone switches off the power.’ She laughed
again, ‘And no, Lin, you know it’s not like that, we’re not like that.’
As she talked she studied the letter she’d received from Michael. He was in
the middle-east, but was not allowed to say where, exactly. As she listened to
Lin she turned the envelope over and the photograph dropped out: it was
Michael with a couple of army friends, shirtless in the heat, standing in front
of some sort of truck or jeep, all of them grinning at the camera.
‘Yes,’ she said, finally. ‘I’ll make the practice tonight. You’re putting me
centre-right? Ok.’ She felt a breeze murmur through her bedroom door, sat up
and stretched, glanced out of the window to see if Jane’s car had arrived in
the drive. It hadn’t, so she rolled back onto the bed, idly playing with the
laces of her new Nikes as she chatted. ‘Imelda’s what?’ she said, and again
glanced up as another breeze caught the door. ‘Listen, I have to go. I think I
left the front door open. Red will escape again, he likes getting outdoors; last
time, he was two miles away when we found him, nearly got hit by a sixteenwheeler. Ok, speak soon.’ She put down her phone, heard something on the
stairs. ‘Red?’ she shouted, then frowned.
Heard footsteps.
Sat up.
The footsteps were almost at the top of the stairs. They were slow, as though
whoever was out there was struggling to walk, she could hear the breathing
too; labored, heavy.
It wasn’t Jane.
Silently she slid open the top drawer beside her bed and took out the
Fairbairn Sikes, slid it out of the sheath, fingers checking the keen edge. She
hadn’t carried it for months, but out of habit she always kept it near her bed.
The weight and balance of it felt comforting to her. She heard a door open:
Jane’s room. Then it closed. Someone was looking from room to room. The
bathroom door opened quietly, then closed. She stood, silent, ready to fight;
glanced through the window and charted her possible avenue of escape. Then
she heard a noise that made her head spin back round towards the bedroom
door, a simple sound that made her senses tumble, whether from joy or fear
or simple confusion, she couldn’t tell, she wasn’t sure what she felt but her
mind turned a somersault; she recognized the sound in the deepest recesses of
her soul. The faint jingle of a single brass bell.
Her bedroom door slowly opened. She took a sharp intake of breath, and
gripped the hilt of the knife. A figure stood at the door: average height,
slender, leaning on a crutch. He was wearing a harlequin-patterned coat,
dusty from many days travel, but he was unmistakable.
Jester.
He was alive.
‘Hey, Dakota Scout,’ he said, his voice hoarse, like he’d walked too far with
too little to drink.
‘Jester,’ she said quietly.

He stepped into the room and sat down heavily on the chair opposite her bed,
gave a long sigh and closed his eyes, as though he could finally allow himself
to relax. After a pause in which she felt herself unable to breathe, he opened
his eyes and looked up at her. ‘I missed you, girl,’ he said, his gaze tracking
and studying every part of her. ‘I thought I could leave you here,’ he said. ‘I
thought you’d be safe, and I thought I’d be ok as long as you were safe. But
I’m not doing so well without you.’
‘Jester,’ she whispered again.
He winced as pain came over him, doubled him over a little, and she saw the
blood pooling at his feet. ‘You’re injured,’ she said, a sudden note of panic in
her voice. He twisted in agony, then righted himself, his sun-bleached eyes
gazed into hers, ‘We need you, Dakota Scout,’ he said, ‘I need you.’ She could
see it took a supreme effort for him to speak. ‘Come home, Kotes,’ he said,
quietly, almost to himself, like it was a speech he’d been rehearsing for a long
time. ‘The world aint the same without you.’ His voice faded and, his eyes
closed in fatigue and pain.
He slumped forward.
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